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Abstract 

Abstract 

This research examined the rapid formation and proliferation, in New Zealand, of 

new predominantly workplace-based unions under the Employment Relations Act 

2000 (ERA). More specifically, it examined the motivations and interests of the 

individuals responsible for forming New Unions, and the process by which the 

decision to form a New Union was made. To date, scholars have placed little 

emphasis on these issues and have given greater weight to describing New Unions, 

and on comparing their structure, activities and character against that of older, more 

established unions. When compared, the typical New Union has not fared well its 

small size, limited finances, and limited interests outside of enterprise based 

bargaining is argued to be ineffective in comparison to the size, finances and 

activities of larger, more established unions. The status of New Unions as 'genuine' 

union organisations has also been questioned, particularly as many are regarded as, 

or more accurately implied to be, incapable of operating at arm's length from 

employers. In simple terms' many New Unions are not seen as genuine unions as 

their formation is argued to be an employer not an employee driven phenomenon. 

However, evidence of actual employer involvement in New Union formation and, 

more importantly, their activities post-formation is relatively sparse, as are 

explanations for why employers would consider such involvement necessary. If, as 

argued, the goal of employers' is to undermine the existing union movement, then 

the current legislative climate already allows them to do so without recourse to a 

New Zealand version of the company union phenomenon seen elsewhere. The 

current climate characterized by employers' to passing on of union negotiated terms 

and conditions, union recruitment and retention difficulties, and the availability of 

decollectivist strategies that have been successful without the formation of a tame 

in-house unions. Critically, in focusing on how New Unions operate, the role of 

employers, and comparisons with established unions', scholars have overlooked the 
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Abstract 

motivations and interests of New Union members. Some scholars have linked 

workers' dissatisfaction with, and possible opposition to, the wider union 

movement to New Union formation. But beyond this, no direct or definitive 

examination has been provided of why workers chose to form, and subsequently 

join, organisations that are, according to scholars, ineffective and unable to operate 

independently. 

By interviewing New Unions, their employers, and older, more established unions, 

this study addressed these and other questions, and re-examined New Union 

formation. The study questioned in particular why those unions formed, the 

motivations and interests of the workers who formed them, and challenged 

suggestions that they are not genuine unions. A number of significant findings 

emerged from the research process. New Union formation was found to be an 

employee not an employer driven phenomenon, and little evidence was found of 

actual employer involvement in their formation. Workers' negative personal and 

shared experiences with the behaviour of older unions and their members and 

officials were significant to New Union formation. Also significant were the actions 

and attitudes of key opinion leaders who provided the expertise and knowledge 

needed to form and operate New Unions, but more importantly acted as a source 

of workers shared experiences with other unions. 

Overall, the findings of this study make an important contribution to existing 

research by re-defining the significance of existing findings. But more importantly, 

they challenge existing arguments that New Unions are not genuine union 

organisations that New Union members are opposed to traditional concepts of 

unionism, and question in particular the relevance of existing empirical definitions 

and descriptions of the genuine union. 
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Introduction 

Introduction 

For the New Zealand union movement, one consequence of the Employment 

Relations Act 2000 (ERA) has been the rapid formation and proliferation of new 

predominantly workplace-based unions (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley, 2001; Harbridge & Thickett, 2003; May, 2003b). This process diverges 

from union and union membership trends internationally (Buchanan, 2003; Chaison 

& Rose, 1991; Chaison, Sverke & Sjoberg. 2001; Freeman. 1989; Hose & Rimmer. 

2002; Kuruvilla, Das. Kwon & Kwon, 2002; Western, 1995). As at 111 March 2004. 

New Unions as organisations made up approximately half of all registered unions in 

this country but their members represented only 2% of total union membership at 

that time (Employment Relations Service, 2004). Despite their small average size 

the overall contribution of New Unions to union membership growth under the 

ERA has been significant; approximately one third of all New Union members 

registered under the ERA belong to New Unions (Employment Relations Service. 

2004). Consequently. New Unions as organisations have had a large impact on 

union membership growth and the number of registered unions recorded under the 

ERA. 

As a phenomenon. the formation and rapid proliferation of New Unions under the 

ERA has attracted a modest degree of empirical attention from primarily New 

Zealand-based researchers (Anderson. 2004; Barry. 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry 

& Reveley, 2001; May, 2003a & 2003b). The primary focus of this research has 

been on the structure and activities of New Unions and more specifically on their 

possible impact on the existing union movement (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002); 

legitimacy or independence as organisations (Anderson. 2004); and the possible 

involvement of employers in their formation (Anderson, 2004; Barry & Reveley. 

2001). Critically. however, this same research has provided a paucity of data on 

why these organisations have formed, and in particular on workers' motivations for 



Introduction 

forming New Unions, and the process by which the decision to form those unions 

was made. Rather, scholars have paid greater attention to the question of whether 

New Unions are now. or are capable of becoming. a genuine form of union 

representation (Barry & May. 2002). and to comparing New Unions against existing 

definitions and empirical descriptions of the term 'union' (e.g., Blackburn. 1967: 

Blackburn & Prandy, 1965: Hawkins, 1981: Jenkins & Sherman. 1979: Nicholson. 

Slyton & Turnbull. 1981: Webb & Webb, 1907). 

The primary method by which scholars have attempted to address the character of 

New Unions has been to compare the structures. activities and interests of New 

Unions and Old Unions within the New Zealand union movement (e.g .. Barry. 

2004: Barry & May. 2002) Old Unions being defined as organisations formed and 

operating as unions prior to the ERA. Key characteristics said to differentiate New 

from Old Unions are New Unions: 

• Enterprise-based membership. 

• Non-affi liation with the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU). 

• Lower membership fees. 

• Enterprise-based bargaining agenda (Barry. 2004: Barry & May. 2002: May, 

2003a & 2003b). 

Based on these comparisons and the divergence of New Unions from existing 

empirical definitions of the term 'union', New Unions have been broadly defined as 

something less than a genuine form of union representation (Barry. 2004: Barry & 

May. 2002). However. a key component of these arguments. the concept of union 

character (Blackburn. 1967: Blackburn & Prandy. 1965). does not allow scholars to 

state that an organisation is or is not a union (Gall. 1997) . Recent conclusions also 

overlook similarities between the character of New and many Old Unions and the 

possible inaccuracy of existing definitions of the term 'union·. 
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In general, the typical New Union has been described by scholars as a small, poorly 

financed enterprise-based organisation formed solely for the purpose of negotiating 

a site-based collective employment agreement (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) . 

The enterprise-based structure, found to be typical of many New Unions. is also 

argued to be an ineffective mechanism for representing workers' interests (Barry, 

2004: Barry & May, 2001). More specifically, New Unions' small size, workplace

based membership and bargaining agenda, and low membership fees have raised 

concerns that as organisations they lack the ability to operate independently of and 

at arm's length from employers (Anderson, 2004: Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002). The ability to act independently is the critical .test of an organisations' status 

as a genuine union (Blackburn, 1967: Blackburn & Prandy, 1965; Prandy, Stewart & 

Blackburn, 1974), and consequently New Unions' perceived lack of independence 

has been of significant interest to scholars. 

New Union formation has in many cases been linked to employer efforts at 

undermining the bargaining and organising efforts of O ld Unions (Anderson. 2004; 

Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2001; Barry & Reveley, 2001). Employers are implied to 

sponsor or promote New Union formation as part of a wider decollectivist strategy 

(e.g., Peetz, 2002a & 2002b), possibly based on a New Zealand version of the 

company union phenomenon seen elsewhere (e.g .. Jenkins & Sherman, 1979; 

Kaufman, 2001; Nissen. 1999). But outside of a few. possibly extreme. examples 

(Anderson, 2004: Barry. 2004; Barry & May, 2001: May. 2003a & 2003b). little 

definitive evidence has been produced that this is in fact the case. Nevertheless, the 

argument that New Union formation frequently represents an employer rather than 

employee driven phenomenon has not been significantly challenged. 

A significant omission from this body of literature is an analysis of the motives and 

interests of workers who formed New Unions. Few scholars (Anderson. 2004, was 

one exception) have questioned why workers would 'freely' choose to form. join 

and remain in organisations that could not and did not effectively represent their 
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interests. Fewer still have questioned why workers would form, join and remain in 

organisations that lacked the ability to act independently of their employers. 

Empirical research into workers' unionisation decisions has consistently found that 

workers join and remain in unions in order to gain some advantage, typically an 

economic one. If a union is incapable. or unable, because of employer involvement, 

to offer such an advantage, why workers would choose to form, join, and remain in 

New Unions is an important question. 

The only identified motives for workers' decisions to form New Unions is argued to 

be their dissatisfaction with the existing union movement or a desire for a cheaper 

form of union membership (Barry & May. 2002: May, 2003a & 2003b). But as 

catalysts or antecedent causes of New Union formation these factors have not been 

extensively examined by scholars. Consequently, empirical research thus far has 

offered few if any explanations of why workers choose to form New Unions or of 

how that decision was reached. This is surprising given the impact New Unions are 

argued to have on the union movement as a whole and the operation of the ERA 

(Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002: May, 2003a & 2003b). 

In examining the decision to form a New Union and questions raised by the 

relevant literature, this study sought the experiences and perceptions of members of 

three stakeholder groups: workers who formed New Unions, their employers, and 

representatives of Old Unions whom they operated alongside. In total, 

representatives of 9 New Unions, 3 employers, and 3 Old Unions were interviewed 

by the study in a semi-structured qualitative format. The primary purpose of the 

interviews was to re-examine the phenomenon of New Union formation and to 

develop a more comprehensive picture of why and how those unions formed. The 

primary research question investigated by the study was: 

"Why do New Unions form in New Zealand under the ERA?" 
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To address additional themes identified within the literature as relevant to this 

question, the study also investigated six additional and supporting research 

questions. These were: 

• Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour of forming 

their own? 

• What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to form a New 

Union? 

• Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or a deliberate 

decision? 

• How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their character as 

organisations evolved? 

• What is a genuine union? 

• Are New Unions genuine? 

In order to present its examination and analysis of these questions, the study uses 

the following format: First Chapter One outlines the relevant literature to describe 

the current state of knowledge relevant to the research questions and establishes the 

context within which those questions are asked: Chapter Two describes the research 

process adopted by the study including the type of interview used, participant 

selection and data collection. It also provides a description of and rationale for the 

chosen methodology; Chapter Three provides a brief report on the results of the 

data collection process in relation to the study's research questions; Chapters Four, 

Five and Six then discuss those results in relation to the relevant literature with each 

chapter examining and analysing data collected from a specific stakeholder group. 

Chapter Four discusses the results of interviews with New Unions, Chapter Five the 

results of interviews with Employers, and Chapter Six the results of interviews with 

Old Unions. Finally, Chapter Seven summarises the study's overall findings and 

offers conclusions in relation to each of the study's research questions with further 

reference to the relevant literature. Also provided is a discussion of new or 
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unexpected themes identified by the research process, the implications of the study's 

overall findings, and suggestions for future research where considered appropriate. 
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Chapter One 

Chapter One 

A Review of the Literature 

1.0 Introduction 

1. 0.1 The New Zealand union movement post 2000 

Since 2000 the New Zealand union movement has been marked by the rapid 

formation, registration and proliferation of new, small enterprise-based unions 

(Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001; Harbridge & Thickett, 

2003; May, 2003b). The rapid growth in newly registered unions goes against 

prevailing trends within Western industrialised systems (Chaison & Rose, 1991: 

Freeman, 1989: Western, 1995) and Non-Western systems (Kuruvilla et al, 2002) 

toward a decline in union coverage and the creation, by merger, of large 

conglomerate union bodies (Buchanan, 2003; Chaison et al, 2001: Hose & Rimmer, 

2002). As an organisational trend, their creation is also at odds with predictions 

about the potential impact of the Employment Relations Act 2000 (ERA) on the 

New Zealand union movement. The more positive of these predicated that the 

ERA represented a turning point in New Zealand union history (May & Walsh, 

2002) that heralded a reversal of union decline, provided scope for union renewal 

(May, 2003a & 2003b) and fostered an environment suitable for union growth 

(Harbridge & Thickett, 2003). 

1. 0.2 New Union formation as an objed of empirical study 

The proliferation of so many New Unions under the ERA (about 100 were formed 

within the period 2000-2004 (Employment Relations Service, 2004)), was an 

unexpected consequence of the ERA (Barry, 2004). The nature of New Union 

growth under the ERA and the consequences of this trend for existing unions has 

attracted a measured degree of interest from New Zealand scholars (Anderson, 

2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001). It has yet to 
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attract the attention of their international counterparts, although some 

investigations (e.g., Barry, 2004) have been published in international journals. 

Thus far. scholarly analysis of New Union registrations in New Zealand has been 

narrow. Emphasis has been placed on comparisons of new and existing union 

structures and interests (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) and the possible role of 

employers in their formation and their use against established unions (Anderson, 

2004; Barry & Reveley, 2001). Little or no i has been found that addresses the 

motivations and interests of their membership, or the question of why they were 

formed. 

On the basis of both quantitative and qualitative data, these studies have generally 

argued that new organisations may not be genuine unions (Barry, 2004) and are 

predominantly an employer creation (Barry & Reveley, 2001). It is also suggested 

that, as employer creations, they lack the real independence (Anderson. 2004) that 

is the key feature of the genuine union (Shirai. 1983. cited in Benson. 1996). In this 

vein, newly registered unions are indirectly described as a form of decollectivist 

strategy (Peetz, 2002a & 2002b) whose formation is an attempt to reduce or 

prevent genuine unions from gaining an influence in particular workplaces. The 

primary justification for these conclusions is differences in the structure and possible 

strategies of new and established unions. their membership, financial structures, and 

the activities they pursue. 

1.0.3 Union formation and the role of employers 

Comparisons between new and established unions in New Zealand under the ERA 

bear some similarity to comparisons between union and non-union representative 

structures in other settings. and historical accounts of union origins. Like recent 

investigations in New Zealand. these comparisons also emphasise the involvement 

of employers in the formation of particular organisations. Analysis of early union 

history describes employer action as the most significant and consistent barrier to 

union formation (Chase. 2000; Fraser. 1999; Pelling. 1963). Employer opposition 
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to particular organisations was also used to identify those organisations as union-like 

bodies (Webb & Webb, 1907). More recently, employers have been shown to use a 

variety of strategies that undermine unions either by re-directing employee loyalty 

to the firm (Dundon. 2002). by challenging the legitimacy of unions (Logan, 2002). 

or by subverting union representational structures (Royle, 2002). 

Yet whether strategies of this type are responsible for the formation of New Unions 

in New Zealand has not been definitively established. Rather, employer 

involvement in New Union formation is assumed upon the basis of the limited 

interests and low level bargaining activities of some New Unions (Barry, 2004; 

Barry & May, 2002). Yet historical accounts give some indication as to the often 

narrow and rather simple sets of interests and activities pursued by unions when first 

formed (Chase, 2000; Fraser, 1999; Pelling, 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907). This could 

suggest that the narrow interests of newly registered unions in New Zealand are a 

consequence of their age, not employer action. The interests and activities of the 

first unions evolved and became more complex over time (Franks. 2001; Pelling, 

1963; Ryan. 1997; Webb & Webb, 1907). It is possible that newly registered unions 

in New Zealand will follow a similar path. More recent investigations of different 

forms of collective representation offer some lessons here, providing a comparison 

of new, emerging and established union organisations. 

1.0.4 Employee representation: what is its genuine form? 

The primary example of the comparison of different forms of employee 

representation is found with the rise of staff associations and white-collar unions, 

particularly in the United Kingdom. The rise of staff associations and white-collar 

unions attracted a significant degree of interest from British scholars (Bain, Coates & 

Ellis, 1973; Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965; Prandy et al, 1974), and 

also New Zealand researchers who observed similar processes in this country (Smith, 

1987). These comparisons highlight the difficulties faced by scholars when 

attempting to differentiate between different types of collective organisation. They 
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also illustrate the difficulties faced in attempting to identify why particular groups 

formed. as well as the inconsistencies and gaps within recent analysis of newly 

registered unions in New Zealand. 

Of particular interest is that neither set of studies can provide a precise definition or 

description of the genuine union. Rather. the comparisons provided rested upon 

the assumption that established representational forms provide an effective 

benchmark against which any New Union-like body can be measured. In this 

respect. they reinforce existing institutional or rationalised myths about what a 

union is and should be (Strauss. 1993). For the purposes of this study. and in 

relation to unions, rationalised myths outline the actual and perceived characteristics 

that define what a 'genuine' union is within a particular system. One attempt to 

establish such a defining set of union characteristics is used by both sets of 

comparative studies, i.e., that of white-collar unions in Britain and New Unions in 

New Zealand. The attempt is provided by Blackburn's (1967) and Blackburn, & 

Prandy's (1965) model of union character. 

I. 0.5 Union charader and New Zealand unions 

Although New Zealand scholars have not used the concept of union character in its 

entirety (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Smith, 1987), it has offered the only 

method of comparing different organisational forms that is common to both the 

study of alternative forms of employee representation amongst white-collar unions. 

and the proliferation of new forms of employee representation in New Zealand 

under the ERA. The model provides a set of seven factors said to be indicative of 

the typical. and genuine. union (Blackburn, 1967). and the model itself has. along 

with one other (Lockwood, 1958). been identified as the most rigorous of its type 

available (Bain et al. 1973). Yet while it is a reasonable interpretation of what a 

union might be. union character does not provide a definitive and widely applicable 

description of what a union is. A key failing of the concept is that it does not 

account for changes in a union's external environment. Also. it does not explain 
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why a New Union forms and adopts a particular structure. Rather, it illustrates a set 

of factors common to unions at a particular point in time, and which have 

maintained a degree of historical significance (Blackburn, 1967: Blackburn & Prandy, 

1965). 

1.0.6 New unions, employers, and union charader: some unanswered 

questions 

Examination of the formation of newly registered unions in New Zealand and their 

links to existing themes raises a number of questions. Existing theories make it 

possible, albeit in a limited fashion. to compare different types of unions at a given 

point in time. However, this study argues that we cannot yet categorically state 

that newly registered unions in New Zealand are not genuine on the basis of such 

comparisons. Employer involvement is a key indicator of a union' s legitimacy and 

union history clearly illustrates the significance of employer action in their formation 

and development. Nevertheless. no definitive evidence has been provided that 

would allow New Unions in New Zealand as a group to be labelled a purely 

employer driven phenomenon. The investigation of newly registered unions also 

overlooks the motivations of employees. While the opposition of New Union 

officials to existing unions is noted, why groups of workers would choose to form 

their own union rather than join existing unions is not fully discussed, although 

dissatisfaction with existing unions is mooted as a contributing factor (Barry & May, 

2002). The principal questions raised by this body of research then are: 

• What is a genuine union? 

• Why have New Unions formed in New Zealand? 

In order to put these questions into a clearer perspective the aim of this literature 

review is to introduce and define key concepts and themes relevant to the 

formation of unions. their development as organisations and the comparison of 

different organisational forms. 
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1.1 What is a Union? 

1.1. l Construding a definitive description 

The term union encompasses a variety of organisational forms whose central 

purpose can be loosely defined as the representation of the interests of employees in 

the workplace. In this capacity, unions have been described as the only 

organisations wholly controlled by workers (Freeman & Rogers, 1999) and the 

primary form of worker representation in capitalist societies (Freeman & Medoff, 

1984). Unions have existed, within Western industrialised systems for about 300 

years, and have maintained a consistent presence in industrialised systems since their 

first inception. Yet despite their longevity, identifying unions and their membership 

as distinct groups has been difficult. Suggestions that membership of a union is 

distinct from membership of any other organisation (Nicholson, Ursell & Slyton, 

1981) should separate unions from other organisational forms. Nevertheless, unions 

are not alone in representing employee interests (Smith. 1987). and consequently 

scholars have struggled to differentiate between unions and similar employee-based 

organisations. The difficulties scholars face in identifying unions are such that an 

often quoted definition of what a union is, provided by Webb & Webb (1907). is 

now around one hundred years old. Webb & Webb (1907. p.1) stated that a union 

is a "continuous association of wage earners" whose fundamental purpose is to 

protect their members' standard and quality of life. 

Where and when provided, more recent definitions of what unions are tend to 

differ little from that of the Webb' s, and continue to emphasise the role of unions in 

representing employees and improving various conditions of employment. As 

organisations. unions been defined in a number of ways: as groups of workers 

united collectively in response to a common belief that collective action would 

provide a stronger means of protecting their conditions of employment (Hawkins. 

1981; Jenkins & Sherman, 1979) ; as organisations formed to meet the interests of 

their members even where they conflicted with the interests of others (Barry & May. 

2002); and as voluntary. freely created coalitions of individuals formed to represent 
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their interests (Nicholson et al. 1981). and to serve society as a whole (Herzenberg. 

2002). 

Descriptions of union origins. or labour history. provide a strong example of the 

problematic nature of identifying and defining unions. Labour histories from 

Britain, for example. continue to differ on the definition of what a union is . and 

consequently on the dates assigned to the formation of the first unions in that 

country (Chase. 2000; Pel ling. 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907). Comparisons of unions 

against the character and identity of other forms of employee representation (Bain 

et al. 1973; Blackburn. 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965: Lockwood. 1958; Prandy et 

al. 1974; Smith. 1987) have also found it difficult to define the typical un ion. These 

comparisons have included attempts to define the key characteristics of what a 

union is (Bain et al, 1973: Blackburn. 1967: Blackburn & Prandy. 1965). Yet while 

they provide variables consistent with other definitions. the question of what a 

union is remains inconclusive. The key problem is that in any comparison or 

description of organisations that represent groups of workers. those traditionally 

identified as unions have been shown to possess a wide variation in their adherence 

to even the most basic characteristics associated with the typical union (Blackburn. 

1967: Blackburn & Prandy. 1965: Prandy et al. 1974). 

1.1.2 What unions are: the influence of dominant mythology 

In the absence of a definitive set of identifying characteristics. the continued use of 

often dated definitions suggests that attempts to define what a union is may be 

dominated by tradition and accepted practice. Strauss (1993) argues that this 

practise reflects not the reality of what unions are. but also the myths about what 

they are or should be that dominate a particular system. In this sense. myths define 

what unions are. what they are perceived to be and what tradition states they 

should be w ithin a particular system. Within Western 1 industrial systems. these 

1 The term Western refers primarily to the industrialised capitalist economies of Britain. W estern Europe. t he 

United States. Canada. Australia and New Zealand. 
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myths have been found to identify a union as an industrial organisation that 

represents all workers' through the pursuit of a wide socio-political agenda (Wad, 

1996). As comparisons of unions with other workers organisations have illustrated, 

such myths identify as unions only those organisations that can be favourably 

compared with established examples of what unions are. 

In this manner, there is a significant degree of similarity between the definition 

provided by Webb & Webb (1907) and later definitions of what unions are in 

Britain (e.g., Blackburn, 1965; Blackburn & Prandy, 1967) and elsewhere among 

Western industrialised systems (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; May, 2003b; 

Nicholson et al, 1981). The consistency of these definitions also illustrates, to a 

degree, the longevity of traditional definitions of what unions are. What is absent 

from this body of work, however, is consideration of whether often dated 

definitions are accurate depictions of reality or merely, as Strauss (1993) suggests, a 

depiction of tradition and myth. More importantly, where comparative studies 

have examined new or emerging organisations with existing bodies, the ability of 

those myths to prevent the accurate identification and description of newer forms of 

worker organisation is not addressed. There is some evidence that this may actually 

occur, and that myths can prevent the accurate identification of new organisations. 

Within Western industrial systems, dominant myth has been found to contribute to 

negative descriptions and/or evaluations of newly formed organisations where those 

organisations' characteristics contradict myths defining the 'genuine' union. Wad 

(1996), in a review of attitudes toward unions in a number of industrialised and 

industrialising nations, found a strong ideological opposition to union forms that 

contradicted prevailing myths. This was most frequently manifested in the negative 

imagery associated with enterprise unionism amongst Western nations (Wad, 1996). 

The opposition of Western myth to enterprise unionism is such that even where 

organisations considered to be genuine unions differed widely in their adherence to 

established myth, their identification as unions was not questioned or opposed in 
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the same manner (Bain et al. 1973; Blackburn. 1967: Blackburn & Prandy. 1965; 

Prandy et al. 1974). A possible explanation for this is that such comparisons focused 

on comparing newly established organisations with unions with an often long and 

protracted history: newer organisations were more likely to be seen as different 

from older organisations whose non-adherence to the myth was as great or greater. 

1.1.3 How do dominant myths form? 

Why particular organisational myths come to dominate a system is a function of the 

environment in which unions in that system have developed. and can be traced to 

problems faced by unions when they first formed (Sherer & Leblebici. 1993). 

However. while unions as a group and their associated myths can be defined by 

their response to their environment (Fiorito. Jarley & Delaney, 2001). individual 

unions do not respond to their environment in the same way (Sherer & Leblebici, 

1993). Variations in the responses of individual unions explain the often wide 

variations in an organisation's adherence to the characteristics associated with the 

typical union. However, in most systems the dominance of myth appears to limit 

this possibility, particularly where it influences the choices workers make about their 

unions . Hence, within any industrial relations system we can observe the continued 

dominance of particular types of union and the adoption by newer organisations of 

similar or identical structures. This occurs as organisations and workers either 

deliberately or unwittingly adopt representative structures whose characteristics 

comply with a particular system's dominant mythology. 

Primary examples of the manner in which unions comply with mythology or 

tradition can be found in the ongoing dominance of particular union forms in many 

countries. Primary examples include: national unions and their local-level affiliates 

in the United States (Fiorito et al. 2001: Freeman & Medoff. 1984: Sherer & 

Leblebici, 1993): national and industrial unions in Britain (Chase, 2000: Fraser, 

1999: Pelling, 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907) and New Zealand (Harbridge & Thickett, 

2003: Holt, 1986; Roth, 1973): and enterprise unionism in Japan (Broadbent, 2001: 
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Miller & Amano. 1995) and elsewhere in Asia (Kuruvilla & Erickson. 2002 ; Wad, 

1996). Asian examples also serve to illustrate how differences in worker attitudes. 

unions development. and how unions are perceived in particular systems. can alter 

the dominant type of structure they adopt. Fahlbeck (2002). for example. 

identified clear differences in how workers in three countries. Sweden. Japan and 

the United States, perceived and defined what unions were and what they did . 

1.1.4 Identifying a union through the adions of employers 

Identifying a union through an organisation's possession of or adherence to 

particular characteristics has proven difficult. This is particularly so where myth or 

tradition minimises or exaggerates the importance of particular variables. An 

alternative method of identifying whether an organisation is a union has been to use 

the opposition of other parties to its formation and activities as a guide. Labour 

history has made frequent reference to the use of employer opposition to an 

organisation as an indication of its status as a union (Pelling. 1963: Webb & Webb. 

1907). In some instances. where data on a particular union was absent or 

inconclusive, this opposition provided the only means by which its existence could 

be established (Chase. 2000; Fraser, 1999; Pelling. 1963: Webb & Webb. 1907). 

Employer opposition to unions has remained a consistent factor in union growth 

and decline (Chaison & Rose, 1991: Freeman, 1989; Pelling. 1963; Western, 1995; 

Woods, 1963) , as evidenced by employers' ongoing attempts to prevent or reduce 

the unionisation of their workplaces (Dundon, 2002: Logan. 2002: Peetz, 2002a & 

2002b; Royle, 2002). The role of employers is important as the act of joining. and 

presumably forming. a union has been argued to be less significant where that act is 

supported or manipulated by an employer (Jenkins & Sherman. 1979) . 

Another common theme within the history of unions has been the formation of 

employer sponsored. or supported. union organisations. Company unions in the 

United States (Kaufman, 2000; Logan. 2002 ; Nissen. 1999) and white-collar staff 
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associations in Britain (Blackburn, 1967: Jenkins & Sherman, 1979) are key examples. 

Typically, these organisations are formed by employers, or with a significant degree 

of employer involvement, with the express purpose of undermining other unions 

(Nissen, 1999). The first recorded instance of New Zealand employers forming a 

company union occurred in 1890 (Roth & Hammond, 1981), but in New Zealand 

this practice was more typically associated with the registration of an employer 

sponsored union under the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act (Holt, 1986: 

Roth, 1973; Olssen, 1986). 

Establishing whether an organisation representing workers is the result of employer 

action has been regarded as a significant factor in defining its status as a genuine 

union. Typical definitions of unions typically highlight the need for unions to be 

independent of employer action or influence (Barry & May, 2002, has a recent New 

Zealand definition), as do comparisons of unions against organisations such as staff 

associations (Bain et al. 1973: Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965). An 

organisation which lacks independence from an employer is no longer regarded as a 

union. The case of employer sponsored unions operating on the New Zealand 

waterfront is a prime example (Barry & Reveley, 2001). 

While scholars have established independence as a key determinant of an 

organisation's status as a union, a lack of independence is a difficult variable to test. 

A lack of opposition by employers to an organisation, direct employer sponsorship 

of representatives on union bodies such as consultative committees (Dundon, 2002: 

Royle, 2002), and possible employer financial assistance to a particular organisation 

(Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002; Jenkins & Sherman, 1979), have been mooted as 

key indicators. Yet, outside of legal definitions (Anderson, 2004), no definitive test 

exists to firmly establish a level of employer involvement beyond which a union's 

independence is and should be questioned. Confusing this issue still further is the 

active pursuit by many unions of formal cooperative partnerships with employers 

(Haynes & Allen, 2000: Haynes & Boxall, 2002). and the regular financial 
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contributions of employers to unions in some countries (Fahlbeck, 2002). 

Partnership strategies have been observed among several countries in Europe 

(Haynes & Allen, 2000; Heery, 2002), as well as North America (Rubinstein, 2001), 

and New Zealand (Haynes & Boxall, 2002). Two questions emerge from this issue: 

• At what point do such partnerships result in the loss of a union's ability to act 

independently, and against the interests of an employer? 

• At what point does financial assistance negate an organisation's 

independence and right to be called a union? 

1.1.5 Identifying unions through legislative definitions 

Legislation, like employer action, has provided a useful means of defining what a 

union is and identifying the existence of union organisations. Two factors that 

contribute to this are: (i) the creation of legislation explicitly designed to prevent 

and/or hinder the formation and growth of unions, and (ii) the definition of unions 

commonly contained within industrial statutes, whether restrictive or not. A prime 

example of the former was the British Combinations Act 1799 and its Amendment 

passed into law in 1800. The Combinations Act defined unions as seditious bodies 

that acted in restraint of trade, and placed a number of barriers in the way of their 

free and unrestricted formation (Chase, 2000; Fraser, 1999; Pelling, 1963; Webb & 

Webb, 1907). A later New Zealand example was the Labour Disputes Investigation 

Act 1913 that heavily restricted the rights, and limited the activities, of unions in this 

country (Holt, 1986; Roth, 1973). 

In New Zealand, two early statutes provide an example of the latter situation: the 

Trade Union Act 1878 (TUA) and the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

1894 (ICAA). The TUA defined a union as "any combination, whether temporary 

or permanent, for regulating the relations of workers and employers . .. or for 

imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business" (Deeks & 

Rasmussen, 2002, p. 37). Where the use of legislation to define what a union is 

becomes confused is where statute allows for the formation of unions of employers 
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as well as workers. Both the TUA and the ICAA allowed for this possibility. The 

TUA also defined as a union "any combination ... for regulating the relations 

[between] ... employers and employers" (Deeks & Rasmussen, 2002, p. 37), while 

the ICAA defined a union as "a society ... lawfully associated for the purpose of 

protecting or furthering the interest of employers or workmen ... " (ICAA part 1, 

section 1.3). The usefulness of these definitions is that they confirm the suitability of 

characteristics scholars typically use to define unions such as the representation of 

employees and the furthering of their interests (e.g., Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002; Nicholson et al. 1981; Webb & Webb, 1907). 

What legislative definitions do not provide is an indication of the motives of 

workers for union formation. Rather they specify a distinct and, at times, narrow 

set of structured criteria and activities that an entity must abide by in order to be 

regarded as a legitimate body. This creates further confusion where bodies regarded 

as unions exist outside of the legislative system. Even a cursory examination of 

labour history shows that this has been a common occurrence and one that often 

proved a more successful course of action for some unions (Chase, 2000; Fraser, 

1999 & Pelling, 1963 for examples in Britain; Olssen, 1986, and Roth, 1973, for 

examples in New Zealand). Unions in New Zealand. for example, that were 

required to register to work within the legislative system would occasionally 

deregister, or not register at all, to retain the freedom to strike and bargain at an 

enterprise level (Holt, 1986; Roth, 1973). 

1.2 Why do unions form? 

1.2.1 The relevance of union origins and their formative history as 

organisations 

Scholars provide evidence of the origins of unions, the role of employers and 

legislation in their development and growth, and some clues as to the myths that 

may or may not have determined the structures, activities and identities unions 

adopted within a particular system. Identifying why unions exist is also "a question 
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that may be answered by reference to the historical processes of social change" that 

contributed to their formation (Nicholson et al. 1981, p. 29). Consequently, an 

examination of union origins is relevant to any study that seeks to explore why 

unions form. and how they are identified. In Western industrialised systems, the 

first unions emerged approximately three centuries ago and grew in number in 

response to a range of environmental phenomena. Factors common to the 

formation of unions have been identified as the: 

• Growth of wage earners as a distinct social and political class. 

• Failure of other bodies to represent that class effectively. 

• Polarisation of waged labour and capital. 

• Desire by wage earners to protect and improve their conditions of 

employment in response to social and economic change (Chase, 2000; 

Crouch, 1982; Olson, 1965; Webb & Webb, 1907; Woods, 1963). 

In some instances, the formation of the first unions has been described as a 

spontaneous response of workers to the consequences of the industrial revolution 

(Banks, 1974; Hobsbawn, 1964; Pelling, 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907), and 

particularly its impact on the structure and nature of industry and employment 

(Jenkins & Sherman, 1979). However, in most cases the formation of the first 

unions represented the deliberate, not spontaneous, actions of members of specific 

occupational groups. The first unions, rather than representing members of the 

waged class in general, represented members of skilled trades. Unions were formed 

by groups of skilled workers, whose position in the labour market was substantially 

better than the unskilled (Fraser, 1999), united collectively to provide welfare and 

financial services to members of their trade (Pelling, 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907) in 

the absence of stated sponsored systems (Olson. 1965). 

The early history of unions in Britain in particular provides an example of the 

confusion scholars have faced in identifying unions as a distinct group. Early unions 

were not alone in representing the skilled trades or in providing workers with 
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financial and welfare benefits. Consequently the activities of unions frequently 

blurred the lines between themselves and other organisations, most notably guilds 

(Fraser, 1999). Guilds have a longer history than unions; their origins can be traced 

to medieval artisans who sought independence from their feudal lords (Banks, 1974; 

Perlman, 1949). Distinguishing between guilds and unions is a theme common to 

examinations of union origins. Attempts to distinguish between guilds and the first 

unions provide the first example of scholarly attempts to construct a set of 

identifying characteristics unique to unions that could clearly distinguish them from 

similar organisations. They provide a range of characteristics remarkably similar to 

those adopted by 20th century comparisons of unions with other forms of worker 

representation (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Lockwood, 1958; Bain et al, 1973; 

Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965; Prandy et al, 1974). In relation to 

guilds, labour histories distinguish between them and unions on the basis of: 

• Unions' eventual but not original emphasis on collective bargaining to further 

their members interests (Banks, 1974; Hawkins, 1981). 

• The manner in which guild artisans could become master craftsman or 

employers and thus be placed in a position of conflict with the journeyman 

and wage earners represented by unions (Webb & Webb, 1907). 

• The gradual restriction of guild benefits and services to senior members, 

typically employers (Fraser, 1999). 

• The gradual evolution of union interests to include social and political 

interests beyond the traditional trade boundaries (Herzenberg, 2002). 

This work also suggests that unions of skilled and/or unskilled workers formed for 

three principal reasons: 

• To improve or protect workers' conditions of employment through direct 

bargaining or socio-political means. 

• To provide a range of welfare and financial benefits. 

• Out of an ideological belief in the value of collective action and/or collective 

bargaining. 
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However, very little, if any data on workers' exact motives for forming their unions 

is available from these early periods. 

1.3 Why do workers join unions? 

1.3. l Union formation and workers' decision to join 

In the absence of any clear understanding of workers' motives for forming a union, 

the examination of the motives for joining a union provide the only clues for the 

individual decision to form one. Internationally, scholars have focused extensively 

on the individual antecedent causes of union membership such as: age, work status, 

income, personal belief, and socialisation experiences (e.g., Lahuis & Mellor, 2001; 

Lewis, 2001; Waddington & Kerr, 2002). In New Zealand, research of this type has 

been less extensive. Research has been restricted to annual surveys of changes to 

national union membership numbers (e.g., Blackwood, Feinberg-Danieli & Lafferty, 

2005; May, Walsh, Harbridge & Thickett, 2002; May, Walsh & Otto, 2004), 

changes to the content and coverage of collective employment agreements (e.g., 

Thickett, Harbridge, Walsh & Kiely, 2003), and the occasional history of individual 

unions (e.g., Bollinger, 1968; Franks, 2001; Ryan, 1997). The impact of changes to 

union structure and strategy, and employment legislation on union membership has 

also been examined. 

In New Zealand, research highlights that unions here suffer from recruitment and 

turnover problems that contradict recent minor growth in membership (Barry & 

May, 2002; Harbridge, Walsh & Wilkinson, 2002; May, 2003a & 2003b). Only 

two New Zealand studies have examined union membership at the individual level, 

providing limited clues as to the motives of New Zealand workers for forming 

unions. Iverson & Ballard (1996) tested the concept of union commitment (Gordon, 

Philpot, Burt, Thompson & Spillers, 1980; Klandermans, 1989), and Tolich & 

Harcourt (1999) examined the individual decision to join a union. This later study 

produced results that differed little from similar studies conducted in the United 
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States (Wheeler & McClendon, 1991), Britain (Waddington & Kerr, 1999a & 1999b) 

and elsewhere (Gani, 1996). 

1.3.2 The importance of economic benefit to workers' decision to unionise 

The decision to join a union may provide significant clues as to why unions form 

because at the lowest level of analysis union membership trends, and hence the 

growth of unions as organisations, are a construct of this decision and the decision 

to stay in or leave a union (Seeber, 1991). The decision to join a union is typically 

explained using economic or behavioural arguments (Youngblood, DeNisi, 

Molleston & Mobley, 1984). Economic arguments state simply that where the 

economic return of union membership versus non-membership is greater, individuals 

will be more likely to join a union (Freeman & Rogers, 1999). However, in New 

Zealand the current practice of employers regularly granting non-union workers 

identical terms of employment as unionised staff (Waldegrave, Anderson & Wong, 

2003) means that union membership frequently offers little if any economic 

advantage over non-membership. This modern practice is similar to the manner in 

which the now defunct General Wage Orders and New Zealand Arbitration Court 

passed on the terms and conditions of awards negotiated by strong unions to their 

smaller, weaker brethren (Roth, 1974). 

In the absence of economic differences, behavioural and other non-economic factors 

significant to the decision to join should be of greater interest, particularly in New 

Zealand. Scholars have consistently identified a number of factors significant to the 

decision to join a union. These are an individuals socialisation experiences, need for 

external assistance with workplace problems, conditions of employment and a belief 

in unionism (Barker, Lewis & McCann, 1984; Deery, Iverson & Erwin, 1994; Gani, 

1996; Lahuis & Mellor, 2001; Premack & Hunter, 1988; Waddington & Whitston, 

1997; Tolich & Harcourt, 1999). The decision to join a union is determined by the 

strength of either a single dominant factor, such as the need for external assistance 

(Waddington & Whitston, 1997) or a combination of multiple factors, such as 
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conditions of employment and belief in unionism (Waddington & Kerr, 2002) . It 

can also result from a linear process where individuals consider several of these 

factors in turn before making a decision (Youngblood et al, 1984). While not 

specifically examined as part of labour history, the individual decision to form a 

union could conceivably follow a similar pattern. 

1.3.3 Similarities between why workers form and why they join unions 

Scholars have identified a range of factors that influenced the proliferation and 

growth of the first unions. These factors are almost identical to those responsible 

for workers decision to join unions and include workers' desire to protect their 

conditions and security of employment, need for various financial services, and 

belief in the benefits of collective action (Chase, 2000: Fraser, 1999; Jenkins & 

Sherman, 1979; Pelling. 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907: Woods, 1963). However. 

while similar, these results do not address three important questions: 

• Why did workers first form unions when such action offered little advantage 

outside of the skilled trades? 

• Why do w orkers form unions in the absence of any clear economic 

advantage? 

• Why. particularly given the importance of economic benefits. do workers 

today join or form small unions when larger and assumedly more effective 

ones are available? 

A belief in unionism or the benefits of collective action may be a valid explanation. 

However, as an explanation it is at odds with recent research that found that the 

official representatives of some New Unions possessed a degree of opposition to 

traditional concepts of unions (Barry & May. 2002). 
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I. 4.1 Historical lessons 

Chapter One 

In the absence of a definitive explanation for the motivations of individual workers 

in forming unions, scholars have focused on wider socio-economic and political 

phenomena to explain union development, growth and decline. In this respect, 

unions in New Zealand followed a similar pattern of growth and development to 

those in Britain. British union history is deemed to be particularly relevant to New 

Zealand whose unions share a number of historical similarities (Crowley, 1950). The 

first labour laws governing unions in New Zealand were copied from or were 

broadly similar to British statutes (Roth. 1973; Woods, 1974), and, in many cases, 

New Zealand unions had strong organisational links with British counterparts 

(Franks. 2001; Ryan. 1997). The same is also true of Australian unions whose 

representatives were frequently responsible for the formation of union organisations 

during the latter half of the 19th century (Roth. 1973; Roth & Hammond. 1981; 

Woods, 1963). 

1.4.2 Union formation in New Zealand: A brief history 

Unions in both New Zealand and Britain showed a similar foundation in small craft 

unions based around the skilled trades (Chase, 2000; Pelling. 1963: Roth, 1973; 

Crowley. 1950). The first British unions of this type formed sometime between the 

late 17th and early 18th centuries but scholars do not agree on the exact date due to 

subtle variations in their definitions and terms of reference (Chase. 2000: Pelling, 

1963; Webb & Webb, 1907). For example. Pelling (1963) gives 1696. Webb & 

Webb (1907) 1720. and Chase (2000) 1716 as the date for the formation of the first 

confirmable trade union in Britain. In New Zealand. consensus on when the first 

union formed is equally variable, but scholars have tended to agree on a date 

between 1840 and 1870 (Roth. 1973; Roth Hammond, 1981: Crowley. 1950). A 

commonly cited example is the Benevolent Society of Carpenters and Joiners 

formed in Wellington in 1840-2 (Roth & Hammond, 1981). although it is argued 

that this group operated more as a friendly society than as a union proper (Roth. 
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1974). In this respect. the identification by scholars of the first union to form in 

New Zealand suffers from the same problems scholars face in Britain how to identify 

unions as a distinct group? The formation of the first union to fit Webb & Webb's 

(1907) notion of the continuous union was identified as a Union of Printers formed 

in Wellington in 1862 (Roth, 1974). 

While the origins of British and New Zealand unions in the skilled trades are similar. 

this similarity was only a temporary and small feature of the New Zealand industrial 

relations system. While the first New Zealand unions shared similar craft orientations 

to their British counterparts, their operating and social environments were far 

different. Workers formed unions in Britain in response to the industrialisation of 

British society and widespread social and economic change characterised by a strong 

degree of conflict between labour and capital (Chase, 2000; Fraser, 1999; 

Hobsbawn, 1964; Pelling, 1963; Webb & Webb, 1907). Union formation in Britain 

was also a fairly widespread phenomenon. albeit with significant concentrations in 

the main centres such as London (Webb & Webb, 1907). 

In New Zealand, unionism was transported to a colony whose workers had already 

adapted to industrialised society (Keating. 1974; Woods, 1974). Key differences 

between New Zealand and Britain were the absence in the former of extensive 

transport and communication networks, a sufficiently large labour force, and of 

natural conflict between workers and employers (Keating, 1974; Woods, 1974). 

Union formation in New Zealand was initially characterised by closer relationships 

between workers and employers (Woods, 1974). It was only from the 1860s that 

employer-employee relationships in New Zealand would become characterised by 

the natural conflict between labour and capital typical of unions in Britain (Woods. 

1963). Catalysts for this were an influx of socialist ideas and foreign unionists. rising 

unemployment, economic depression, and the negative after effects of events such 

as the Otago Gold Rush that contributed to workers' desire to form unions amid a 

plethora of economic, technical and social changes (Roth, 1973 & 1974; Woods. 
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1963). Consequently. from the 1860s unions began to form outside of the skilled 

trades, and as a group they entered a period of sustained growth lasting until 1890 

(Roth, 1973). 

1.4.3 New Zealand unions and the role of legislation 

After 1890, New Zealand unions diverged significantly in their character. structure 

and activities from British unions (Roth. 1974; Woods, 1963), as would the New 

Zealand industrial relations system as a whole (Keating, 1974; Woods, 1963 & 

1974). The difference was created and reinforced by the country's legislative 

framework that, after 1890. had unions form within a "legal straitjacket" that 

ensured they were no longer similar to the free and voluntary unions formed in 

Britain (Roth. 1974. p. 7). The importance of legislation to the formation and 

character of New Zealand unions cannot be underestimated. Examination of labour 

laws is an extensive component of New Zealand literature, and Geare (1988. p. 47) 

argued that "the impact that legislation has had on industrial relations in New 

Zealand is such that analysis of the principal legislation is essential to any study of 

the New Zealand system". The activities of unions in this country regulated by nine 

major acts from 1878 - 1954, 45 amendments to those acts, a major act in 1973 and 

17 subsequent amendments and three more major acts in 1987. 1991 and 2000 

(Geare, 2002). 

The influence of legislation on the subsequent development of New Zealand unions 

was stark. Union formation from the 1890s represented a welcomed process of 

expediency and a "loss of self-reliance" on the part of unions (Woods. 1963). which 

became dependant upon the legislative system for their survival (Roth, 1974). New 

Zealand legislation operated in direct contrast to that of other industrialised nations 

(Geare, 1979; Harbridge & Hince, 1994). It ensured that the decision to form a 

union in New Zealand was less fraught with conflict than elsewhere, and that unions 

formed by New Zealand workers after 1890 were an "artificial creation of the State" 

(Hare, 1946, p. 174). The majority of New Zealand unions formed under the ICAA 
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were defined as litigious rather than truly militant bodies (Clark, 1907, cited in Roth, 

1974), whose formation reflected the legitimacy awarded them by statue (Harbridge 

& Thickett, 2003) rather than a natural process of development. 

1.4.4 Union formation under the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Ad 

The principal body of legislation governing union formation in New Zealand, at 

least in the private sector, was the ICAA whose central ideology remained in place 

until 1991. The ICAA offered those workers who chose to form a union that abided 

by its terms a degree of institutional security and guaranteed bargaining outcomes 

not available elsewhere (Nolan & Walsh. 1994). This negated the need for unions 

to possess any real industrial strength, as legislation provided it for them. Under the 

ICAA most unions in New Zealand remained poorly resourced (Harbridge & 

Honeybone, 1996), dependant upon the regulatory system for their survival (Geare. 

1979; Harbridge & Hince, 1994), and therefore weak and small (Hare, 1946; Roth, 

1974). 

Although an increasing proportion of union members would remain concentrated in 

small numbers of large unions (Roth, 1973), after 1987 only organisations with 

more than 1000 members could register as unions (Geare, 1988). However, not all 

unions in New Zealand were able to make full use of the regulatory system, and 

only those that were registered were capable of doing so. Under the ICAA, unions 

could in simplistic terms be divided into two groups: large numbers of typically 

small registered unions dependant upon the system. and small numbers of often 

larger, unregistered unions capable of meeting their members' interests outside of 

the regulatory system (Hare, 1946; Holt, 1986; Olssen, 1986; Roth, 1973: Woods, 

1963). 

1.4.5 Union registration under the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Ad 

The registration of unions under the ICAA was a primary feature of that Act 

(Harbridge & Thickett, 2003). Key advantages for unions that registered were the 
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retention of the right to strike, and the ability to negotiate binding and legally 

enforceable collective agreements (Woods, 1963). Key disadvantages of non

registration, or a loss of registration, were that any agreement negotiated by a 

union could not be legally enforced and that unions had no recourse to state 

sponsored conciliation and arbitration systems (Woods, 1963). Another key 

disadvantage was the ability of breakaway unions to register and take over an 

unregistered unions' coverage (Woods, 1963), a process used to great effect by 

employers and Government against unregistered unions on several occasions 

(Olssen, 1986; Roth, 1973). Worker and union compliance with the system was, in 

part, maintained by this constant threat of deregistration, maintained until 1973 

(Geare, 1979 & 2002). The threat was strengthened in 1973 by an amendment that 

allowed Government to confiscate deregistered unions' financial assets (Geare, 

2002). 

The process of registration and three types of compulsory union membership 

(Geare, 2002; Kabui, 1986) appear to have negated any desire by early scholars to 

investigate the individual decision to join and/or form a union in this country. 

Investigations of this type were not prevalent until recently (Barry, 2004; Barry & 

May, 2002; Tolich & Harcourt, 1999). Labour history gives some clues as to why 

particular groups of workers formed unions, principally for protection of working 

conditions or their occupation (Crowley, 1950; Franks, 2001; Olssen, 1986; Roth, 

1973; Ryan, 1997). These, however, are not easily applicable to workers as a 

whole, as they show a strong preference for the investigation of a narrow number 

of occupational fields such as miners, seafarers, watersiders, railwaymen and other 

skilled trades. As noted, only Tolich & Harcourt (1999) have specifically examined 

the individual decision to join a union, asking the question of workers who already 

belonged to a union. 
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1.5 Dominant myth in the New Zealand system 

The reliance of most New Zealand unions upon statute and third party intervention 

(Hare, 1946; Nolan & Walsh, 1994; Roth, 1973; Woods, 1963) had a significant 

impact on the activities they pursued as organisations. Union fees, and therefore 

their financial strength, were capped by a number of statutes (Woods, 1974), and 

union activities were legally restricted to the pursuit of industrial matters relating to 

wages and employment conditions (Hare, 1946; Roth, 1973). The rationalised 

myths (Strauss, 1993) that dominate definitions of what unions are in New Zealand 

would suggest that they form almost exclusively to meet the requirements of the 

country's legislative system. Less reliant on industrial strength, New Zealand union 

leaders became extremely active in wider socio-political discussion, and became 

used to overseeing a movement dominated by industrial and national level multi

employer collective bargaining (Holt, 1986; Roth, 1973). This influenced the 

dominant mythology governing what unions are in New Zealand, and recent 

empirical examinations of the formation and proliferation of new forms of worker 

representation in New Zealand in 2000 (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & 

May, 2002). 

It would appear that within any system, what unions are depends on the nature and 

strength of prevailing myth within that setting, and how unions' external 

environments shape those myths. These determine what a union is, what activities 

it will pursue and how it will do so, and are also a reflection of workers' responses 

to various environmental factors. The characteristics of these myths can be found in 

the origins of dominant union forms in a particular system. Union origins in Britain 

and New Zealand illustrate that unions are organisations that represented workers' 

desire to improve their conditions of employment through collective action, the 

opposition of employers to that decision, and the use of legislation to control and 

regulate union formation and development. The primary determinant of what 

unions are in New Zealand would from 1894, be legislation, and the acceptance and 

dominance of a mythology emphasising a need for third party intervention and 
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unions' pursuit of a wide socio-political agenda. Historically a union in New 

Zealand could be identified by: 

• A dependence upon legislative strength and legitimacy. 

• Organisational and financial structures defined by legislation. 

• The pursuit of goals that satisfied the requirements of legislation above the 

interests of union members. 

However, how unions are defined in New Zealand bears a remarkable similarity to 

union definitions elsewhere, and particularly Britain. New Zealand research shows a 

strong predilection for the acceptance of myths that downplay the role of legislation 

in defining what unions are. Recent empirical examination of newly formed unions 

in this country (Barry. 2004; Barry & May. 2002). rely in part on a model of union 

character developed in Britain 40 years previously (Blackburn. 1967). Yet even a 

cursory examination of the question of what unions are and why they form, raises 

some unanswered questions. principally: 

• How do you know that the organisations workers form are unions? 

• Why do workers choose to form unions of a particular type? 

• Why are some organisations in New Zealand regarded as genuine unions 

while others are not? 

1.6 How do you know a union is a union? 

1.6. I Identifying what a union is via union charader 

In the absence of a clear. accepted and unambiguous definition of what a union is, 

Strauss's (1993) rationalised myths, or the definitions of what a union is common to 

a particular system. frequently govern the identification of union organisations 

within industrial relations systems. In these circumstances the dominant structural 

form adopted by unions within any system ultimately becomes the benchmark 

against which all other union organisations are compared. 
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An effective method of identifying union organisations and for comparing newly 

formed organisations with those deemed to be unions is based on the concept of 

union character. Union character forms part of a much wider debate that seeks to 

identify possible relationships between the responses of different groups of workers 

to unions. It was developed to provide a method of comparing established and 

emerging forms of worker representation among white-collar workers in the British 

banking and financial sectors (Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965; Prandy et 

al, 1974). The concept does not allow observers to state that an organisation is or is 

not a union; rather it measures the degree to which New Unions subscribe to the 

structures and ideals of existing unions (Gall, 1997) or alternatively how well they fit 

the rationalised myths of a particular system (Strauss, 1993). 

In its original form, unionateness was used to compare new and emerging unions 

representing non-manual or white-collar workers with pre-existing unions of manual 

blue-collar workers (Blackburn, 1967; Prandy et al. 1974). Its basic assumption was 

that unionism is "a class activity and that the character of a union may ... be taken as 

an index of the class consciousness of its members" (Bain et al, 1973, p. 59). The 

concept has been criticised for its conceptual ambiguity in relation to class 

consciousness (Bain et al, 1973; Smith, 1987). However, few problems have been 

found with its ability to measure the character of particular organisations, or 

lessened the relevance of its key characteristics to later studies (Jenkins & Sherman, 

1979). 

Several measures of union character are available within the relevant literature of 

which the work of Lockwood (1958) and Blackburn (1965) are identified as the 

most rigorous (Bain et al. 1973). The concept is particularly relevant to the white

collar dominated New Zealand union movement (May et al, 2002). It formed a 

minor part in the examination of emerging forms of white-collar representation in 

the New Zealand public sector and private sectors (Smith. 1987). and more recently 

was a key element in comparisons of new primarily enterprise-based unions and 
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pre-existing industrial organisations (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley, 2001). Of particular interest to scholars in both instances was the role 

employers played in union formation. New Zealand studies placed some 

significance on the level and degree of employer influence on the formation process 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May. 2002). but without the emphasis placed by British work 

on how this influence may affect the evolution of New Unions and the 

development of their character over time (Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 

1965). 

1.6.2 The components of union charader 

Distinguishing between different organisations' unionateness relies upon responses 

to a seven item scale to assign an approximate value of high or low to individual 

organisations. To measure the unionateness of an organisation, a value must be 

assigned to all seven of the items in the scale, as an organisation's score on one item 

is not sufficient to define its character (Blackburn, 1967). Responses to each item 

place an organisation on a scale that measures their relative character with respect 

to other organisations within a particular environment. Responses do not provide 

an exact or static value, as the character of an organisation evolves over time 

(Blackburn, 1967); rather they allow observers to measure the degree to which new 

organisations subscribe to the structures and ideals of existing organisations (Gall, 

1997) at a specific point in time. 

The ability of unionateness to do this has been criticised for its subjective nature and 

assumption that it can be applied universally to all unions (Bain et al, 1973). 

However, this criticism relates more to the inability of a single behavioural item to 

measure organisations' unionateness. whereas Blackburn (1967) insists that each 

factor is only useful when used in conjunction with the others. It also possesses two 

limitations relative to any replication of the concept in New Zealand: 

• The non-adherence of even highly unionate organisations to values 

considered to be fundamental identifiers of a traditional union. 
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• The irrelevance of some items on the scale. 

Blackburn (196 7) also notes two general limitations of the scale as the difficulty of: 

• Establishing an appropriate scale for variable items. 

• Assigning a set of workable relative values for all seven items. 

However, these problems do not reduce the index's usefulness as a measure of the 

behavioural responses, interests and definition of unions; Bain et al (1973) argue 

strongly for its suitability in this respect. The seven items that make up unionateness 

can be grouped under three headings: behaviour. identification and affiliation. 

1. 7 Behavioural components of unionateness 

Blackburn (1967) gives three items that measure variations in the behaviour and 

function of organisations that ask: 

• How central is collective bargaining to that organisation's existence? 

• How independent is that organisation from its employer? 

• How prepared is that organisation to engage in militant action? 

1. 7.1 The centrality of colledive bargaining 

The pursuit of collective bargaining is the single most distinguishing feature of a 

union (Blackburn. 1967). It is also the most important of the seven items that define 

a union's character. Blackburn (1967, p. 28) argues that any null value in relation to 

this item means that a union can have "no score under the other items ... [and its] 

level of unionateness is [therefore] zero". Where collective bargaining is identified 

as the main function by which a union protects its members' interests, that union is 

considered more unionate (Blackburn & Prandy, 1967). However, this is only 

where it actively (Blackburn, 1967) or seriously (Jenkins & Sherman, 1979) pursues 

that function. Consequently, it is the active or serious pursuit of members' interests 

through collective bargaining, as opposed to the 'stated' intent to bargain, that 

clearly separates union and non-union structures. However, what is meant by 
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active or serious pursuit is not clearly established, but as a process it could 

conceivably be represented by: 

• The presence of a collective employment agreement negotiated by a 

particular organisation. 

• An assessment of the type of bargaining behaviour and processes exhibited 

by particular unions in comparison with each other. 

Also, as active bargaining between an employer and a union may only occur 

sporadically, at the end of an agreement's term, the concept makes little allowance 

for bargaining activity outside of the direct negotiation of an employment 

agreement. In these instances, the item also makes no allowance for changes in the 

actual behaviour of organisations during the life of an existing collective agreement 

or for other forms of bargaining activity. A more appropriate use, although one 

that diverges from Blackburn's (1967) original intent, would be to include an 

assessment of what unions intended to achieve through the bargaining process. This 

would allow an observer to make some allowances for the influence of other parties 

on unions' actual activities, and use such influences as an explanation for any 

divergence between intent and actual behaviour. 

1. 7.2 Is a union independent and prepared to be militant? 

The independence of a union is intimately linked with its ability and desire to be 

militant. Blackburn (1967, p. 29) defined independence as an organisation's "ability 

to represent its members freely and effectively ... [and be] constitutionally able to 

apply some sanctions" to an employer. A union's independence from an employer 

is also linked to its financial state. Some scholars argue that for a union to be 

independent it must exist without any form of financial support from an employer 

(Jenkins & Sherman, 1979). 

In New Zealand, Barry & May (2002) stated that a genuinely independent union is 

one capable of pursuing interests that both converge and diverge from those of an 
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employer. Blackburn's (1967) definition implies that a union will at some point 

pursue activities that contradict employer interests, and that this may lead to some 

form of industrial action. However, independence does not imply a constant state 

of conflict between employers and unions. It does allow for a measure of 

cooperation between the two parties, without that cooperation preventing or 

limiting a union's ability to be independent (Blackburn, 1967). From a legal 

perspective. the New Zealand Employment Court attempted to clarify the concept 

of independence, ruling that a union is independent when it: 

• Is self-governing. 

• Is not beholden to an employer. 

• Does not employ any employer or employer representative. 

• Avoids undue familiarity between itself and its employer (Anderson, 2004). 

This ruling originated from a case where the registration of a new union by 

breakaway members of a larger traditional union was challenged by that larger 

union. The larger union challenged the newer smaller union's registration primarily 

on the basis of the assistance provided to the latter by their mutual employer 'prior' 

to its registration (Anderson, 2004). The court also argued that cooperative 

relationships between a union and an employer could be not argued to weaken the 

formers independence as such cooperation was a reflection of everyday reality 

(Anderson, 2004). 

Industrial action and/or the application of other workplace sanctions to protect and 

further union members' interests is a consistent part of the history and evolution of 

unions as a group (Olssen, 1986; Pelling, 1963; Roth, 1973). However, Blackburn 

(1967. p. 31) suggests that the importance of militancy is often over-emphasised to 

the point where it is "treated as the only variable [of significance] in any study of 

union character". Blackburn (196 7) argues instead that it is the willingness to 

engage in militant action. rather than actual intent that defines this aspect of union 

character. In contrast, Bain et al (1973) suggest that the term 'willingness' is too 
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subjective and cannot be measured except through actual activity. The acceptance 

of militancy as an item necessary for defining a union's character also assumes that 

the official stance of a union reflects the ideologies and intent of its membership. 

Bain et al (1973) argue that workers as a group do not possess the same cause or 

ability to strike. Amongst large unions with members spread across a variety of 

workplaces, gaining union-wide support for militant action may be a considerable 

problem. The willingness to engage in militant action would naturally vary, as Bain 

et al (1973) suggest, between members dependant upon their particular work and 

social environment. Consequently, in a large union with a diverse membership, 

willingness to engage in militant action may only measure the attitudes of union 

officials, or a small number of members. Among smaller unions, notably unions 

whose membership is often restricted to a single workplace, the views of officials 

may be more likely to reflect those of the membership. 

1.8 Identification components of unionateness 

Two items describe how organisations identify themselves. Blackburn and Prandy 

(1965) state that they ask: 

• Does an organisation declare itself to be a trade union? 

• Has the organisation registered as a union? 

Of these items, the first is variable and considers not if an organisation declares itself 

to be a union but how it does so, the second item is fixed in that organisations can 

only respond yes or no (Blackburn, 1967). 

1. 8.1 Does an organisation declare itself to be a union? 

Rather than describe the title of an organisation, this item measures the public image 

the organisation wishes to create through its behaviour and actions. The title of a 

union is an unreliable indicator in itself of how an organisation sees itself 

(Blackburn, 1967). Nevertheless, organisations that openly declare themselves a 

union by using the word in their organisational title, and who emphasise union-like 
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activities are considered more unionate than groups that do not (Blackburn, 1967). 

Often the use of the word union is avoided even amongst highly unionate 

organisations. While the word itself is not important to conceptions of character, its 

meaning is very important to organisations themselves (Blackburn & Prandy, 1965), 

such that the term is often rejected out of hand due to the negative imagery it is 

considered to invoke (Blackburn, 1967). In New Zealand, Barry (2004) and Barry & 

May (2002) considered that many organisations registered as unions after 2000 

were less unionate in relation to this factor as they were represented by officials 

who did not wish to be associated with the term union or the wider union 

movement. They also considered, but did not present clear evidence of, media 

descriptions of New Unions as representative of their 'public' image (Barry, 2004) 

and indicative of their lack of unionateness in relation to this item. 

1.8.2 How do we know a union is a union - what's in a name? 

Scholars have faced ongoing difficulties in accurately and consistently identifying 

unions as a distinct organisational form. For scholars interested in union origins, the 

choices of workers in unions contributed to this problem. A clear example of this is 

the use of the term union by the organisations themselves. In its original form the 

term union described a collection of organisational forms that began to emerge 

sometime in the late 17th to early 19th centuries, and whom themselves did not yet 

utilise or identify with the word. The first unions to form were identified not by 

their titles, but by their membership, activities, interests and the presence of any 

organised opposition by employers and lawmakers to their existence (Pelling, 1963: 

Webb & Webb, 1907). 

The first recorded instance of an organisation calling itself a union did not occur 

unti I the early 19th century sometime after the formation of the first union-like 

organisation. Both the first recorded instance of the formation of a union, and the 

use of the word by an organisation identified as a union are disputed. Union 

origins in Britain clearly show that the term union did not gain wide acceptance 
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until well after the first unions formed (Chase, 2000; Fraser, 1999; Pelling, 1963; 

Webb & Webb, 1907). Webb & Webb (1907) found that in no instance did any of 

the early representational forms call themselves a union; although this was due 

largely to the Combinations Act forbidding the use of the term until its repeal in 

1824. Overall, while scholars reach a reasonable agreement on when and why 

unions formed, there is less agreement on the use of the term union. Consequently, 

while each body of work discusses the history of unions, it is unclear when the term 

itself became the dominant semantic. 

The first recorded instance of an organisation that used the term union occurred 

much later than the formation of the first union. However, the date of this 

occurrence is, like the date of the formation of the first union, disputed by scholars. 

Pelling (1963) gives the example of the short lived Union of Trades formed among 

Lancashire spinners in 1818 and the more permanent Loyal Standard Union of 

seamen formed in 1824. Webb & Webb (1907) give the Weavers Provident Union 

formed in 1819 as an early example, with a rash of similarly titled combinations 

forming after 1829. These include the Cotton Spinners and Builders Unions formed 

in 1829, the Potters Union of 1830, and the Lancashire Trades Union of 1831 (Webb 

& Webb, 1907). In no instance did the absence of the word union prevent various 

groups from being identified and from identifying themselves as unions. 

The use of the term union, by scholars and organisations alike, is important. The 

word itself is highly charged and often accompanied by negative imagery that causes 

some groups to avoid its use (Blackburn & Prandy, 1965). This practice was often a 

deliberate action on the part of organisations attempting to skirt the boundaries of 

restrictive legislation (Chase, 2000). Nevertheless, its use by an organisation is taken 

as an essential sign of its acceptance of and adherence to factors used to identify the 

genuine union (Blackburn, 1967, Blackburn & Prandy, 1965). The importance given, 

by union character, of the use of the word union is therefore at odds with its actual 

use by the first union organisations. 
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1. 9 Affiliation components of unionateness 

The remaining two items measure organisations' affiliation with similar organisations 

and the political ideologies traditionally associated with those organisations. 

Blackburn (1967) and Blackburn & Prandy (1965) state that the items ask whether 

the organisation is affiliated with: 

• A peak union organisation, e.g., the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions 

(NZCTU). 

• An appropriate left-wing political party, e.g., the New Zealand Labour Party. 

1. 9.1 Is a union affiliated to a peak union body? 

Organisations' affiliations are the visible expression of their shared interest and 

identity with similar bodies (Blackburn, 1967). To be highly 'unionate' on this item, 

an organisation must be officially affiliated with a larger congress or council of 

unions (Blackburn & Prandy, 1965), which in New Zealand is the NZCTU. This 

item's use to measure character is contentious for a number of reasons. Firstly. 

affiliation is not a characteristic shared by every union , even organisations that are 

highly unionate. For example, of the 174 unions registered in New Zealand as at 1st 

March 2003, only 33 were affiliated with the NZCTU. Why organisations have or 

have not affiliated with the NZCTU has yet to be addressed by empirical research. 

Consequently, affiliation is not a consistently strong item as unions and union 

members remain divided over its necessity and value (Blackburn, 1967). In 

addition, affiliation often contradicts other items on the scale as many organisations 

that are affiliated do not declare themselves to be a union, and may not be 

registered as such (Blackburn, 1967). 

Secondly, even when organisations are affiliated this may not reflect the interests of 

its entire membership. It is also unclear whether affiliated status is a factor in 

workers' decision to join or not to join a particular organisation. Where workers 

join an already affiliated union in preference to a non-affiliated union. we could 

assume that the union's affiliated status was a factor in the decision. However, Bain 
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et al (1973) argue that the use of affiliation as an item of union character is 

misleading in this respect as it places a historical decision at the forefront of the 

existing behaviour and attitudes of union members. Essentially, we can only 

accurately ascertain the value of this item if it has been identified as a factor in the 

decision by workers to join a particular union. 

However, when examining the decision to join a union, empirical research 

consistently omits any investigation of this issue (e.g., Gani, 1996; Waddington & 

Whitston, 1997; Waddington & Kerr, 2002. or for New Zealand unions, Tolich & 

Harcourt, 1999). Despite these issues, the affiliation status many unions formed in 

New Zealand since 2000, or more particularly their opposition to affiliation, is 

identified as a key difference between older and newer unions (Barry, 2004). and is 

important, if not significant for this reason. Of the 18 New Unions interviewed by 

Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002), none was affiliated with the NZCTU. To 

date no New Unions have affiliated with the NZCTU and. as a group, they are not 

unionate in relation to this item. 

1.10 New Unions in New Zealand 2000-2004 

1.10.1 Why is the Employment Relations Ad important? 

Since 2000 and the passage of the ERA the New Zealand union movement has been 

marked by the rapid growth and proliferation of new small and predominantly 

workplace or enterprise unions. This process is linked to the introduction of the 

ERA. and has attracted a reasonable degree of interest from primarily New Zealand 

based researchers (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley, 2001). The key emphasis of this small body of research has been a direct 

comparison of the structure, ideologies and activities of newly formed unions 

against that of their older and more established counterparts. Underlying this body 

of research is a debate over whether newer unions are in fact genuine organisations. 

In answering this question, researchers used the concept of union character 
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(Blackburn, 1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965) to distinguish between different union 

forms (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). 

1.10.2 Unions and the Employment Relations Ad 

The ERA and the formation and proliferation of New Unions in New Zealand 

appear to be closely linked. The ERA has led to the creation of multiple forms of 

employee representation in New Zealand (May, 2003b), and the formation of most 

new organisations cannot be separated from that statute (Barry & May, 2002). The 

ERA facilitates union formation as it has created an environment more conducive to 

unions and union membership. For this reason, it is described as a union-friendly 

statute whose key provisions allow for, without actively encouraging, the prospect 

of union renewal (May, 2003a & 2003b). 

Table 1.0 - Unions and union membership in New Zealand 2000-2004 

Union Number of Annual 
Date Annual change 

membership registered unions change 

December 1999 302.405 82 

December 2000 318.519 + 5.1% 134 + 38.8% 

March 2001 319.660 +0.4% 121 -10.7% 

March 2002 342.179 +6.6% 156 + 22.4% 

March 2003 334,044 - 2.4% 175 + 10.9% 

March 2004 340.413 + 1.9% 178 + 1.7% 

Source: Employment Relations Service. Department of Labour2 

2 There is some discrepancy between the figures reported by the Employment Relations Service 
(2003 & 2004) and those provided by Victoria University of Wellington' s latest annual survey of 
unions and union membership (Blackwood et al, 2005) . The author is aware of this but has chosen, 
in the interests of consistency, to rely solely on the data provided by the Employment Relations 
Service throughout this study as they have acted as the primary source for such data throughout the 
research process . The primary reason for the differences between the two sets of figures lies in the 
methodology adopted by Victoria University. This relies on a postal survey of unions in which 
104/170 registered unions provided their membership figures from 31 " December 2004. a phone 
survey of those who did not respond to the postal survey. and figures provided by the Department 
of Labour (Dol) from the end of the prior year (Blackwood et al. 2005). Exact figures on how many 
returns were gathered by the phone survey or from the Dol were not provided. This study argues 
that this method relies too heavily on the accuracy of unions' membership data. and does not allow 
for consistency within the chosen methodology as data collected represents different time periods. 
Consequently, an early decision was made to rely solely on data collected, provided and published 
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Key provisions of the ERA that relate to unions are its recognition of their role as 

employee representatives, requirement for the registration of union bodies, 

conferment of and improvements to the right to bargain, and improved union 

access rights to workplaces (Anderson, 2004: May & Walsh, 2002). Under the ERA, 

union membership in New Zealand and the number of registered unions (May et al, 

2002: May et al, 2004) has increased (Table 1.0). However, far from precipitating 

a strong revival of the New Zealand union movement as a whole, i.e., a return to 

union density and collective bargaining coverage levels experienced prior to 1991, 

union renewal under the ERA has been inconsistent and relatively insignificant. 

Table 1.1 - Registration history and membership of unions in New Zealand as at 1st March 2003 

Number %of Membership of 
% of union 

Classification Registration date of registered unions registered 

unions unions during period 
membership 

Old Unions 
Prior to January 

83 47.4 324.892 97.2 
2000 

New Unions 
January 2000-

92 52 .6 9.152 2.7 
March 2002 

TOTALS 175 100.0 334.044 100.0 

Source: Employment Relations Service. Dol 

1.10.3 Unions and union membership under the ERA 

While unions did experience a brief surge in overall membership from 2000-2002, 

this trend did not continue and the rate of union membership growth has in fact 

slowed (Anderson, 2004). A brief period of decline was registered from 2002-

2003, and despite some growth from 2003 - 2004 the members lost in this period 

have yet to be replaced (Table 1.0). With only a slight increase in union 

membership recorded under the ERA, the only significant statistical change for 

unions since 2000 has been the disproportionate increase in the number of 

by the Employment Relations Service to ensure that any figures used came from a single source and 
represented a point in time. 
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registered unions. During the period 2000-2003, for example, union membership 

under the ERA increased by an annual average of 3.0°/o. During that same period, 

the number of registered unions increased at an annual average of 15.0°/o, or at five 

times the rate of membership growth. The membership of these newer 

organisations is also disproportionate to their numbers (Table 1.1). The membership 

of unions formed after 2000 contributed less than 3% of overall union membership 

(Employment Relations Service, 2004 & 2005). 

Table 1.2 - Distribution of unions by size 2001 - 2003 

Membership 
2001 % 2002 % 2003 O/o 

range 

Less than 100 45 37.8 87 53.7 90 51.4 

100 - 499 29 24.4 28 17.3 39 22.3 

500 - 999 12 10.1 11 6.8 11 6 .3 

1.000 - 4, 999 20 16.8 23 14.2 22 12.6 

5.000 + 13 11.0 13 8.0 13 7.5 

TOTALS 119 100.0 162 100.0 175 100.0 

Source: Employment Relations Service. DoL 3 

1.10.4 Similarities between union trends under the ERA and previous statutes 

In strictly numerical terms, the increase in registered unions under the ERA is similar 

to trends established in New Zealand prior to 1987. The union movement up to 

that year was characterised by the formation of large numbers of small unions, i.e., 

those with less than 1000 members, and the concentration of most members in a 

small number of large unions (Geare, 1979: Harbridge, 1989: Roth, 1973). Under 

the ERA most registered unions are small (Table 1.2), possessing less than 1000, and 

in many cases, less than 100 members (Employment Relations Service, 2004). Most 

of these small unions are those formed under the ERA. and defined by current 

research as new or newly registered unions (Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002). 

3 Sourced from unpublished material provided to the author by the Dol. 
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1.10.5 Have New Unions formed for the same reason as unions prior to 

2000? 

While the proliferation of small unions under the ERA is similar to historical trends 

in New Zealand, a number of differences exist. These have a particular bearing on 

the motives for the formation of New Unions under the ERA and their character, 

and two differences are significant. Firstly, unlike the legislative system in place 

prior to 1987, and to a lesser extent from 1987 - 1991, small unions under the ERA 

are not strengthened or supported by compulsory union membership. 

Consequently, small unions must rely upon their ability to influence the individual 

decision to join a union, rather than legislation to maintain and strengthen their 

membership. Secondly, while the good faith requirements of the ERA require a 

degree of cooperation between unions and employers, the ERA does not provide a 

system of compulsory conciliation and arbitration. Consequently, unlike small 

unions formed prior to 1987 (Geare, 1989; Holt, 1986; Roth, 1973), small unions 

formed today cannot rely upon the legislative system to create and enforce their 

collective employment agreements. Hence, the act of forming a small union under 

the ERA may take on a different meaning and represent a different set of motives to 

the formation of unions under former statutes. 

1.11 How does research define newly formed unions? 

Definitions of newly formed and established unions note the former's strong links 

with the ERA (Barry & May, 2002) and the absence of any formal (registered) 

activity by newer unions prior to that Act (Dol, 2003). The two groups are also 

separated by different definitions. Newer or newly formed unions are defined by 

the Dol (2003) and Barry & May (2002) as organisations not registered as unions 

prior to January 2000 or engaged in any form of organised non-union collective 

bargaining under the Employment Contracts Act 1991 (ECA). The key distinguishing 

feature of newer and more-established unions, however, has been found to be their 

character as organisations. Recent research has found some evidence of the 
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adherence of established unions and non-adherence of newer unions to 

characteristics said to define the genuine union. 

I. I I. I The recent use of union charader in New Zealand 

In comparing different union organisations, New Zealand researchers have 

suggested that it is their character as organisations that most clearly separate them. 

Key features of union character in New Zealand are identified as unions' interests, 

motives for formation, activities (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002), and 

independence (Anderson, 2004). These comparisons are guided in part by 

Blackburn (1967) and Blackburn & Prandy's (1965) concept of union character. In 

comparing different unions, New Zealand research has either directly tested the 

applicability of facets of union character to newer or established unions (Barry, 

2004; Barry & May, 2002), or have done so indirectly using similar concepts 

(Anderson, 2001; Barry & Reveley, 2001). Of the seven items in Blackburn (1967) 

and Blackburn & Prandy's (1965) model of union character, five have formed part 

of recent comparisons of newer and more established unions in New Zealand. The 

items most frequently discussed in New Zealand are: 

• The centrality of collective bargaining to organisations' activities and interests 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). 

• The independence of particular organisations (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; 

Barry & May, 2002). 

• How prepared organisations are to engage in militant action (Barry, 2004; 

Barry & May, 2002). 

• Whether organisations declare themselves to be unions (Barry, 2002; Barry & 

May, 2002). 

• Whether organisations are affiliated to the NZCTU (Barry, 2004). 

1.11.2 What has the use of union charader found? 

Recent research has concluded that newer and established unions can be clearly 

distinguished from each other, and that the status of the former as a set of genuine 
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independent unions is questionable (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002). These conclusions were reached upon the basis of assumed and actual 

differences in the adherence of different organisations to five components of the 

concept of union character. Key differences between newer and more established 

unions were found to be the farmer's unwillingness to identify themselves as unions, 

their poorer financial status, a narrower set of interests, and an absence of any 

desire to affiliate with the NZCTU (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). It is also 

consistently argued that newer organisations lack the independence that is the 

primary defining characteristic of the genuine union (Shirai, 1983 cited in Benson, 

1996). New Unions' lack of independence is due in many cases to the dominant 

role of employers in their formation (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002). 

1.11.3 How many of these new possibly' non-genuine unions are there? 

The ERA requires every union to register as an incorporated society prior to 

registering as a union with the Dol. Records from the Dol and New Zealand 

Companies Office (NZCO) provide a simple method of checking the registration 

date of New Zealand unions. Registration dates are significant as they provide, 

outside of union character, the only unambiguous method of identifying different 

types of union. More importantly, the registration process and its associated 

documentation allow us to clearly identify those unions defined as 'new' by recent 

research. As at 1st March 2003, 92 of 175 unions registered in New Zealand could 

be defined as new on the basis of their registration date and lack of formal 

'registered' activity as unions prior to January 2000 (Table 1.1). Of significant 

interest is that the membership of newly registered unions is disproportionately low 

given that as 'organisations' they represent slightly more than half of all unions 

registered as at 1st March 2003. Equally significant is that New Unions contributed 

about one-third of the growth in union members recorded in New Zealand after 

2000 (Employment Relations Service, 2003). 
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1.12 The investigation of New Unions in New Zealand 

1.12. I What methods have been used to investigate New Unions? 

Chapter One 

Most available research on New Unions provides findings that are relevant almost 

by default as part of general examinations of overall union and union membership 

trends (e.g., Dol, 2003: Harbridge & Thickett, 2003: May, 2003b; May & Walsh, 

2002; Waldegrave et al, 2003). Only Anderson (2004), Barry (2004), Barry & May 

(2002) and Barry & Reveley (2001) have examined New Unions as a distinct group. 

Of particular note is the work of Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) that 

provide using a survey-based methodology, the only qualitative analysis of what 

'New Unions' do, who they are as organisations, and the only direct comparison of 

their character versus Old Union bodies. The Dol (2003) also provided a 

qualitative examination of New Zealand unions, including data collected from new 

organisations. However, it did not distinguish between the responses of newer and 

older organisations or examine why newer unions had formed . 

Consequently, Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) also offer the only qualitative 

picture of 'new' union formation taken solely from the perspective of New Unions 

themselves. Barry & May (2002) , for example, identified 64 of 158 unions 

registered as of October 2001 as New Unions, conducted structured interviews with 

a single representative of 18 of them, and provided a measured comparison of this 

sample against older more established union bodies. From these interviews, Barry & 

May (2002) and later Barry (2004) concluded that the majority of New Unions 

were small, financially insecure, possessed a more instrumental membership, and 

were often ideologically opposed to traditional concepts of unionism. 

1.12.2 Newly registered unions and their enterprise membership 

As a group, New Unions are seen to possess a greater tendency to restrict their 

activities and membership to single enterprises or worksites, a practice regarded as 

their primary defining characteristic (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002: Barry & 

Reveley, 2001). Unions that operate in this fashion are defined as enterprise unions, 
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and most of them can be defined in this way. New Zealand law requires all unions 

to submit a body of rules. which typically include membership criteria. as part of the 

registration process (Anderson, 2004). Where these rules restrict eligibility for 

membership in the union to employees of a single employer or worksite. and do 

not specify organisational objectives beyond the scope of this employer. that union 

can be defined as an enterprise organisation. This process was used by Barry (2004) 

and Barry & May (2002) to identify 58 of 64 New Unions in 2001 as enterprise

based. However. as union rules are subject to change. a union· s enterprise 

membership may only be temporary in nature. 

Table 1.3 Distribution of New Unions by membership rules as at 1st March 2003 

Restricted to Open to employees 
Membership criteria Total 

single employer of any firm 

Restricted by occupation or position 20 9 29 

Open to any occupation within a firm 41 20 61 

TOTAL 61 29 90 

Source: New Zealand Companies Office 

1.12.3 What do New Unions membership rules say? 

Detailed examination of the rules of 90 of 92 New Unions identified by the Dol 

and registered as at 1st March 2003 shows that 61 possessed membership rules that 

restricted membership to a single workplace or worksite (Table 1.3). Unions of this 

type represented 66.3% of all 'New Unions' and 34.9% of all unions registered as 

of 1st March 2003. Notably. 29 or 32.2% of all New Unions also possessed 

membership criteria that restricted eligibility for membership in the union to 

workers employed in a particular occupation. a practice not commonly seen among 

Old Unions (Table 1.3). Where eligibility is restricted in this way it is typically 

restricted to non-management personnel and members of particular skilled trades. 

In this sense. while New Unions show a greater predilection to restrict their 

coverage than Old Unions. they follow a similar membership pattern to those 
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unions in their 'original' form, i.e., to the trade and craft based union structures first 

formed in Britain and New Zealand (Roth, 1973; Webb & Webb, 1907). 

1.12.4 What must unions do to become registered? 

Since 2000, for an organisation in New Zealand to register and operate as a union it 

has to have complied with two statutes: the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 (ISA) 

and the ERA. While the ERA provides the primary legislative framework within 

which unions operate, it is the ISA that most strictly determines their activities and 

structure. The ISA requires organisations to establish a community of interest within 

its membership (Harbridge & Thickett, 2003) either by possessing a minimum of 15 

members or by providing evidence that signatories to the registration application 

represent the interests of the majority of that organisation's membership 

(Companies Office New Zealand, 1997). Registration as an incorporated society 

provides an organisation with the same benefits as a corporate body, but without 

"costly and complex procedures of registration under the Companies Act" (White, 

1972, p.1). The act of registration allows organisations to function as a legal entity 

for any legal purpose that does not generate or intend to generate a profit for its 

members, but does not prevent unions from collecting membership dues 

(Companies Office New Zealand, 1997). 

1.12.5 The importance of an organisation's rules to the registration process 

To complete their registration as a union, an organisation must supply the Registrar 

of Unions with an accurate, complete and comprehensive set of rules (Anderson, 

2004; Companies Office New Zealand, 1997). This final requirement is significant 

as registered organisations, and therefore unions, can only legally pursue those 

activities that reflect the objects or reasons for being listed in their rules (Companies 

Office New Zealand. 1997). In this capacity. the rules provided by registered unions 

provide a logical means of analysing those unions (Olson, 1965; Poole, 1981), 

particularly if they are assumed to reflect unions' common desire to maintain or 

improve workers' conditions of employment (Crouch, 1982; Poole, 1981). 
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1.12.6 What do New Unions rules suggest they were formed to achieve? 

A cursory examination of the rules of 90 New Unions registered after 2000 suggests 

that most were formed to pursue an almost identical set of objects4 • Anecdotal 

evidence suggests also that many unions rely upon templates developed during the 

registration of non-union societies prior to 2000. These templates remain as broad 

as possible to cover a wide range of current and potential activities (D.Erickson. 

personal communication. 13th January 20045). Examination of the rules of 90 New 

Unions freely available through the New Zealand Companies Office, shows that 

about half restrict their objectives to the pursuit of collective bargaining alone, 

although this offers little insight into their actual motives as 'all' organisations 

registering as unions under the ISA "must have as one of their objects the promotion 

of its members' collective employment interests" (Anderson, 2004, p. 3) . The 

remainder possess rules that leave room for those unions to pursue activities such as 

the provision of welfare and education funds, political lobbying, skill development, 

industry training and financial support for members' families 6 • This cursory analysis 

suggests that all New Unions formed to represent the collective interests of their 

members, but a significant proportion of them consider collective bargaining activity 

to be insufficient on its own to meet those interests. 

1.12. 7 What does research suggest New Unions were formed to achieve? 

Union rules provide a measured description of what New Unions were formed to 

achieve. However, little or no data exists on why individual unions selected 

particular rules, how those rules were initially developed and agreed upon by their 

membership, or if they are capable of pursuing them. The primary motivation of 

4 While 92 New Unions were identified as registered and operating at this time. through the New Zealand 

Companies Office, only 90 provided rules w hose objects could be easily identified and clearly described. 

5 D.Erickson is a Solicitor for Duncan Cotterill (Wellington) . a legal firm that handles the regi stration of 

incorporated societies and which acts as the official point of contact (or office) for a number of registered unions 

in New Zea land. 

6 Based on analysis of union documentation freely available from the New Zealand Companies Office. and 

conducted from April - July 2004. 
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workers in forming a New Union is argued by Barry & May (2002) to be economic 

self-interest. Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) also suggest that, as a group, 

New Unions are typically incapable of pursuing such interests effectively, even 

where they attempt to do so. Furthermore, they argue that the often narrow range 

of activities pursued by New Unions and their ineffectiveness in pursuing them 

reflect the influence of employers in the formation process (Barry, 2004; Barry & 

May, 2002) and that the formation of a New Union and its rules represent 

employer rather than worker interests. 

1.13 New Unions and the behavioural components of 

unionateness 

The activities pursued by union organisations. and particularly collective bargaining, 

are a key component of empirical attempts to identify unions as a distinct group. 

The concept of union character, for example. defines the centrality of collective 

bargaining to a union as its most important defining characteristic (Blackburn, 1967). 

It is not surprising, therefore, that recent analysis of New Unions in New Zealand. 

and comparisons of newer organisations with older more established bodies. has 

placed a strong degree of emphasis on comparing their activities ( Anderson, 2004; 

Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2000; May, 2003a & 2003b, May & Walsh, 2002), 

particularly in relation to collective bargaining. 

1.13.1 The centrality of colledive bargaining and New Unions in New 

Zealand 

The active pursuit of their members' interests through collective bargaining is a key 

determinant of a union's character relative to other organisations (Blackburn, 1967). 

New Unions in New Zealand would appear to possess a high value of unionateness 

in relation to this item as they formed exclusively for the purposes of bargaining 

collectively (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). Yet it is argued that the overall 

concept of "unionateness has a limited application for these organisations" (Barry, 
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2004, p. 210). Furthermore, while New Unions form to bargain collectively, it 

appears that this has little bearing on their identity as organisations. In this respect, 

empirical research to date has applied this variable inappropriately, emphasising the 

process and outcome of bargaining rather than its active pursuit. 
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Figure 1: Union core functions or services and the proportion of newer and Old Unions 

providing them in New Zealand as at March 2002 

Source: Adapted from Dol (2003) 

1.13.2 Is the range of activities New Unions pursue really that different? 

Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) argue that New Unions were formed to 

pursue a typically narrow set of activities and interests, implying that as 

organisations, New Unions pursue a range of activities less extensive than that of 

older more established unions. However, a more extensive survey of union 

activities by the Dol (2003) suggests that both newer and Old Unions are broadly 

similar in the range and type of activities they pursue. The Dol (2003) identified 

five activities as being the core functions of any union and measured the proportion 
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of different types of union that actively pursued or provided each (Figure 1). Union 

origins suggest that the representation of worker interests through collective 

bargaining is the primary function of any union. In relation to this function. the 

Dol (2003) found that both new and old unions possess a similar tendency to 

pursue this activity. Newer and Old Unions are also similar in their provision of 

workplace delegates and the provision of various welfare and financial services 

(Dol. 2003). The only area of significant difference was found to be the smaller 

number of New Unions providing paid officials and legal aid to their members 

(Dol. 2003). 

Given the importance that Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) attach to New 

Unions' non-pursuit of particular activities. the high proportion of Old Unions that 

do not pursue particular core functions is significant. The Dol (2003) found, for 

example, that 41°/o of Old Unions did not provide or support paid officials. and 

58°/o did not provide welfare or other services to their members. The absence of a 

number of core services from Old Unions is also contrary to recent conclusions that 

most unions operating under the ERA are "old style bargaining [organisations] ... 

comprising a pragmatic mix of both organising and servicing ... backed by officials 

who retain a central role" (May. 2003b, p. 7). What is unclear from either set of 

findings is why particular activities are or are not pursued. 

1.14 What else determines the range of activities a union pursues? 

An important determinant of the range and type of activities pursued by unions is 

the membership dues they charge. In simple terms. membership dues determine the 

level and range of services a union can afford to pursue. Where dues are low. a 

union's finances will be too. as will the range of services it provides. Larger unions 

with larger memberships and larger revenues should theoretically be able to pursue 

a wider and more complex range of services and activities than smaller unions. 
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1.14.1 How do membership dues differ between union organisations? 

An absence of high or the presence of low membership fees cannot be conclusively 

regarded as an effective means of separating genuine and non-genuine union 

organisations. However, the fee structures of newer and more established unions in 

New Zealand have been used in this way. Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) 

imply that the lower fee structures of newer unions are a key indicator of their 

ineffectiveness as a group, lack of independence from employers, and to a lesser 

degree a desire to compete unfairly with other unions. In investigating this issue, 

Barry & May (2002) found that approximately 89°/o of newly registered unions in 

their study (16 of 18 studied) charged either no dues or dues of less than $2 per 

week (Table 1.4) . The figure of $2 per week appears to be the benchmark figure 

used by Barry & May (2002) to indicate the inadequacy and inappropriateness of 

newer unions' fee structures. Given that, the weekly membership dues in some 

larger unions can be as much as $10 - 15 per week and this appears appropriate. 

However, low fees, including dues of $2 per week or less, are not confined to 

newer unions alone. 

Table 1.4 - Fees charged by newly registered unions as at October 2000 

Dues charged per member 

None 

Less than $2 per week 

$2.01 - $4 per week 

$5 per year 

$20 or more per year 

Source: Barry & May (2002. p. 16) 

Number of unions charging these dues 

3 

10 

2 

2 

The Dol (2003) found in a survey of 129 unions, including 33 that were defined as 

new. that more than half of those unions charged either no dues or dues of $2 - 3 

per week. Although low membership dues were found to be more prevalent 

among newer small enterprise-based unions. with 69°/o of New Unions versus 27°/o 

of Old Unions charging low dues (DoL. 2003). the use of low dues cannot be 
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regarded as a defining characteristic of newer unions alone (Table 1.5). An 

alternative explanation is that the lower dues of newer unions are a consequence of 

their smaller membership and often narrower range of activities. The larger 

proportion of Old Unions charging higher dues is similar to the proportion of Old 

Unions with larger memberships than New Unions. Low dues are therefore not an 

indication of employer involvement, or an absence of genuine union character, but 

show a lack of need to service a large membership, extensive range of activities and 

larger union bureaucracy. This particular assumption has not yet been tested in 

New Zealand. 

Table 1.5 - Weekly membership dues charged by unions in New Zealand 2003 

Weekly Fee Old Unions O/o Newer Unions O/o 

None 4 4.2 5 15.2 

Less than $1 6 6.3 4 12.1 

$1 - 2.99 19 19.8 15 45.5 

$3 - 4.99 30 31.3 4 12.1 

$5 - 9.99 27 28.1 3 9.1 

$10 + 10 10.4 2 6.1 

TOTALS 96 100.0 33 100.0 I 
Source: Dol (2003) 

1.14.2 The independence of newer unions 

The independence of unions from employers is a critical component of union 

character (Blackburn, 1967). Establishing a union's independence has also been a 

consistent feature of the empirical examination of New Unions in New Zealand 

(Anderson, 2004: Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002: Barry & Reveley, 2001), and is 

a key part of their registration as unions with the Dol. To date, the independence 

of unions in New Zealand is established by a simple legislative process. All 

organisations seeking registration as unions submit a statutory declaration of 

independence to the Registrar of Unions prior to registration. It is argued that this 

process does little to test the reality of unions' independence as organisations 
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(Anderson, 2004; Barry & Reveley, 2001), presumably as it provides no evidence of 

the actual relationship between a union and an employer. 

Empirical examination of New Unions in New Zealand has consistently questioned 

their independence as organisations (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001). New Unions, it is argued, lack that independence 

due to their perceived closer and compliant relationships with employers, the 

assumed involvement of employers in their formation. and low membership fees 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) . The formation of New Unions is also suggested 

to represent the interests of anti-union employers seeking to undermine the activities 

of. or derecognise, larger more established unions (Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley. 2001). The formation of new enterprise-based unions in particular 

represents: 

" ... not .. . organised workers taking advantage of organising provisions [in the ERA] 

but rather vehemently anti-union employers seeking the legitimacy of employing 

unionised workers so as to challenge further an established union" (Barry & Reveley, 

2001, p. 15). 

1.14.3 When do employers get involved and how extensive is the problem? 

Employers are more likely to become involved in the formation of a union prior to 

its registration, as involvement at this point provides employers with a greater 

opportunity to influence a union's formation (Anderson, 2004). This is particularly 

so where what is sought is: 

not overt day-to-day control [of the union] but rather an in-house union that 

can be used as a means of blocking or limiting the entry of a national union and 

which can be relied upon to be constructive in its relations with the employer" 

(Anderson, 2004, p. 4). 
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While employer involvement in New Union formation is considered a significant 

problem, only two unions have had their independence and registration challenged 

for this reason. Both cases form an often quoted component of recent empirical 

research into unions in this country (e.g., Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & 

May, 2002). Both are regarded as key examples of employers providing financial 

and non-financial forms of assistance to unions prior to their formation, presumably 

in order to gain some form of control over their activities. However, these two 

unions remain the only 'new' organisations to have had their registration challenged 

or their independence officially questioned. 7 

1.14.4 Does a close relationship with management imply a loss of 

independence? 

It is assumed that many New Unions in New Zealand maintain a relationship with 

their employer that crosses the line between cooperation and compliance. Where 

this line has been crossed or where the union's formation was employer-sponsored, 

that union lacks independence. However, at what point a union's relationship with 

an employer becomes too close is difficult to judge. In addition, close and strongly 

cooperative relationships between a union and an employer do not in themselves 

negate a union's independence. Formal partnerships and cooperation agreements 

between older New Zealand unions and employers, such as the Public Service 

Associations 'Partnership for Quality' (May, 2003a), indicate that close relationships 

could be regarded as the norm. In addition, outside of instances of employer 

subversion of partnership structures (Dundon, 2002; Royle, 2002), a union's 

independence is not generally threatened by such relationships. 

Worker surveys conducted in the United States (Freeman & Rogers, 1999) and 

replicated in New Zealand (Haynes, Boxall & Macky, 2004) also indicate that a 

significant number of workers prefer close relationships with management. In the 

7 Information based upon personal communication with representatives of the Registrar of Unions November & 

December 2003 . 
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United States, Freeman & Rogers (1999) found that workers preferred cooperative 

rather than confrontational relationships with management, and that cooperation 

did not harm the perceived independence of workers' representative bodies. Their 

study also suggested that traditional union structures may no longer be as applicable 

in an environment where workers did not see union membership as a necessary 

requirement for effective collective voice (Freeman & Rogers, 1999). 

1.14.5 Do New Unions determine their relationships with employers? 

Formal partnership agreements and similar cooperative strategies between unions 

and employers (Haynes & Allen, 2000; Haynes & Boxall, 2002; Heery, 2002; 

Rubinstein, 2001) would suggest that the pursuit of closer and more cooperative 

relationships with employers is not restricted to New Unions alone. While Old 

Unions do pursue closer relationships with management, a greater proportion of 

'new' organisations have been found to do so (DoL, 2003). The Dol (2003) found 

that a significant majority of New Unions considered building a strong relationship 

with employers as a high priority. Another key difference between 'new' and Old 

Unions in this respect is that New Unions are seen to have less choice in the matter. 

where a New Union has a close relationship with an employer, it is the result of 

necessity or coercion rather than a deliberate strategy (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 

2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001). 

1.15 Conclusion 

The rapid formation, registration, and proliferation of New Unions has been 

identified as a significant feature of the New Zealand union movement under the 

ERA. While the rate at which New Unions have formed has recently slowed, and 

their contribution in terms of membership numbers is small, they have as 

organisations been found to attract a significant degree of empirical attention. 

Scholars interested in New Unions have almost universally been found to describe 

them as different to and widely divergent from other union organisations. 

Principally, those that formed registered and operated as unions prior to the 
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implementation of the ERA. Clear distinctions are drawn between older and newer 

unions with scholars attempting to separate them into two distinct ideological and 

physical camps. 

The first consists of Old Unions - those established prior to the ERA - whose 

activities span a wider range of employee interests and who. as organisations. are 

more capable of meeting those interests. The second consists of newer unions 

formed under and as a result of the ERA. Unions in this latter group are defined as 

creatures of legislation formed to pursue a narrower set of interests. ineffectively if 

at all. than Old Unions. and as a group have been frequently linked to employer 

attempts to undermine Old Unions. While some 'genuine' newer unions - those 

capable of true independent action - are argued to exist, these are implied to be an 

exception and their effectiveness as organisations does not appear to be held in 

wide regard. 

In separating. or rather in creating. these two distinct groups of unions. scholars 

have focused intently on their character as organisations. Comparisons are drawn 

between the adherence and strength of members of each group to a list of 

characteristics commonly associated with the typical 'genuine' union. However, 

such comparisons have been found to be, and are argued to be, flawed, particularly 

where. as in the case of New Unions in New Zealand, they ignore the manner in 

which unions as organisations evolve over time. More importantly, such 

investigations do little to address the motivations behind New Union formation. 

Given it is the formation of New Unions that gave rise to empirical interest in them: 

empirical research is notable for its omission of any real attempt to address the 

motivations behind their formation and the process by which they formed. Rather. 

the identification and comparison of newer and Old Unions has been found to 

concentrate on the outcome of that formation process. that is. what they as 

organisations look like and what they do. 
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However, as the history of Old Unions suggests, who and what unions are cannot 

be readily or easily understood by the direct examination of what they do at a 

specific point in time. The formation of any union has been found to be a 

prolonged and frequently difficult process. Worker attempts at collectivisation have 

met with frequent opposition from employers and legislators and their unions have 

evolved in response to that opposition and to changes in workers interests. 

Defining exactly who and what unions are is also difficult given no exact and 

universally acceptable definition of the term 'union' exists. Even the concept of 

union character, that claims to describe characteristics common to unions, is argued 

to be imperfect. 

Time then appears to be crucial in determining who unions are and what they were 

formed to do. The first unions, formed in the l ? 1h-191h centuries, adopted structures 

and pursued interests relevant to the interests and motivations of workers at the 

time they were formed. The character they presented also reflected the activities 

and interests they were formed to pursue and were allowed to pursue at that time. 

Yet as the history of these first unions shows. they as organisations evolved over 

time, and the structures they adopted, the interests they pursued and the character 

they represented all became more than they were when first formed. At the same 

time, the motivations and interests of the workers who first formed those unions 

became less important. Unions must and do pursue the interests of the workers 

they represent at a specific point in time. Consequently, it makes little sense for any 

union to base its activities on interests often more than 100 years old, even where 

those interests would appear to be the same. 

Confusing this issue still further is the absence of any clear evidence of why workers 

first formed unions, and the process by which that decision was reached. Scholars 

have assumed that workers sought to improve and protect their terms and 

conditions of employment. However, no definitive evidence of why workers in 

general first formed unions is widely available, although current evidence allows us 
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to identify a number of social, political and economic factors relevant to that 

process. Instead, we rely upon empirical examination of why workers join unions 

to understand their motivations for union membership. In this we find that a belief 

in unionism, peer pressure and the desire for an economic advantage are key 

factors. Yet whether the decision to join a union can, and should, be considered the 

same as the decision to form a union has not been addressed. More specifically, 

how the environment in which unions operate affects the decision to form and its 

outcome has not been clearly established. 

In addition, while we can identify some parallels between worker interests in the 

17th_19th and 21 st centuries, we cannot assume that workers in the 21 st century form 

unions for the same reasons they did in the 18th and 19th centuries. Also, we should 

not attempt to argue that unions formed in the 21 st century should be identical in 

character to those formed before them and who, unlike newer unions, have had 

more than a century to evolve as organisations. Yet this is what the comparison of 

newer and Old Unions internationally, and more recently in New Zealand, has 

attempted to do. Scholars have attempted to provide a definition within which all 

unions must fit, and have consequently denied the title of 'genuine' union to 

organisations that have not done so. Yet history clearly shows workers' interests 

and motivations, the environment within which they work and, more specifically, 

the unions they form are not identical. Also, rather than compare newer unions to 

Old Unions as they exist now, we would be better served to compare them to Old 

Unions as they existed when first formed. 

When this is done a number of striking parallels is found between them, and there is 

room to argue that newer organisations can and will evolve as organisations. 

However, in relation to newer unions in New Zealand the question of their 

evolution as organisations is barely raised. nor are the motivations of the workers 

who formed them. Rather, what is left is an incomplete picture that paints newer 

unions as employer creations, which attempt to undermine older 'genuine' unions, 
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or weak and ineffective forms of collective representation. Yet scholars have based 

these conclusions on the comparison of two sets of organisations, one of which is 

considerably older. more evolved and therefore more complex. In doing so they 

have focused almost exclusively on the outcome of the decision to form New 

Unions, rather that the decision itself. In this manner, scholars have paid scant 

attention to why New Unions formed, and more specifically, to why workers 

would form their own union when doing so offers little if any real advantage. 

The literature review then raises a number of unanswered and, more importantly, 

unasked questions in relation to the formation of New Unions under the ERA. 

These relate specifically to how and why workers made the decision to form those 

unions, the process by which that decision was made, and, to a lesser extent, its 

eventual outcome. The purpose of this study was to investigate these questions in 

relation to New Unions. Key questions raised by the literature review and pursued 

by the study were: 

• What motivated workers to form New Unions? 

• Why have, and why do. workers form, join and remain in New Unions in 

preference to other organisations? 

• How was the decision to form a New Union reached? 

• Who was responsible for that decision? 

• What influenced the decision to form each New Union? 

• What activities did New Unions form to pursue and what are they currently 

pursuing? 

• How do New Unions define themselves as organisations? 

• Have the interests and activities of New Unions remained static since 

formation? 

This study argues that the scope of these unanswered questions necessitates a re

examination of New Unions and New Union formation in New Zealand. 
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Chapter Two 

Methodology 

2.0 Purpose of the study 

The purpose of the study was to re-examine the formation of New Unions under 

the ERA. In particular, the study sought to address the paucity of data describing 

how and why workers made the decision to form a New Union, the motivations 

and interests of workers who made that decision, and the possible role played by 

third parties in that process. The principal research question for the study was: 

"Why do New Unions form in New Zealand under the ERA?" 

Additional questions raised by the literature reviews and also examined by the study 

were: 

• Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour of forming 

their own? 

• What role did and do employers play in workers decision to form a union? 

• Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or deliberate decision? 

• How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their character 

evolved? 

• What is a genuine union? 

• Are New Unions genuine? 

2.1 The selected methodology 

The study used a qualitative methodology to address the research question, and in 

particular the decision to form a union. While empirical research was found to 

examine similar unionisation decisions using quantitative methods, typically in the 

form a survey (Barker et al. 1984; Deery et al, 1994: Gani, 1996; Lahuis & Mellor, 
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2001; Premack & Hunter, 1998; Waddington & Whitston, 1997; Tolich & Harcourt, 

1999), quantitative methods were not considered for this research. Rather, 

qualitative methods were preferred for their greater ability to generate data about 

social settings and to describe how participants gave meaning to and explained 

social phenomena (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Fossey, Harvey, McDermott & 

Davidson, 2002; Holstein & Gubrium, 2003). The primary research instrument was 

the qualitative interview defined as a directed or informal conversation between 

two or more individuals (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). The research design was 

modelled upon previous qualitative examinations of New Unions under the ERA 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) and, to a lesser extent the study of the strategies, 

structure, ideologies and membership of New Zealand unions in general (DoL, 

2003; Howells, 2002; Waldegrave et al, 2004; Wright, 1997). 

2.2 What type of interview was used? 

The study used semi-structured interviews that combined the advantages of 

structured and unstructured methods (Berg, 1998; Bordens & Abbot, 1999; Creswell, 

1994) to generate data about New Union formation. The basis of each interview 

was a pre-defined interview schedule consisting of scripted and unscripted questions 

and prompts. Scripted and unscripted questions and prompts facilitated the 

rigorous examination of the research topic (Fossey et al, 2002; Miller & Glassner, 

2004), and allowed the study to: 

• Provide consistent data on critical pre-determined questions. 

• Be flexible enough to probe and explore emerging themes. 

• Be tailored to individual participants and fully encapsulate their responses. 

This method was also considered more appropriate than the structured method and 

closed questions used by previous qualitative research into New Union formation 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002), and the operation of New Unions under the 

ERA (DoL, 2003; Waldegrave et al, 2004). 
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2.2.1 Disadvantages of the chosen interview method 

When designing the methodology the writer took note of disadvantages associated 

with qualitative interview methods. Basic disadvantages were found to be 

qualitative researchers' assumptions that interviews were able to extract truthful and 

accurate participant opinion (Creswell, 1994; Silverman, 2003). Key challenges 

were the need to accurately record, and later transcribe, the interview (Silverman, 

2003), and to accurately analyse the completed transcripts. Preventing interviewer 

bias (Creswell, 1994), and the challenge of determining which elements of a 

transcript are important (Wiles, Rosenberg & Kearn, 2005), were also identified as 

key requirements of qualitative research design. 

The key problem facing the study, however, was the need for data interpretation to 

avoid what Silverman (2001, p. 34) defined as "anecdotalism" or the use of isolated 

or exemplary responses to explain a phenomenon. Silverman (2001) stated that this 

problem occurs when qualitative results are generated: 

• Without reference to aberrant or deviant cases. 

• Without describing the grounds upon which responses were or were not 

reported. 

• By reporting responses without reference to surrounding conversation. 

• By selecting responses that fit pre-determined descriptions of that 

phenomenon. 

To avoid this problem, qualitative researchers need to ensure that participant 

responses are authentically recorded and interpreted (Fossey et al, 2002), and that 

they identify and report only traceable patterns or themes whose origins can be 

clearly, or at least reasonably, identified (Silverman, 2001) from within participant 

responses. 
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2.2.2 Interview schedules 

An interview schedule is a key component of the interview process (Tolich & 

Harcourt, 1999) and, if pre-tested, is a simple method of overcoming problems such 

as anecdotalism (Silverman, 2001 & 2003). In their original format, the present 

study's interview schedules followed a structured format and consisted solely of pre

scripted questions. This format was tested in a small pilot study with a single 

participant prior to the commencement of the study proper. This allowed the 

format to be improved (Ghauri, Gronhaug & Kristianslund, 1995; Tolich & 

Davidson, 1999), and its ability to extract meaningful data tested (Berg, 1998). 

At the conclusion of the pilot study the interview schedule format was changed to 

incorporate a number of essential features (Berg, 1998; Davidson & Tolich, 1999; 

Tolich & Davidson, 1999). Specifically, the format retained a smaller set of core pre

scripted questions but added a set of words describing key themes that would guide 

impromptu or spontaneous questions during each interview. Interview schedules of 

this type have been found to keep researchers focused on their research topic (Berg, 

1998) while retaining the flexibility necessary to allow participants to provide 

unique responses (Silverman, 2001) and the research to spontaneously gather 

information (Berg, 1998; Davidson & Tolich, 1999; Tolich & Davidson, 1999). 

2.2.3 How were interviews conduded? 

Most interviews were conducted face-to-face with a single participant. In two cases 

where a face-to-face interview could not be arranged, participants were interviewed 

by telephone. Mutual consent established the time and date of each interview, 

which lasted an average of 90 minutes. Participants selected the venue, typically at 

their place of work, but also their home or a neutral venue. All interviews began 

informally with general conversation and a review of the study's information sheet 

and participant rights. Formal consent to participate in the study and for the 

interview to be tape-recorded was then established either in writing in the case of 

face-to-face interviews, or verbally for telephone interviews. Following the 
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establishment of formal consent, interviews moved to questions and themes 

contained in the interview schedule. Scripted questions from the interview 

schedules were not asked in a fixed sequence, as this practice was not considered 

suitable for all participants (Denzin, 1970, cited in Silverman, 2001). and some 

scripted questions were omitted where participant responses were sufficiently in

depth to answer several questions at once. To get participants to elaborate on their 

responses, unscripted prompts such as "why". "could you give me an example of 

that" or "what do you mean by" were also asked throughout each interview. 

2.3 The sample 

To be effective, qualitative sampling must identify appropriate participants. provide 

a sufficient number of information sources, and ensure those sources can address the 

research question (Fossey et al, 2002). To provide a balanced and deeper 

understanding of New Union formation, members of three stakeholder groups were 

interviewed for the study; New Unions formed under the ERA. old unions formed 

prior to the ERA. and employers whose workforce contained New Union members. 

The total sample size for this study was 15 and included representatives of three 

stakeholder groups - nine New Unions, three Old Unions and three New Union 

employers. 

2.3.1 How were participants selected? 

The primary participants in the study were nine New Unions selected from a 

population of 92 New Unions registered with the Dol as at 1st March 2004. The 

study's sample was deliberately rather than randomly selected from within this 

population using criteria established by the researcher. Its size was also considered 

sufficient to address the research question. While this method of sample selection 

relied heavily on the judgement of the researcher to produce a representative 

sample, it is an acceptable, less complicated and cost-effective sampling procedure 

(Cohen & Marion, 1994; Ghauri et al, 1995). 
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Pre-requisites for a New Union to be selected were that: 

• It had provided a valid membership return for 2003 and preferably 2002 as 

well. 

• The Dol had been able to clearly define its industry coverage. 

Membership returns allowed the study to describe participants in numerical terms 

and compare that data with other unions. Selecting unions by their industry 

classification ensured that data collected would more accurately reflect the 

experiences of workers and New Unions as a whole, rather than those within a 

particular industry. Valid membership returns for multiple years also provided a 

measured indication of the age of particular organisations, the literature review 

asserting that the age of New Unions was a key factor in any differences between 

them and other unions. Finally, to simplify and reduce the cost of the research 

process, priority was given to identifying and approaching New Unions whose 

official office or contact person was located in the lower or central North Island. 

In a small departure from the previous examination of New Unions (Barry, 2004; 

Barry & May, 2002), the current study identified the actual level of involvement of 

participants in the formation of their union. Participants were identified as either a 

founding member or 'the' founding member of a particular union, by asking them 

when they first became involved with the union and whether they had been 

involved in the decision to form. Participants were questioned about their level of 

involvement when first contacted and again during each interview. The 

representatives of six of the nine New Unions in the study were identified as 

founding members in this fashion. 

With one exception, New Unions were represented by the union secretary8 or an 

equivalent senior official. Union secretaries provided a cost effective method of 

8 The term secretary is the title most commonly applied to the senior or elected representative of a union 

organisation. However. a number of alternative titles are used. e.g .. chairperson. president. The title itself is 
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collecting data on phenomena relevant to the study. and are in an ideal position to 

provide data on the formation and operation of unions. The use of union 

secretaries as a source of data on unions is a common practice in empirical research. 

Research in New Zealand has. for example. elicited data from union secretaries on: 

• Union attitudes toward Human Resource Management strategies in New 

Zealand firms (Wright. 1997). 

• The effect of New Union formation on the New Zealand waterfront (Barry & 

Reveley. 2001). 

• The political ideology of union officials (Howells. 2002). 

• Union strategies and activities under the ERA (DoL. 2003; Waldegrave et al, 

2004). 

More significantly union secretaries acted as the key information source for the only 

previous empirical examination of New Union formation from the perspective of 

New Unions themselves (Barry. 2004 and Barry & May. 2002). 

Employers and Old Unions interviewed by the study were approached after 

interviews with New Unions were completed. Selection of appropriate employers 

and Old Unions relied upon the membership rules of New Unions in the study and 

the responses of New Union participants during the interview process. Identification 

of New Union employers was a relatively simple process of examining the names 

and/or membership rules of New Unions. New Unions frequently named 

themselves after their employer. and a significant number specified in their 

membership rules the name of the employer whose workers they had formed to 

represent. Initially the specified employers of all nine New Unions in the study 

were approached for an interview. However. employers proved overwhelmingly 

largely irrelevant for the purposes of this study although semantic differences may be important to individual 

organisations. Overall. the term secretary refers to the union official with whom the leadership of a union is 

most commonly associated and with whom data collection. outside of surveys of union members. is generally 

conducted by empirical research . 
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reluctant to participate in the study and only two of nine New Union employers 

were willing to participate. A third employer was included after the employer of a 

New Union that had declined to participate agreed to be interviewed. In all cases, 

employers were represented by a company's Human Resources Manager or 

equivalent. 

Old Union representatives were selected in a similar fashion to New Unions and 

employers. and, like New Unions, were represented by their union secretary or 

equivalent. In one case. where the union secretary was unavailable. a regional 

official was interviewed instead. Appropriate Old Unions were also identified by 

New Union participants who frequently provided the name of organisations 

operating within their place of work. Three Old Unions were identified in this way. 

two of which were found to operate alongside almost all of the nine New Unions 

in the study. Consequently. the three Old Unions in the study were considered 

sufficient to represent this stakeholder group. 

2.3.2 Limitations of the sample 

The study took note of the possible limitations caused by the small number of union 

participants in the study. Of some concern was the ability of the study to provide 

results comparable to the work of Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) that 

provided the only previous direct examination of New Union formation. Barry & 

May (2002). for example, identified 64 of 158 unions registered as at 2nd October 

2001 as New Unions, and interviewed 18 or 28°/o of registered New Unions using a 

telephone survey. The current study interviewed a smaller proportion of both New 

Unions and registered unions in general. Only 12/174 unions registered as at 1s1 

March 2004 were interviewed including nine of 92 New Unions. The nine New 

Unions in the sample represented 9.8°/o of all New Unions registered at that time. 

However. the study's small sample is defensible on the grounds that small samples 

are frequently used in qualitative research (Silverman. 2001). and are justifiable 

where they provide sufficient information to allow themes within the research to be 
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fully developed (Fossey et al, 2002). While the proportion of New Unions 

interviewed is small, particularly in comparison to previous research (Barry & May, 

2002), it is balanced by the: 

• Use of semi-structured rather than survey-based interview methods. 

• Depth of data generated by the interview process. 

• Inclusion of other stakeholder groups. 

2.3.3 How were participants contaded? 

All participants were contacted by telephone and/or mail, following methodological 

procedures described by Tolich & Davidson (1999). When first contacted 

participants were briefly informed about the purpose of the research and invited to 

consider, but not decide upon, participation. First contact was then followed by a 

formal letter inviting participation in the study. The formal letter contained an 

information sheet that provided a detailed summary of the research project, 

participants' rights and the researcher's personal details9 • Where first contact elicited 

confirmation of a union's willingness to participate in the study. a formal letter was 

still sent. This was to ensure that all participants were capable of making an 

informed decision about participation prior to any interview. 

2.4 How were participant responses recorded? 

Interviews were tape-recorded by the researcher and later transcribed by a third 

party. Transcribers were required to sign a confidentiality agreement prior to 

commencement of the transcription process. Consent to record participant 

responses was established in writing in the case of face-to-face interviews. and 

verbally in the case of telephone interviews. Hand written notes of participant 

responses were also made during each interview to act as a source of information 

for unscripted questions and as a back up for tape-recorded data. 

9 See Appendices B - C. 
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2.4.1 Interpretation of results: some considerations 

A key component of the study was the need to accurately portray the phenomenon 

of New Union formation from multiple stakeholder perspectives. Silverman (1998, 

cited in Silverman, 2003) described three rules for analysing interview 

conversations: 

• Identify sequences of related talks. 

• Examine how speakers take on certain ideas and identities. 

• Identify outcomes of those talks and determine the path they took. 

Identifying sequences of related talks required key themes to be established and 

identified within interview responses. The interview schedule provided an 

indication of possible themes prior to the interpretation of each transcript. 

Examining participant identities allowed those themes to be linked to specific 

contexts. Tracing the path they took allowed a clearer picture of how those 

contexts were developed to be described. 

The identities participants attached to themselves and others were particularly 

important. Interview participants will naturally and/or deliberately place themselves 

and others into particular categories, and their descriptions of a particular 

phenomena will vary according to the category they associate themselves and 

others with (Holstein & Gubrium, 2005). A similar observation is made by 

Silverman (2001, p. 12) who argues that the aim of qualitative research must be to 

"understand participant categories and to see how they are used". Consequently, 

participant responses had to be examined to identify: 

• How they defined each other. 

• How they categorised each other. 

This process allows a more accurate picture of participants' social worlds to be 

created and clear differences and similarities between those worlds to be identified. 

It also drew a parallel with Blackburn's (1967) concept of unionateness, which drew 
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clear distinctions between how various employee organisations identified 

themselves and others. That picture, however, must be flexible and reliable enough 

to allow multiple researchers the ability to reach the same conclusions from the 

same data (Silverman, 2003). Consequently, while the literature review suggested a 

number of possible themes that would arise from the study, these did not limit or 

prevent the identification of new themes. 

A consistent problem with this kind of interpretation, however, is that it relies 

heavily on the researcher assigning categories and descriptions to participants' 

perceptions and descriptions of reality. Silverman (2003) identified a number of 

problems commonly associated with the interpretation of interview data, including: 

• Overlooked themes or categories. 

• Dominance of researcher defined categories and/or themes. 

2.4.2 How were results interpreted? 

Following procedures defined by Silverman (2001 & 2003). the full transcript of 

each interview and the responses it contained were analysed in order to identify: 

• Reoccurring phrases or terms. 

• How different participants defined similar phenomenon. 

• Where responses to particular questions were similar. 

• Aberrant or deviant responses to particular questions. 

• How participants constructed particular responses, i.e .. the paths they took in 

describing particular phenomenon. 

These provided a set of themes that formed the basis of the study's reported results. 

Identified themes included those identified by the literature review and 

incorporated into the interview schedules, and new themes previously identified. 
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2.5 Ethical considerations 

The ethical requirements for the study were established and approved by the 

Massey University Human Ethics Committee10 • The study was defined as being of 

low risk to participants. and its ethical requirements were met by: 

• Providing all participants with a detailed information sheet. and a brief 

written summary of the research process and participant rights. 

• Giving all participants time to consider and question the study's information 

sheet and summary prior to consenting to an interview. 

• Beginning each interview with a review of participant rights, the study's 

information sheet and by establ ishing formal consent. 

2.5.1 Informed consent 

Informed consent implies that participants in a study fully understand the purpose of 

the research and the method of data collection. and have agreed to waive their 

rights to privacy (Zikmund. 2000). To establish informed consent participants must: 

Have sufficient information to make a decision about whether to take part in the 

study: 

• Be capable of comprehending that information. 

• Be competent to make a decision about participation. 

• Be able to make that decision free of coercion. 

Informed consent in this study was established by: 

• Providing all participants with an information sheet describing the purpose of 

the study. its methodology. participant rights and the researchers involved. 

• Beginning every interview w ith a review of the information sheet and 

particularly participant rights. 

• Having participants sign a written consent form 11 or. in the case of telephone 

interviews. provide verbal consent to participate. 

10 See Appendix A. 
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2.5.2 Participant confidentiality 

To ensure participants' identities remained confidential: 

• Names and characteristics that would identify a participant were omitted 

from the written report. 

• Transcripts have not been provided in the appendices to the report. 

• All tape-recordings and hard copy transcripts are secured within a locked 

cabinet accessible only to the researcher. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The purpose of the study was to re-examine the formation of New Unions and the 

decision making process that led to their formation. Key questions derived from a 

review of the literature led the design of the research process, which was based 

upon a qualitative methodology. The study' s basic research tool was the semi

structured interview which was selected as it provided the most effective method of 

examining the research question. The interview process, including the collection 

and interpretation of results, was based primarily on the work of Silverman (2001 & 

2003), and emphasised in particular the identification of key themes relevant to the 

research question. In selecting and designing the methodology. the factors of cost 

and flexibility were also considered. 

11 See Appendix D 
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Chapter Three 

Results 

3.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results of the study's research process 

and, in particular, its findings in relation to the primary research question and 

supporting questions raised by the literature review. The chapter will discuss each 

question in turn, addressing the primary research question last, and identify 

expected and unexpected results and themes relevant to the empirical examination 

of New Unions. Typical and extreme responses from each of the three stakeholder 

groups in the study will also be presented. In this and each subsequent chapter the 

supporting questions are discussed first as they provide data critical to addressing the 

study's primary research question. Discussion of the results of each supporting 

question will allow the primary research question to be addressed more fully. 

The primary research question for the study was: 

"Why do New Unions form in New Zealand under the ERA?" 

Supporting questions relevant to the study of New Unions were identified as: 

• Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour of forming 

their own? 

• What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to form a union? 

• Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or deliberate decision? 

• How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their character 

evolved? 

• What is a genuine union? 

• Are New Unions genuine? 
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3.1 Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour of 

forming their own? 

Dissatisfaction with prior or existing membership in Old Unions (Barry & May. 

2002) peer pressure, workers' social environment, economic rationality and 

personal belief (Deery et al, 1994; Gani, 1996; Lahuis & Mellor, 2001; Peetz, 1998; 

Premack & Hunter, 1988; Waddington & Whitston, 1997) were expected to be 

factors significant to workers' rejection of membership in Old Unions. This study 

found that dissatisfaction with prior membership in Old Unions and peer pressures 

were significant to that decision. 

Workers rejecting of membership in existing unions was also identified as a defining 

feature of the formation of New Unions. the decision to form a union made only 

afterworkers had first considered joining Old Unions. The negative public image of 

Old Unions was a primary determinant of the outcome of this decision. Sources of 

this negative public image and the factors significant to workers rejecting of 

membership in Old Unions were found to be: 

• The actions and behaviour of the members and officials of Old Unions. 

• The perceived unwillingness and/or inability of those unions to understand 

and represent workers' interests effectively. 

Typical responses that allowed the source of workers' dissatisfaction to be identified 

were: 

From New Unions 

"We s.poRe to repres.eV'vtC!hves. of tlrte food Cl V'vd s.ervLce L{ll\,LoV'v ... wlrteV\, 1 fLrs.t VV1.et t lrt eVV1. 

tlrtetj Loo Red LLf<.e tlrte ttjpLwL L{V'vLOV'vLs.ts. of tlrte s.eveV'vhes.. y our Lei bour, f<.eep tlrte red 

fLcig fLtJLV\,g C!V'vd ciLL tlrtcit. AV'vd Lt felt to VV1.e LLRe we woL{Ld be reciLLtj LLttLe fLs.Vi LV'v Cl 

reciLLtj bLg poV'vd, becC!L{s.e tlrtere's. Cl plrteV'voVV1.eV'vC1L C!VVl.OL{ll\,t of people wlrto worf<. LV'v tlrte 

food C!V'vd s.ervLce LV'vdus.frtj wLtlrtLV'v tlrtcit uV'vLOV'v Lt's. Viuge ." 
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·TViet1 were111,'t Viappt1 wi.tVi tVie u111,i.0111, rep.s tViet1 Viad, a111,d i.f tViet1 Viad a reallt1 

seri.ou.s probteVVt tViet1 fou111,d. i.t could ta~e a wee~ to get .soVVteoVl-t wVio Viad. ClVl-t1 real 

teetVi to acttA.atlt1 deal wi.tVi tVii.111,g.s: 

From Employers 

"We fL111,d tViat tVie u111,i.0111,.s tViat we are deali.Vl-0 wi.tVi do 111,ot exactLtj VVtCl~e t1ou feel 

exci.ted a botA.t joi.111,i.Vl-0 a u111,i.0111,. TViet1 are ~i.111,d of .slow. At ti.VVte.s we Viave Viea rd 

froVVt .soVVte .staff wVio joi.Vl-td tVie u111,i.o"" i.""i.ti.aLLtj Cl111,d. Viave tVie"" ptA.lLed out because 

tViet1 were111,'t getti.111,g a 111,t1 acti.0111, froVVt tViei.r u111,i.0111,. • 

From Old Unions 

·Tne co111,cLu.si.o"" I've coVVte to over a peri.od of hVVte i..s tViat tViere a re .sow..e wor~ers 

l::1 w .si.VVtpLt1 ca ""'t .sati..sf t1. TViet1 go awa t1 di..sViea rte111,ed or pi..s.sed off at l::1 ou, 

sweari.""g tViat tViet1'lL 111,ever joi.111, a u111,i.0111, agai.111,." 

The rejection of membership in Old Unions was also influenced by the experiences 

of key peers or opinion leaders. This influence was stronger where key opinion 

leaders provided the primary source of workers' information on Old Unions, where 

workers were largely apathetic to the outcome of any unionisation decision, and 

where opinion leaders provided the expertise or impetus needed to complete the 

formation process. Typical responses that allowed the role of key opinion leaders 

to be identified were: 

From New Unions 

·1 Viad experi.e""ce wi.tVi repre.se111,ti.V1-0 [tVieVVt] before a111,cl otVier [.si.VVti.lar] people but 0111, 

a pa rt-ti.V\i\.e ba.si..s I 'Vii\. act1A.allt1 a teacVier bt1 tracle... but ba.si.ca lltj bee a tA..se tViere 

wa.s a lot of tru.st betwee111, VVte a 111,cl tVie [V\i\.eV1A.bers] at Hie ti.VVte rea lLtj - tVietj cVia rgevl 

V\i\.e wi.tVi tViat respo111,si.bi.li.ttj .so off we we""t: 
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From Employers 

"[It wci.s] pretttj V\i\.UCVt clri.veV\, btj Cl pcirti.cuLClr [.stciff V\i\.eV\i\.ber] wVio Vicicl beeV\, wi.tVi 

tVie coV\i\.pCl 11\,tj probci bLtj tell\, tjeCl r.s cit tVicit hV\i\.e. Ke di.cl V\-'t wci V\-t tVie uV\-i.OV\- Vi ere." 

From Old Unions 

"TV!etj're ju.st pi..s.secl off wi.tVi tVie e.stcibLi..sViecl uV\-i.OV\- for wVicitever reci.soV\,, CIV\-cl 

.soV\i\.ebocltj, .soV\i\.e opi.V\-i.OV\- Lecicler i.V\, tVie group Vicis. Vicic( ci bcicl ex:peri.eV\-Ce or tVietj 

cloV\-'t wcivct to Qoi.vc u.s] for wVicitever reci.sovc Civcci tVietj ju.st cleci.cle tVicit tViet:j're V\-Ot 

got.veg to go wi.tVi Cl V\, e.stci bLi..sViecl UV\-i.ovc." 

3.2 What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to 

form a union? 

The study expected to find that employers played a supporting and possibly 

dominant role in the formation of New Unions with the later course of action 

aimed at undermining existing. i.e .. older. unions (Anderson. 2004: Barry. 2004: 

Barry & May. 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001: May, 2003a & 2003b) . The study 

found that employers supported the formation of most, but not all, of the New 

Unions interviewed. Where employers supported the formation of a New Union, a 

typical response described that support in the following manner: 

• [TViet:j - tVie eVVlpLotjer - res.po111,clecl] vertj fcivourcibLtj . 1111, fcict, we Vicive ci 111, 

extreVVleLtj good reLciti.ovc.sVii.p wi.tVi VVlCIV\-ClgeV\i\.evct. 1 tVii.vc~ VVlCli.vcLtj bewu.se our 

citti.tucle i.s. Let'.s ciclcl vciLue to tVie eVVlpLOtjVVle111,t reLciti,0111,.sV\i.p froV\i\. botVi .si.cle.s." 

However. employer responses to the formation of New Unions were described 

differently by each group interviewed. Most New Unions in the study believed that 

their employer supported, but did not assist with. their decision to form. Employers 

indicated that they only accepted that decision. and that their involvement was a 

matter of legislative compliance. Old Unions were contradictory. indicating both a 
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strong belief in employer involvement in New Union formation, and a desire to 

believe that such involvement existed where it did not. The wide variation in how 

each group described employers' actual response is portrayed in the following 

typical responses: 

From New Unions 

''TVietj [tVie evvcpLotjer] cict1Ae1LLtj s.1Agges.teci Lt 1 tViLvd~. TV!etj eV\,co1Arcigeci Lt.. ." 

From Employers 

" ... we tooR ci vLew tVicit tViere wcis, LLttLe poLV\,t LV\, IAS. prevciLLLV\,g cigciLV\,s,t tV\eVV1.. [tVie 

New V\.Vl,Lol/\,], S.C!tjLV\,g tVietj s.V\01ALdV\,'t do tV\Ls, cis, Lt wcis. tVieLr LegciL rLgVit to do s.o ." 

From Old Unions 

"1 doV\,'t tViLV\,R tVicit tVie eVV1..pLotjers. cire LV\,voLveci, eveV\, tV!o1AgV! tVicit's, wVicit we'ci LLRe 

to tViLV\,R, Lt's, j1As.t, I RV\,OW tVicit 's, wVicit people cire tViLV\,RLV\,g, tVicit's, wVicit pwpLe LLRe 

to tVi LV\,R ... " 

·1 tViLV\,R Lf tjOIA go bcicR CIV\,d LooR cit wVitj tVietj [tVie New V\.Vl,LoV\,s,] were orLgLV\,ciLLtj 

forVV1..ed VV1..os.t of tVieVV1.. were bcis.LwLLtj coVV1..pC1V\,tj s.poV\,s.ored .... " 

Significantly, employer support or acceptance of the formation of a New Union did 

not necessarily result in any form of advantage, particularly during bargaining, for 

those unions once formed. Again, descriptions of that relationship differed between 

each group interviewed. New Unions reported wide variations in how they 

interacted and bargained, reporting advantageous, neutral and disadvantageous 

relationships. Employers emphasised that all unions were treated equally, with no 

advantage conferred to any group. The absence of any advantageous relationship 

was, according to Old Unions, the result of New Unions' inability to bargain 

effectively. Typical responses from each group that highlight the variation in how 

New Unions were treated were: 
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From New Unions 

·we cire sti.LL treated cis tVie -poor relciti.oVvs. we doVv't get c.oVvsuLted OVv sow..e tVii.Vvgs 

i.Vv tVie orgci Vvi.sciti.oVv cis we sViould do." 

"No, Vvo WCltJ .. . tVietj [tVie otVier uVvi.oVvs] doVv't get ClVvtjtvli.Vvg we doVv't get. N o, 1 

tVii.Vv/z we teVvd to get w..ore respect frow.. w..ciVvcigew..eVvt 1 t Vii.Vv/z." 

From Employers 

·our vi.ew, our o-perciti.oVvClL ClVvd strcitegi.c outLooR wi.tVi tVie uVvi.OVvS OVv our si.te i.s 

tVicit tVietj ciLL Vicive equcil status i.rres-pec.ti.ve of tViei.r Vvuw..bers, i.rres-pec.ti.ve of tViei.r 

-pVii.Loso-pVitj, i.nes-pec.ti.ve i.Vv of terw..s of tViei.r ciffiJi.citi.oVv." 

From Old Unions 

·yeciVi, w..l::j observciti.0111, i.s tViere's just Cl tViresVioLd tVietj c.ClVvVvot cross bewuse 

otVierwi.se tVie boss wiJL just tlArVv tVie tci-p off or reflAse to eVvgcige ClVvd tVietj'Ve got 

V\,owViere else to go. 1 WV\,'t tVii.VvR of ClVvtj si.tlAciti.oVv wViere Cl111,l::j of tViose i.Vv-ViolAse 

lAVvi.oV\,s Vicive tciReVv oil\, ci geVvlAi.Vve di.s-plAte wi.t!ri tVie boss." 

3.3 Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or 

deliberate decision? 

The study expected to find that New Union formation was e ithe r a spontaneous 

response to changes in workers' social environment or position. or a deliberate 

attempt to improve their terms and conditions of employment and/or fo llow a 

particular pattern of belief (Banks, 1974: Chase, 2000: Crouch, 1982: Hobsbawn, 

1964: Olson. 1965: Pelling. 1963: Webb & Webb, 1907: Woods. 1963). The study 

found that t his particular question was less relevant than origina lly believed as. in 

most cases, New Unions were found to form in response to a deliberate choice by 

workers to pursue collective action. Key factors that led to this decision were found 

to be: the requirements of the ERA, the expiry o f an existing agreement, and a 
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pragmatic desire for a cheaper form of collective representation outside of the 

existing union movement. Responses typical of these findings included: 

From New Unions 

''"&ci.s.Lcci llt:j we felt tVie LVV\:plLcC!hOV\-.S. of tVie V\,ew Sv1.•.:plot1 VVteV\,t RelC!tLoV\,.s. Act ... " 

" ... we thought we woulct be betteY pYotectect bt:j V!C!VtV\-g C! collectLve foyw..i.V\,g ouY owV\, 

oYgC! V\,L.s.cihoV\,: 

From Employers 

"TV!et1 felt vulV\-cYC!ble; thetj felt thC!t C! Lot ViC!ct beeV\, C!.s.R.ect of thew.., thetj ctLctV\,'t 

ViC!ve C! coLLectl.ve voi.ce .. . " 

From Old Unions 

"I tViLV\,R. Lt.s. forw..C!LLttj bcis.LcciLLtj s.ovtA..e of tltiew.. WC!V\-tect to lticive C! coLlechve, C! 

colLectLve ew.. pLotj w..eV\,t COV\-hC!ct." 

Only in one instance could the formation of a New Union be argued to be a 

spontaneous decision. However, this occurred only after workers had first 

deliberately considered other collective options as the following response indicated: 

"TVies.e gut1s cC!VV<..e LV\, C!V\-ct tC!LR.ect to us C1bo1A.t wVicit thetj couLc{ c{o fo y tVie covtA..pC!V\-tj . 

TVietj s.poR.e to us C!V\-c{ s.C!Lc;\ 'we wt.LL gl.ve tjOIA. blcil-1 blcih blC!Vi' - C!V\-c{ 1 tViougVit Lt wcis 

just C! s.puY of tVie w..ow..eV\,t c{ecLs.LoV\,. 1 just s.toocl up C!Vl-cl sciLct 'VVtC!Re C! c{ecLs.LoV\,, 

I've got CMotl-1eY VVteehV\,g, whtJ cloV\-'t we ju.st piA.lL ouY fL~eYs. out, whtJ c{oV\,'t we 

just VVtC!Re ouY owV\, L-<.V1-i.0V1-, C!V\-c;\ we CC!V1-just LooR. C!~eY ouYs.eLves.'." 

The study found also that the decision to form a New Union was a democratic and 

frequently complex process, but one not actively participated in by every worker 
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involved. Key problems faced by workers in forming New Unions were identified 

as prolonged employer opposition to workers' efforts at collectivisation. and 

worker apathy. Typical responses used to identify these themes included: 

From New Unions 

"TVie!j were cigciLll\,.st Lt, tVietj [tVie evvcpLotier] c!L.scourcigec! Lt, certciLV\.L!j [HietiJ 

werell\,'t ~eel/\, to c!o tVicit wci !:'.J bcic~ Lii\, tVie VVLLc! JO.s ci V\.c! tVietj wereV\,'t ~eeV\. to c!o tVicit 

wLtVi us wViell\, we fi,rst stcirtec! cis well ... " 

·you Vicic! Cl certciLV\, grou-p tVicit wouLc! brLv..g tViL~.s u-p cit VVLeetL~s ciV\.c! ClV\,otVier 

grou-p tVicit ~LV\,c! of .scit bcic~ tVicit - .sort of tViLV\,g. we tell\,clec! to Vicive tVicit c!LvL.sLoV\. 

rrnLL!:'.J." 

3.4 How have New Unions' relationships with employers, and New 

Unions' character, evolved? 

New Unions' relationships with employers and their character as organisations were 

expected. like those of unions historically. to change over time and possibly become 

more complex (Blackburn, 1967: Blackburn & Prandy. 1965: Franks, 2001: Pelling. 

1963: Webb & Webb, 1907). Unfortunately. the study was unable to extract 

enough data to definitively address this question. New Unions did provide some 

evidence of improvements in their bargaining outcomes. which could be taken as 

sign of improved union-employer relationships. However, employers proved 

reluctant to describe those same bargaining relationships as anything other than 

equitable. Typical responses in relation to these findings were: 

From New Unions 

·we VVLcic!e soV1A.e rrnL -progress. LV\, tViose four tirnrs. IV\, terV1A.s of tVie reciL beV\.efLt.s 

tVicit cic!c! vciLue, VIA.Ost of tVieV1A. Vicive ciLY"eClc!tj beell\, LV\,cLuc!ec! Lii\, our cigreeV1A.eV\.t." 
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These findings were contradicted. however. by data that indicated a clear 

preference. by employers. for forming relationships with New Unions. More 

specifically. they indicated a preference for relationships with unions that exhibited 

behaviours more commonly associated with the character of newer organisations. 

Preferred behavioural characteristics were identified as New Unions' more 

pragmatic. trustworthy and less confrontational attitude to union-management 

relationships. Typical responses in relation to these findings were: 

From New Unions 

·1 tViLvdz we aye VlA..OYe toLeYatec! becau.se we ewe .so c!LYect, u-pfYOV\,t C11Ac! Vio1At.st. nie 

otVier u1ALOV\,.S aye a bi.t VlA..LLLtaV\,t, VlY!j -pu.sVitJ wLtVi VlA..C11AClgeV1A..e1At - tVieij cViciYge L"" 

tVieYe ci V\,c( tViYeciteV\, ciLL .sot't.s. • 

From Employers 

·1 gue.s.s tVie .stciY"tL""g -poL""t L.s tVicit tVie ViL.stoYLe.s of tVie two C!Ye veYtJ c(LffeYeV'vt. we 

tVie"" Vicive ci Lot Le.s.s VlA..L.si,mc(er.stci1Ac!L~ ciV\,c( co""teV\,tLoV1. betweeV'v tVie [-(1.YVlA..] C11Ac! 

tVie [New 1.A..1AL0""] becciu.se tVieij cire ci bLt VlA..OYe VlA..Clture, VlA..Ore Ye.s-poV'v.sLbLe, Le.s.s pYoV\,e 

to beLV'vg o-p-poY"tuV\,L.stLc LV1. tVieLr ci-pprocicVi." 

"lt'.s tVie tycic(e off VlA..eV1.tC!LLt11 or Cl po.sLtLOV'vC!L V1A..e1AtC!LLt11 wVieYeCl.s tVie [New l;\IALOIA] ... 

tVieLY.s L.s Cl YeCl.SOV\,ClbLij pycigw..citLc ci-p-pYoacVi 1 gue.s.s. • 

In contrast. Old Unions saw these same characteristics as a possible weakness. 

indicative of New Unions' inability to pursue interests that diverged from those of 

their employer. and did not regard New Unions as a self-sustaining long-term 

phenomenon. Responses typical of these findings included: 
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"I s.us;pec.t tlttllt tltte oV\,es. tlttllt s.hLL s.urvLve rLd.e off tltte bC1cfQ of ut11,LOt11,S. W~.e ours.. 

At s.oVlA.e poLV\,t s.0VlA.etV\Lt11,g wLLL Vic:rppeV\, - C1 VlA.ew..ber of tVieLrs. Ls. goLV\,g to get pLs.s.ed. 

off tlttC1t tlttetj [tVie New Vi.t11,Lot11,] cC1t11,'t d.o C1t11,tjtV\Lt11,g C1t11,d. tlttetj'rejus.t goLV\,g to Los.e 

tltteLr cred.LtC1bLLLttj. so 1 tViLV\,f<. Lt's. oV\,Ltj C1 VlA.Cltter of hV\A.e before tVietj Los.e tVieLr 

reLevC1 V\,Ce." 

3.5 What is a genuine union and are New Unions genuine? 

Based on existing research, the study expected to find that the character (Blackburn, 

1967; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965) of New Unions differed from that of Old Unions, 

and that they represented a distinctly different and less genuine form of union 

organisation than Old Unions. More specifically, it expected to find that New 

Unions differed from the characteristics of the dominant myth (Strauss, 1993) 

associated with the typical New Zealand union. The study found that the character 

of New Unions, as determined by Blackburn's (1967) concept of unionateness, did 

differ from that of Old Unions. It found also that the concept of unionateness and 

characteristics typically associated with New Zealand unions were more applicable 

to Old Unions. However, it found little difference in how workers and employers 

defined the character and purpose of New Unions and Old Unions. Both groups 

saw few if any differences in what those organisations were formed to achieve. 

Rather, any differences between New Unions and Old Unions were attributed to 

how those organisations operated, or more specifically, how they behaved. The 

defining features of New Unions' character were found to be their age as 

organisations, and their rejection of behaviours and attitudes associated with Old 

Unions. Typical responses defined New Unions and Old Unions as: 

From New Unions 

"Well 1 cloV\-'t tV\Lt11,f<. we d.o C1 VieLL of C1 Lot tViC1t's. clLffereV\,t but we clo coVlA.V\A.ut11,LcC1te 

perlttC1ps. C1 LLttLe better tV\C1t11, otViers.. We're LV\, Lt for tltte S.ClV\A.e rws.oV\,s., we're frtJLV\,g 

to VlA.C1.X.LVlA.Ls.e tVie beV\,efLts. for our VlA.eVlA.bers. C1t11,cl Clct oV\, tVieLr beViC1Lf. .. " 
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"I see us C!s Cl group of people worf'<.Ll/\,g togeH1er rC!tVier tViC!I/\, Cl group of people wLtVi 

our Fsts o(;(t fLg Vihl/\,g togetVier." 

From Employers 

''TVie ol/\,ltj tViLl/\,g we strnggle wLtVi - Lt's lLf'<.e VtC!VLl/\,g two cViLlc.frel/\,, tVie eldest [tVie 

olcl t..{11\,Lol/\,J Cll/\,d tVie uouV\,gest [tVie New t..{V\,Lol/\,J cViLlcl ." 

From Old Unions 

"WViC!t tVieu sV\o(;(ld be cloLV\,g C!V\-d tl-iC!t's ol/\,e of tVie c1LffLwltLes we V\C1ve wLtVi tViose 

groups, we loof'<. Cit wVierever we're deC!lLV\,g C!s C!V\- LV\,cl(;(stru C!s Cl wViole rLgVit - we 

loof'<. rLgVit C!cross tVie Ll/\,d(;(stru, wVierrns tVieu're loof'<.LV\,g Cit Cl sectLoV\, of wViC!t 

tVieu're represeV\,hl/\,g. TVieu cloV\-'t represeV\,t CIV\, LV\-clustru C!s s(;(cVi; C!ll tVieu represeV\,t 

Ls pe!rt of CIV\- Ll/\,cl(;(strtj." 

Significantly, both workers and employers regarded New Unions as genuine unions 

with only Old Unions arguing that they were not. The primary motivation for this 

appeared to be inter-union competition for members, and New Unions 

undermining or not duplicating Old Unions' bargaining activities. Old Union 

opposition to New Unions was found to be stronger where they represented similar 

occupational groups. Typical responses associated with these findings were: 

From Employers 

"I tlttLV\-R tVietj VtC!Ve Cl ver!::j c1LffereV\,t C!-p-proC!cVi to tVieLr relC!hoV\,sViLp wLtVi tVie 

coVVlpC!V\,tj tViC!V\, tVie otVier (;(V\,LOV\-S. WViC!t Ls c1LffereV\,t? 1 g(;(ess tVieu doV\,'t C!ppWr to 

be clrLveV\, btj CIV\-tj f'<.LV\,d of V\-C!hoV\-C!l or CTV\ C1geV\,dC1 ... " 

TVie relC!tLoV\,sViLps 1 g(;(ess Gire coV1A.plex. betweeV\, tVie (;(V\,LoV\,s bew(;(se tVieu Gire 

coVVlpetLV\,g for VVleVVlbers for Cl stC! rt ... " 
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From Old Unions 

"Title VVteVVtbevs. S.Cttj doV\,'t cetLL tltleVVt et tAV\,LoV\, - title VVteV1Abevs. ltlette tltleVVt, tltletj ltlette title 

Ldeet tltlett tltletj 've cetLLLV\,g tltleV1As.eLves. et tAV\,LOV\, - title V1AeV1Abevs.ltlLp ltlette tltleV1A becettAs.e 

tltletj 've tAs.evs., t:JOtA s.ee." 

"BeWtAs.e 1 doV\,'t s.ee tltleVVt ets. et veptAtetbLe tAV\,LoV\,, vLgltltftALLtj ov wvoV\,gftALLtj, 1 

VVteet 111,... we s.ee tltleVVt ets. j tAs.t bets.LcetLLtj bet vget LV\,LV\,g etgell\,ts., tltletj doll\,'t do title 

tltlL111,gs. tltlett et pvopev tAV\,LoV\, do . Tltletj 've tltleve to V\,egohette title etgveeV1Ae111,t tltleV\, 

tltletj 've goV\,e bets.LcetLLtj ." 

3.6 Why did New Unions form under the Employment Relations Act 

2000? 

Existing research findings suggested that this study would find that workers formed 

New Unions in response to the requirements of the ERA. to continue non-union 

collective bargaining initiated prior to the ERA. because of their cheaper 

membership fees and at the behest of employers (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; 

Barry & May, 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001; May, 2003a & 2003b). The study 

found that all of these factors were relevant, if not necessarily significant, to 

workers' decision to form and also join New Unions. 

Only in two instances could the study argue that a New Union formed solely in 

response to the passage of the ERA. In all other cases, the ERA acted primarily to 

provide the legislative support necessary for workers to pursue a pre-existing desire 

for collective representation. Again, the study found that the responses of Old 

Unions differed from that of New Unions and employers. Responses typical of 

these findings were: 
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From New Unions - where the ERA was the primary factor 

"It wwLct V'veVeY VitNe Vicrp-peV\,ect otVierwLse [Q.. vtV'veieY V'vO cLYC1AVV1.stci V'vces cit ci LL?] 

CertC!LV'vLtj IAV'veieY V'vO cLYCIAVVl.StC!V'vCes Cit tViC!t hVV1.e, certC!LV'vLtj V'vO OV've wouLct Vicive 

COV'vSLeieYect sethV'vg 1Ap Cl IAV'vLOV'v." 

From New Unions - where the ERA was a supporting factor 

" .. . tVie wltloLe tViLV'vg stcirtect socLciLLtj YC!tlt\ey tlt\ci V'v cis ci IAV'vLOV'v. wVieV'v we Vici ct ci strLY<.e 

fi,ve V'veC!YLij sLx. ijeCIYS cigo ... " 

·we beLLevect tVicit we wo1ALct be ci bLt stroV'vgeY cis ci gYolA-p, stroV'vgey wlt\eV'v LV'v 

V\,egohC!hOV'vS, OY CIV'vij otlt\ey C!YglAVVl.eV'vtS. AV'vtjtViLV'vg tltlcit CCIVVl.e IA'fJ tjOIA wouLct Vicive 

tVicit foyce belt\LV'vei ijDIA., so we tool<. Lt fYoVVI. tVieYe." 

Cheaper membership fees were found to be more significant to the decision to join 

New Unions, but were considered important to the decision to form primarily by 

Old Unions. Notably, cheaper membership fees did not represent an attempt to 

attract members away from other unions. Rather, they represented the ability of 

New Unions to provide services to their members through alternative sources, 

principally personal contacts. Where personal contacts provided New Unions with 

essential services free of charge, their membership fees were correspondingly low. 

In relation to these findings, typical responses from each group were: 

From New Unions 

"TVieij tViLV'vf<. we C!Ye fYLeV'veiLtj CIV'vei [tVie] cVieci-peY fees we cViciYge." 

"CoV'vtcicts - l'Ve got ci YC!tlt\ey gooct LciwijeY COIASLV'v, CIV'vei Vie's got ci ycitVieY gooct 

b1ASLV'vess IA'fJ Cl V'vei YIAV'vV'vLV'vg. AV'vei 1 Vicive got ci V'vOtVieY co1ASLV'v wVio cict1AC1 LLtj woyf<.s foY 

SOVVl.e IAV'vLOV'v - Vie's Cl V'vegohcitoY OY SOVVl.etlt\LV'vg, /'VV\. V'vOt SIAYe wlt\C!t Vie ctoes blAt I 

wo1ALct Cl'P'fJYOC!cVi ViLVVI. cis weLL." 
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From Old Unions 

·1 tViLvd~ tVie vu.liljorLttj of pwple tV!lilt joLV\, tVios.e IAV\,Loll\,s. Lts. blils.Lc!i!Lltj to s.lilve 

tVievu.s.el ves. wVililt tVieij wotALcl p!i! tJ Lil\, IA.11\,LoV'v fees ... tVieLv vu.Iii LV'v ptAvpos.e LV'v LL fe Ls. j tAS.t 

to V\,egohlilte lilgveevu.eV'vts. OV'vce Iii ijelilv." 

Overall, the study found that the formation of New Unions represented a desire by 

workers to pursue collective action independent of the existing union movement. 

Workers acted upon that desire by actively and democratically discussing a number 

of options, including membership in existing unions. In the typical case, workers 

rejected membership in those unions because of their poor public image, 

dissatisfaction with prior membership experiences, and a belief that their interests 

would not be effectively represented. The importance of these factors, and in 

particular the rejection of membership in Old Unions, was magnified where New 

Union formation was dominated by a key opinion leader and an apathetic 

workforce. 

New Union formation also represented an attempt to form organisations whose 

character and behaviour were distinctly different from that associated with 

traditional unions. Yet despite clear differences in their character, neither New 

Unions nor employers considered New Unions to be anything other than a genuine 

form of employee representation. Old Unions, conversely, opposed any process 

that would treat or identify New Unions as 'genuine' unions. To a limited extent, 

this opposition was due to the suspected involvement of employers in the 

formation of New Unions. 

However, only in a minority of cases were employers found to actively support the 

formation of New Unions. Employer involvement appeared to more accurately 

represent their acceptance of workers' legal right to form unions established by the 

ERA. The opposition of Old Unions to New Unions appeared to be derived more 

strongly from the existence of inter-union competition. Where New Unions and 
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Old Unions competed for members, their relationships were characterised by a 

strong degree of conflict and hostility. Where no such competition existed, their 

relationships were either neutral or mildly cooperative. 
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Chapter Four 

Discussion of results of interviews with New Unions 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the results of interviews with nine New Unions formed under 

the ERA. The general intent of these interviews was to address the actual process by 

which these unions formed. More specifically, they sought to address the study's 

primary research question: why do New Unions form under the ERA? The primary 

focus of this chapter, therefore, is a discussion of results relevant to why workers 

decided to form New Unions. factors that contributed to that decision and the 

process by which that decision was made. This chapter follows the same format as 

the results chapter and discusses the study's supporting questions before addressing 

the primary research question. 

4.1 Why do New Unions form? Past research and the present 

study 

At present it is possible to identify the size, membership rules, intended activities and 

membership coverage of New Unions but not the process by which the decision to 

form a particular union was made or the factors significant to that decision. Recent 

research provides little or no descriptive discussion of this process; rather it describes 

the formation of New Unions as either the simple formalisation of existing 

behaviour or the result of employer action. In the first instance, members of a non

union collective that bargained under the Employment Contracts Act 1991 (ECA) 

formed a New Union to comply with the ERA and to continue bargaining (Barry. 

2004; Barry & May, 2002). In the latter case, the formation of a New Union is 

equated with an employer decision made to undermine the activities of older, more 

established unions (Anderson, 2004; Barry & Reveley, 2001). In this latter 
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circumstance, it is implied that the decision to form a New Union is removed from 

employees, and directed by or at the behest of employers. 

However. New Union participants in this study outlined a formation process that 

was more complex and frequently more prolonged than that described by existing 

research. Significantly, they indicated that while employers alternatively supported 

or encouraged the formation of a New Union. those unions gained no apparent 

advantage from that support. While participants also suggested that New Unions 

were formed to improve relationships with employers, they indicated strongly that 

forming an independent union was a key feature of their decision making. What is 

significant is that independence for New Union members was of greater concern in 

relation to their independence from other unions, rather than from an employer. 

An important factor in the identified complexity of the New Union formation 

process was the consistent influence of unions' environment. Environmental factors 

identified by May (2003a) as significant to the New Zealand union movement are 

legislative change and the establishment of new relationships between unions and 

employers. and unions and their members. Of these, legislative change, principally 

the passage of the ERA, appears to be the most significant to changes in the union 

movement (May, 2003a) and is closely linked to the formation of New Unions 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). However, when New Unions themselves were 

asked what factors influenced their decision to form, legislative change appears less 

significant than currently argued. In many cases the decision to form a New Union 

was reached before the passage of the ERA, and the influence of the ERA would 

appear less significant to workers 'desire' to organise collectively but not the 'act' of 

doing so. 

In the typical case, the ERA did not precipitate workers' decision to form a union. 

Rather it solidified or strengthened an existing debate and legitimised an existing set 

of decisions. Significantly, in a previously unidentified process, this debate was 
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often dominated by a single individual or opinion leader. New Union formation 

was found to strongly reflect the influence of such opinion leaders, who were often 

a founding member of a union. Their role was found to be particularly significant 

where New Union formation reflected workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions. In 

these instances, New Union formation was found to reflect a desire to avoid 

membership in Old Unions, based predominantly on New Union founders' negative 

past experiences with them. Conversely, however. in no case did New Union 

founders dissatisfaction with. or negative experiences of. Old Unions prevent 

workers from considering joining such unions prior to forming their own. What 

participant responses suggested was that New Union formation reflected a strong 

preference for union membership outside of the traditional union movement. but 

one that was not distinctly opposed to the idea of collectivism. 

However. why workers would prefer membership in one union to another is a 

question not clearly or specifically addressed by existing research. Researchers have 

identified a number of consistent reasons for why workers join unions (e.g .. Gani, 

1996; Tolich & Harcourt. 1999; Waddington & Whitston. 1991). but have not 

adequately addressed how and why a 'particular' union is selected; although the 

influence of key opinion leaders and union officials is mooted as a possible 

contributing factor (Van de Vall. 1970). In general, workers will select one union in 

preference to another where that union: 

• Offers a greater economic return for membership. 

• Has a greater or more influential workplace presence. 

• Has a better or more positive degree of influence over workers' social 

environment. 

Membership in other unions was rejected in favour of forming. and joining. a New 

Union for similar reasons. 
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4.2 Why did New Unions form? Participant responses 

Participant responses suggest that the formation of a New Union is the result of two 

principal processes: a desire for collective representation. and a change in workers 

envi ronment. principally the passage of the ERA. In summarising why their unions 

were formed, a typical response was: 

"E>cisi.CC!lltj we felt tVie i.v1.<,;plLcciti.0111,s of tVie ~w 5vi..-1:plotjVV1.e111,t R.elciti.0111,s Act C!V1..d we 

tViougVit we would be better- pr-otected btj Vicivi.111,g ci collecti.ve, btj for-VVti.Vl..0 our- OWV\.. 

or-gciV1..i.sciti.0111,, so we di.d111,'t get forced or- su~ected to Cl lcirger- gr-oup. • 

However. the key processes responsible for the raising of this issue went beyond the 

law change and a desire for collective representation. Two issues in particular were 

raised by participant responses: a history of problems within a particular workplace, 

which workers sought to address through collective action, and the pragmatic need 

to renegotiate an existing agreement or set of agreements. The ERA appeared to 

operate more as a catalyst. providing workers w ith an incentive but not the 

rationale for forming their own unions. Only in three instances was the passage of 

the ERA alone found to be responsible for the decision to form a New Union. 

Typical responses describing the importance of that statute to workers' decision 

making were: 

•1t would 111,lVer- Vicive Vicippe111,ed otVierwi.se. [Q.uesti.0111,: vtv-vder- 111,0 ci.rcuVV1.stci111,ces cit 

Cl ll?] certci i.111,Ltj u111,der 111,0 ci.rcuVVtstci 111,Ces cit tVicit ti.VV1.e, certci i.111,ltj 111,0 0111,e would 

Vicive co111,si.der-ed setti.~ up Cl u111,i.0111,. • 

·rt wcis u111,der-stood tVicit we Vicid to Vicive ci u111,i.0V\, of soVV1.e Ri.V\-d bewuse of tVie ~w 

lC!W tViC!t WC!S COVlAi.Vl..0 i.111,." 
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However, in most instances the ERA acted only to provide workers with the means 

of pursuing an existing desire for collective action. This study found that a number 

of factors were more significant than the ERA. to the decision to form a New 

Union. These factors. and responses indicative of them, were: 

• Participants' relationships with other workers. particularly union members. 

"I H1LVvR tVie wViole tViLVvg stC1rtecl socLC!llt:J rC!tVier tViC!Vv Cl uVvLOVv. wVieVv we ViC!cl Cl 

strLR-e fLve Vvell rlti sLx. !jell rs C1go, we worR-ecl Cl Vvcl wViLle 1 wC!s u-p LVv tVie 

stC!ffroow.. looR-LVvg out tVie wLVvclow Cit C!ll tViese guijS. wLtVi -plC!CC!rcls out tViere, 

C!Vvcl 1 wo.s LVv tVie socLC!l club C!Vvcl everij hw..e 1 weVvt out tViere 1 wC!s s-pC!t OVv C!Vvcl 

C!busecl ... so 1 resLgVvecl frow.. tVie socLC!l club C!Vvcl so we clecLclecl to forw.. our owVv, 

clLclVv't we, O.Vvd Lt sort of weVvt frow.. tViere." 

• Dissatisfaction with prior membership in an existing union, or with the 

behaviour and actions of a union on site. 

"It wo.s. just o. C!Vv o.lterVvo.hve tViC!t wo.s offerecl to tView.. .. . tVieij wereVv't Vio.-p-pij 

wLtVi tVie uVvLOVv re-ps tVieij Vio.cl, O.Vvcl Lf tVieij Vio.cl o. rrnlltj serLous -problew.. tVieij 

fouVvcl Lt could to.R,e o. weeR- to get sow..eoVve wVio Vio.cl C!Vvij reo.l teetVi to o.ctuo.lltj 

cleo.l wLt Vi tViLV\,gs." 

• A desire for some form of collective representation . 

"We belLevecl we woulcl be o. bLt stroVvger o.s o. grou-p, stroVvger wVieVv LVv 

Vvegoho.tLoVvs or C!Vvij otVier C1rguw..eVvts., O.VvijtViLVvg tVio.t ww..e u-p t)OU woulcl 

Vio.ve tVio.t force beViLVvcl t)OU ." 

Only in a minority of cases did the study find that New Union formation followed a 

pattern broadly similar to that described by Barry (2004) and Barry & May (2002) 
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where organisations formed solely to maintain an existing agreement, or to comply 

with the ERA. An attitude reflected in the following response was: 

"Ye!Alti, title LIAW clti1AV\..gecl !AVl-cl tltieil\.. tltiLs lti!AppeV\,ecl . Title COV\..trlAct w!As up Clil\..cl we lticicl 

to go tltirouglti tltiLs process. so we couLcl rlAtLftj title coV1-trcict ... Lil\.. title eV\,cl we clLcl 

reV\..egotLcite IAV\..cl eveV\, title cloubters c!AVVt.e Oil\.. bo!Arcl. Tltie tj reciLLsecl Lf tltietj clLclV1-'t 

tltietj wouLcl ltilAve to reV\..egotLcite tltieLr OWVI-.. . " 

In general, for the members of this and other New Unions, the formation of their 

organisation appears to represent a pragmatic decision to benefit from some sort of 

collective action . Yet these responses do not in themselves explain why workers 

would consider membership in a newer smaller union a more beneficial and 

pragmatic response to the ERA, particularly when membership in larger more 

established unions was presumably an option. More importantly, they do not 

describe how that decision was reached . 

4.3 How was the decision to form a New Union reached? 

In forming their own union. participant responses suggested that workers 

demonstrated a strong desire for group consensus and group or collective 

responsibility for that decision. In all cases, workers affected by the decision to form 

a union were encouraged to participate in a democratic process to vote on the 

decision. Common responses described the process as: 

"We got tltieVVt. ciLL togetltier Lil\.. IA VV1.eetLV1-g IAV\..cl !Sob .. . !tie ptA.t Lt to !ALL of title VVt.eVVt.bers 

Clil\..cl evertjtltiLVl-g else - cippcweil\..tltj tltiere wcis quLte ci bLt of clLscussLoil\..." 

While all nine of the New Unions interviewed for the study described the decision 

to form a union as a democratic process, they described mixed experiences with the 
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ease with which that process was completed. One problem in particular was found 

to complicate the decision to form a New Union - worker apathy. 

4.3.1 Worker apathy and the decision to form a union 

Participant responses suggested that the actions of workers in forming New Unions 

are often contradictory. In most cases, the formation of the New Union was widely 

supported by the workers involved, but not by an equal desire to take responsibility 

for that decision. A typical response indicated that workers were frequently very 

receptive to the idea of forming a New Union: 

·100 -perceV\,t s.u-p-port /AV\,d eV\,couriAgeV\l\.eV\,t rLgltlt froV\I\. title word go, IAIAd wltleV\, we 

LV\,LhiALL!::J floiAted title Ldw of forV\l\.LV\,g /AV\, iAs.s.oc.LiAhoV\, tltle!::J were rLgltlt beltlLV\,d Lt -

11\,ever ltliAd IAV\,!::J dLs.s.eV\,tLV\,g voLces. iAt iALL, ever!::JOV\,e wiAs. ver!::J -pos.Lhve /AV\,c\ tltlougltlt Lt 

would be grwt." 

However, this support was frequently accompanied by a lack of 'active' 

involvement by workers in that decision. Outside of direct involvement in the vote 

on whether to form the union, participant responses indicated that many workers 

remained apathetic to any other aspect of that decision. Consequently, the decision 

to form the union was frequently dominated by a small minority, or at times a 

single individual. Most workers appeared willing to follow the majority decision, 

even in cases where they were not initially receptive to it. When asked how 

receptive workers were to the idea, a typical response in these cases was: 

"Not Cl Lot - 11\,ot Cl Lot to s.tcirt wLtltl. Peo-pLe were quLte ltlci-p-p!::J to jus.t go wLtltl 

wltlcitever /AV\,d tltlere wiAs. IA ltl/AV\,dfuL of-pwpLe wltlojuV\1\.-pecl OV\- bocird wLtltl w.e s.triALgltlt 

ClWCl!::J, wltlo tltlougltlt 'oltl wltl/At IA good Ldeci'. A Lot of-people were quLte ltlci-p-p!::J wLtltl 

wltlcitever dLrechoV\, we were ltlecidLV'vg - tVie!::J were quLte ltliA-p-p!::J jus.t to go ciLoV'vg. 

Tltle!::J c\Lc\V'v't WIAV'vt to roe~ title bocit, V\l\.Cl~e wcives., wltlcitever." 
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In these cases, the study found that the presence of workers unwilling to take 

responsibility for forming a union, or even discussing it, was a primary catalyst for 

the intervention of key opinion leaders: opinion leaders both required and able to 

take a strong degree of responsibility for the formation process. Worker apathy also 

made the opinion leader's role more difficult where it delayed or prolonged the 

decision to form a union and the process by which those unions were formed, i.e .. 

registration. One difficulty faced was in collecting the 15 signatures needed to 

register each union. A typical response described the time taken for the formation 

process where this problem occurred: 

"LoV\,ger tVicM 1 cicttAClLLtJ tV!otAgV!t - 1j1Ast tViwgVit we cotALcl clo Lt LV\, Cl weeR. 1S.1At LV\, 

tri::J LV\,g to get everi::JOV\,e togetVier LV\, ci roovv.., ci V\,cl soVV\.etLVV\.es Lt Vicic! to be otAtsLcle 

worR ViotArs, frtJLV\,g to get tViLs Lot to clo sovv..etViLV\,g OtAtsLcle worR ViotArs Ls clL-ffLctALt, 

wViLcVi Ls fciLr eV\,otAgVi ... 1 got tVie 15 sLgV\,ClttAres I V\,eeclecl to get tVie bciLL roLLLV\,g ClV\,cl 

we got tVicit cloV\,e ." 

The act of signing appeared in these cases to be a form of 'active' involvement that 

many workers were unwilling to take without some pressure to do so. While 

worker apathy played a part in the formation of many New Unions as a process, it 

appears more important for the manner in which it allowed or required key 

individuals to take responsibility for the decision to form a New Union. 

4.3.2 Discussion of other options 

Scholars have been surprisingly quiet on whether workers considered options other 

than forming their own union prior to doing so. A paucity of data also exists on 

what those options could have been and why they were rejected in favour of 

forming a union (Barry. 2004; Barry & May, 2002). This study found that the 

active discussion of options, other than forming a union, was a key characteristic of 

the formation of all nine New Unions in the study. Each indicated that their 

founding members had considered a wide range of options prior to deciding to 
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form their own organisations. The response below typifies the range of options 

identified by participants: 

·AV\,~ tVie opti.oV\,s cit tVie tLw..e were to joi.V\, ci 111. exi.sti.11\,g u111.i.0V\,1 w..ci i.11\,tci i.11\, tVie stcittA.s 

qtA.o, wVii.cVi w..eci111.t 11\,otViLV\,g cVici111.ge~ ClV\.~ we cotA.L~ re111.egotLcite coV\.trClcts, btA.t tVieij 

wouL~ be i.111.~i.vi.~tA.ClL, or forw.. OIA.Y owl/\, uV\.i.0111.. • 

The most consistent option considered by workers, prior to forming their own 

union, was joining an existing union. Barry & May (2002) did not identify whether 

this or any other alternative was discussed by workers, but did suggest two reasons 

why that alternative was rejected. They argued, albeit briefly, that New Union 

members are characterised by an opposition to Old Unions and, more simply, by 

dissatisfaction with their experiences of membership in those unions (Barry & May, 

2002). The implication is that the formation of a New Union represents the 

deliberate rejection by workers fundamentally opposed to or dissatisfied with Old 

Unions or membership in those organisations. However, if true, th is does not 

explain why, in the case of this study, workers were found to have not only 

discussed but to have actively considered joining Old Unions. This study, however. 

does confirm that New Union members were dissatisfied with Old Unions and were 

moderately opposed to various characteristics associated with those unions. 

However. it departs from the limited findings of Barry & May (2002) by linking 

both factors more explicitly to the formation of New Unions, and finding that 

neither prevented New Union members from considering joining Old Unions in 

preference to forming their own. Furthermore. worker dissatisfaction with and 

opposition toward Old Unions did not represent an opposition to the union 

movement in general. Rather. New Unions in the study appeared opposed only to 

specific unions with whom they had had prior contact, or more specifically to 

particular aspects of howthose unions operated. 
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4.4 Why was the option of joining an established union rejected? 

In a clear departure from existing findings, this study found that dissatisfaction with, 

and opposition to, Old Unions were the primary causes of workers' rejection of 

membership in Old Unions. Additional factors identified as significant to workers' 

rejection of this option were: 

• Their reluctance to turn their interests over to a third party. 

• The behaviour of union representatives, organisers and members. 

4.4.l The reludance of workers to turn their interests over to a third party 

A consistent reason for workers' rejection of membership in an established union 

was a reluctance by workers to have their interests looked after by a third party. A 

third party is typically defined as an organisation whose primary interests and 

membership lies outside of workers' place of employment. Of particular concern to 

workers appeared to be the perception that established unions would be both 

'unable' and 'unwilling' to represent their interests effectively. This attitude was 

particularly strong where participants believed their occupation or work 

environment represented a unique set of interests at odds with an established 

union's diverse membership. Typical arguments put forward by participants against 

third party involvement were: 

"[TVietj] L{V\.vlevs.toovl tVie i.111A:pLi.cciHoll\,s of i.11\,c;{L{s,ti,foL Law [bL{t] 11\,ot tVie CL{LtL{re of tVi e 

orga V\.i.s.ciHoV\.." 

·we s.pofu to represeV\.tClhves of tVie foovl ci V\.ct s.eYVi.ce L{V\.i.OV\. ... wVieV\. 1 fi.rst vv..et tVievv.. 

tVietJ LooRevl Li.Re tVie ttjpi.caL uV\.i.OV\.i.s,ts, of the s.eveV\.ti.es.. y our Lci bour, Reep tVie rev! 

fl.cig fl-tJi.~ IAV\.vl aLL tViat. AV\.vl i.t felt to vv..e Li.Re we woL{Lvl be rrnLLtj Li.ttLe fi.s.Vi i.V\. a 

rrnLLtj bi.g poV\.vl, bew(,{s.e tViere's. a pVieV\.ovv..eV\.aL civv..ouV\.t of people, wVio wouLvl wor~ 

i.V\. tVie foocl. ci V\.cl. s.eYVi.ce i.V\.cl.L{strtj wi.tVii.V\. tVicit V\V\.i.OV\. - It's Viuge ." 
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Overall, the formation of New Unions appears to reflect a desire for collective voice 

more specific to the needs of a particular group. Significantly, these responses also 

indicated that some participants saw their organisation as something other than a 

union. 

4.4.2 The recruitment efforts of Old Unions and the behaviour of their 

officials 

Worker perceptions of their job and social environment (Charlwood. 2002), and 

the activities of union members , particularly local officials. are significant 

determinants of the outcome of individual decisions regarding union membership 

(Greene, Black & Ackers. 2000: Thacker & Fields. 2000). This study found that 

participants' perception of Old Union officials and members. and their impact on 

their workplaces. was a key factor in the rejection by participants of the option to 

join such unions. More specifically. each of the nine New Unions in the study 

showed that support for the decision to form a New Union was strengthened as a 

consequence of negative experiences with officials. delegates and/or members of 

Old Unions. Participants described their experiences in a variety of ways. Typical 

responses. however. were: 

·TVietj were111:t Via-p-ptj wLtVi tVie u111,Lo111, re-ps. tVietj Viac!, C1V1.c! Lf tVieu Viacl a reciLL!j 

s.erLous. -probLevv.. tVietj fou111,cl Lt couLcl tcifze Cl weefz to get s.ovv..eo111,e wVio Viacl C1111,t:J rwL 

teetVi to actuciLLt:J clwL wLtVi tViL111,gs. ." 

"I tViougVit to vu.!js.eLf, weLL we Vicic! -peo-pLe LV1. tVie covu.-pC1V1.lj wVio were clecicl fzee111, 0111, 

joL111,L111,g Cl 1A.111,Lo111, C1111,ci joL111,L111,g tViLs. 1A.111,Lo111, ccivv..e C1111,ci s.-pofze to tVievv... 1 clLcl111,'t LLfze 

tVievu. . 1 su-p-pose, to be brntciL, 1 ctLc!V\,'t trust tVievv.. . TVietj ciLc!V\,'t covv..e acros.s. to vv..e 

W<.e trnstworH1tj -peo-pLe." 

In some cases participants focused on specific instances. often some time in the past. 

as a key indicator of their experiences with Old Unions. The recruitment efforts of 
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Old Unions came under particular scrutiny, a typical response indicating quite 

clearly the reaction of some workers to their efforts: 

"I wll!s; 4_3 tjell!YS, oLcl. l'cl beej/\, uj/\,ev~:pLotjecl for s,L.x: VV\.OV\,tltls, l/111\,cl two 01A(Js; ltlo-p-pecl Oii\, 

VVl.tj bus; title fLrs,t weef~ lll 11\,cl s;ll! tJ 'coVV1.e lll 11\,cl joLI/\, tltlLs, IAl/\,LOI/\, s,o we'Ve got s,oLLclll! rLttj, 

l/1111,cl wLtltl s;oLLcllllrLttj we Cl/1111, s;VV1.ll!s;ltl title {LrVVI.' l/111\,cl 1 s;ll!Lcl, 'weLL tltlLs, fLrVV1.s; gLvej/\, VV1.e 

lll job lilt 4_3 tjel/IYS, oLcl, WltltJ WOIALcl I Wl/111\,t to S,VV\.l/IS,ltl tltleVV1.?' Aj/\,cl tltllllt Wll!S, tltleLr 

ll! -p-proll!cltl. Aj/\,cl 1 wLLL 11\,ever, 11\,ever joL111, [tltllllt] IAl/\,LOI/\,." 

In some instances, participants' negative experiences with unions had an extremely 

prolonged history and their attitudes toward other unions often extended well 

beyond the workplace. In these circumstances a typical response was: 

"I Cl/Ill\, evej/\, reVV1.eVV1.ber blllcR to title wll!terfro111,t s,trLRe LI/\, 13s1 wltlej/\, I wll!s; ll!LL of 

s,eve111, tjell!rs; oLcl l/111\,cl title c;overll\,VV1.ell\,t bro1Agltlt LI/\, title ll!rVV1.tJ l/111\,cl VV1.tJ fllltltler s;ll!Lcl 

c;oocl 1 1 ell! II\, s,hLL reVV1.eVV1.ber tltlll!t wll!s; lll II\, ell\,OYVV1.01As;Ltj LVV1.-portll! 11\,t tltlLl/\,g LI/\, our 

ltlo1As;eltl0Lcl ll!s; lll cltlLLcl. Now 1 clol/\,'t tltlLl/\,R tltlll!t 11\,0W. 1S1At I reVV1.eVV1.ber ltlow tltlll!t 

feeLLl/\,g Wl/IS,. Tltletj 'ye VVl.IACRLl/\,g u-p DUY COIAl/\,frtJ; tltletJ 'ye s;to-p-pLl/\,g title wltloLe 

COUl/\,frtJ WOYRL111,g .. . ,, 

In one instance, these experiences did not originate with the representatives of Old 

Unions but with their members, who participants regarded as representative of Old 

Unions as a whole. A typical response, continuing to emphasise the influence Old 

Unions had on the decision to reject membership in those unions, was: 

'Title rell!s,0111, we ltlll!vel/\,'t joLl/\,ecl title otltlers, Ls, bew 1As;e of s;oVV1.e of title -pers,0111,ll!LLhes, 

l/111\,cl tltlll!t's, title coLcl ltllllrcl fll!cts; of Lt 1 tltlL111,R." 

Overall, New Unions and particularly key opinion leaders within those unions were 

found to have a predominantly negative image of Old Unions. This was a result of 
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either one-off experiences with particular unions, or a history of bad experiences 

with a number of unions. These images were often reinforced by the behaviour and 

actions of Old Unions, their members and/or representatives, almost immediately 

prior to workers choosing to form their own union. Why then did workers who 

had a history of negative experiences with the union movement choose to become 

part of that movement? 

4.5 Why did workers join New Unions? 

New Unions in the study demonstrated a strong degree of dissatisfaction with 

unions but not an opposition to the idea of becoming a union. However, 

dissatisfaction with one union is not in itself sufficient to explain why workers 

would choose to form their own union organisation. Nor is it sufficient to explain 

why workers, particularly those not party to that decision, would choose to join 

such unions once formed. The deliberate consideration and then rejection of 

membership in existing unions in favour of forming their own also suggests that 

workers saw a clear advantage in the latter course of action. Scholars have found 

that workers join unions, and by implication form them, where there was a clear 

economic advantage in doing so, in response to peer pressure or other social 

influences, and for legal protection or other forms of specialist assistance (Barker et 

al, 1984; Deery et al, 1994; Freeman & Rogers, 1999: Gani, 1996; Premack & 

Hunter, 1988; Tolich & Harcourt, 1999; Wheeler & McClendon, 1991; Waddington 

& Kerr, 1999a & 1999b). 

4.5.1 Were economic fadors the primary incentive for New Union 

membership? 

This study found that the primary advantage workers sought in forming and joining 

New Unions was economic with New Unions' lower membership fees a key factor. 

For many New Unions their low membership fees have been regarded as indicative 

of their ineffectiveness as organisations and lack of independence from their 

employers (Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002). Lower membership fees and a more 
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limited range of services have been mooted as defining characteristics of New 

Unions (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). Barry & May (2002), for example, 

found that most New Unions in their study charged membership fees of less than $2 

per week. When asked what membership fees they currently charged, New Unions 

in this study showed little or no variation from these findings; the fees of New 

Unions in this study ranged from $100 a year to $1 a week, with one union charging 

no fees at all. Lower fees would appear, therefore, to be a characteristic feature of 

New Unions as well as a key factor in workers' decisions to join such unions. When 

asked why workers joined their organisations, a common response from participants 

was: 

Yet why New Unions charge lower fees has not been previously established by 

empirical research. The involvement of employers. a desire to compete more 

effectively with Old Unions, and the absence of services beyond bargaining have 

been put forward as possible reasons (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). Research 

also shows that the proportion of newer unions that provide certain services to their 

members, e.g., paid officials and legal aid, is lower when compared to older more 

established organisations (Dol. 2003). By implication, where fewer services are 

provided by a union, a lower fee may result. 

However, low membership fees in themselves do not provide a clear economic 

advantage over membership in other unions. This is particularly so where other 

unions are able to gain greater concessions from employers through collective 

bargaining. and offer a wider range of financial services to members. In the absence 

of a full explanation of how workers measured the economic value of membership 
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in different unions. low membership fees appear to be one reason. but not the 

deciding factor in why workers join New Unions. 

4.5.2 The importance of personal contads to New Unions cheaper fees 

New Unions' low membership fees and service activities create a conundrum for 

researchers. New Unions as a group have been shown to provide an often limited 

range of services to their members. However, it is difficult to ascertain whether 

New Unions limited services are a function of their low fees or if their low fees 

reflect a desire to provide a limited range of services. This study found that New 

Unions' low fees reflected their ability to provide a range of services to their 

members cheaply or free of charge through the use of personal contacts. For 

example, in relation to legal aid, most New Unions in the study were found to have 

access to a friend or family member who could and did provide such services, often 

free of charge. The following response describes how most New Unions in the 

study provide such services: 

"CoV\,tlActc; - l'Ve got IA rlAtltler good llAwtJer cwsLV\,, IAV\,d ltle's got IA rlAtltler good 

busLV\,ess u-p IA V\,d YUV\,V\,LV\,g IA V\,d I nlAve got IA V\,otner cousLV\, wno 1Actu1AlltJ worfzs. for 

SOV\A.e UV\,LOV\,1 ne's IA V\,egotLIAtor or SOVlAetnLV\,g, I 'V\A. V\,Ot sure wnlAt ne does but I would 

1A-p-pro1Acn nLVlA IAS well." 

Where personal contacts allowed unions to source cheap or free services. it may 

have been sufficient reason to reduce their need to charge members high 

membership fees. The primary service provided by New Unions. though. is that of a 

bargaining agent. It is this service rather than bargaining fees that appears to be the 

most significant factor in workers' decision to join New Unions. It is also argued 

that acting as a bargaining agent is the primary, and at times, the only reason for the 

existence of New Unions (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002). The findings of this 

study do not differ substantially from this conclusion. in that the ability of New 

Unions to provide bargaining services was a key factor in their ability to attract 
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members. Workers were found to form unions in response to a pragmatic desire to 

avoid the necessity of bargaining individually for an employment agreement. In 

relation to both the decision to join and form unions, a typical response stated that 

workers saw membership in a New Union as: 

''TVie!j s.ee weLL tViLs. Ls. s.eVl-s.d:iLe . you RVl-OW we S.C!!j to tVie1M. etLL tVie s.tetff etve 

1M.e1M.bevs.. we LVl-vLte !jDU to joLVl-. you've et V\,ew s.tetff ViA.eVVtbev. OVl-e -pevs.oVl- decLded 

Vie wouLdVl-'t. .. C!Vl-d tVieVl- Vie veetLLzed tViett Vie would Vietve to Vl-egotLette ViLs. OWVl

coVl-tvetct etVl-d Vie couLdVl-'t us.e tVie coVl-tvetct tViett we s.et u-p . so Vie eVeVl-tuetLLtj 

decLded Vie'd joLVl-, Lt tooR et bout s.Lx IM.OVl-tVis. ... " 

However, the provision of bargaining services and cheap fees alone do not explain 

why workers join New Unions. Workers' reasons for rejecting membership in Old 

Unions also appear significant. in particular their unwillingness to turn their interests 

over to a third party. In a number of cases workers appear to have joined New 

Unions they felt could understand and effectively represent their specific workplace 

interests. Typical responses here stated that workers joined New Unions because: 

"1 tViLVl-R Lt's. bew us.e we et ve s.ucVi et uVl-Lq ue ovget Vl-Ls.ettLoVl-. wLtViout s.ouVl-d LVl-g 

ViovvLbLe, et -pvLVl-tLVl-g fLYViA. LVl- PetoVl-e Ls. Vl-ot tViett dLffeveVl-t fvo1M. et -pvLVl-hVl-g fLv1M. LVl

weLLLVl-gtoVl-. "E;ut we etve tVie OVl-Ltj [coVVt-pC!Vl-tj] LVl- NZ., we etve co1M.-pLeteLtj uVl-Lque to 

et Vl-tj otViev... ovget Vl-Ls.ethoVl- LVl- tVie couVl-frtj. AVl-d Ree-pLVl-g Lt LVl--Vious.e I RVl-OW Lt 

s.ouVl-ds. et LLttLe [?] ov wViettevev, but Ree-pLVl-g Lt LVl--Vious.e VVteetVl-s. we CC!Vl- tetRe wve of 

ouvs.eLves.." 
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Overall, workers would appear to join unions for one of three reasons. These are 

New Unions': 

• Low membership fees. 

• Role as bargaining agents. 

• Ability to more effectively represent their specific workplace interests. 

However, this study has also found that many workers who belonged to New 

Unions were apathetic about their formation, and that others lacked knowledge 

about unions and what they did. Consequently, it is difficult to argue conclusively 

that every member of a New Union made an informed and deliberate choice to 

join those unions. Where workers were apathetic to the outcome of that choice, or 

reliant upon information from others to make it, it is conceivable that peer pressure 

or social influences were significant influences on their decision making. A 

significant source of peer pressure and social influence within New Unions' work 

environment appeared to come from key opinion leaders. 

4.5.3 How did New Unions recruit new members? 

Membership growth among New Unions under the ERA suggests that many may 

pursue an active organising strategy, with clear efforts made at recruiting new 

members once formed. Eight of nine New Unions in this study were found to 

pursue an active organising strategy. The primary method by which those unions 

recruited new members was by approaching workers new to their place of work, 

typically through their employer's formal induction process. New Unions were also 

found to approach new staff outside of this process. Responses typical of both 

processes are presented below: 

"[tf s.oV1A.eoV\,e V\,ew stcirts. witVi tVie fLYV1A.] we go ciyouV\,ci ciV\,ci s.ee tVieV1A. uou s.ee. we 

V1A.Cll'<.e ciV\, ci-p-pyocicVi to tVieV1A. LV\, tVieLY ciyrns. .... we gLve tVieV1A. tVie YLgVit cio uou wciV\,t 

to joLV\, up s.ort of tViLV\,g 7 No, V\-O Lt's, beeV\, YeciLLi::j gooci cis 1 S.CltJ wLtVi tVie li!VVt.OUV\-t of 

people we'Ve got." 
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"IVldlAchoVl pvogvClvt<..vt<..e ... 1 vt<..eet wLtlti rnclti of title teClvt<..S. [?] LVldlAchoV\., pvoces,s, Lf 

tltiet;'re s.LgVled lAP to title C1s.s.ocLC1tLoV\., Lf tltiet; WC!Vlt to . To be ltioVles.t , Lt's, VlOt s.Clt;LV\.,g 

tltiClt Lt's, do ov dLe for lAS. vt<..os.t of title 0lAtJS. ... Clre ClwClre of title .. . Cls.s.ocLClhoV\., C!Vld Lt's, 

[7] VlOt LLf<.e we Vleed to bC1dgev tVievt<.. to becovt<..e vt<..evt<..bers. blAt Cl Lot of lAVlLOVlS. do." 

In one extreme case, a New Union, whose employer operated across multiple 

worksites, was found to pursue an extensive organising strategy that deliberately 

targeted every site owned by that employer: 

"We get Oii\, title voCld Clll\,d we vLs.Lt evevt; s.LVlgLe store, C!LL oj/\,e hlA.11\,dred C!Vld ltiow 

VVLClll\,tJ of tVievt<.. tltiere Give, tltivolAgltiolAt NL C!Vld wejlAs.t e.xpLC!LVl ClgClLll\, wViClt we do 

ltiow do Lt, Cl Vld title bej/\,efLts, of beLoj/\,gLV\.,g to Cl [..{11\,LOVl ClS. opposed to 11\,ot beLoVlgLj/\,g to 

Cl [..{11\,Loj/\, Clre C!Vld tltieVl title s.ecoj/\,d pC!rt of Lt Ls, tltiClt we go tC!Lf<. to OlAV VVLevt<..bevs. to see 

wltiClt tVieLv coj/\,cevj/\,s, Give." 

Only one New Union in the study was found not to actively recruit new 

employees. To a minor degree personality issues and particularly workers' desire to 

avoid the negative imagery associated with Old Unions is relevant to their 

recruitment efforts. This union stated that, in relation to new members, they were: 

"We Give vevt; s.eLechve OVl wltio we tClf<.e OVl. It's, wltio we cltiCls.e . we cltiCls.e people, 

s.ovt<..e we doVl't plAt ClS. vt<..lACh effort LVlto. [Q.. Wlti!At h1Appej/\,s, wltieVl Vlew wovf<.ers.joLj/\, 

title fLrvt<..7 Do tJOlA C!ppvoC!clti tltievt<..7] weLL tltiet; covt<..e lAll\,der title s.ej/\,Lor IA.VlLOVl for 

title fLrs.t tltiLrtt; dClt;s. .. . wejlAs.t ltiClve Cl Loof<. Clt tltievt<.. - 1 doll\,'t evej/\, tltiLVlf<. we botltiev 

tC!Lf<.Lj/\,g to tltievt<.. do we? weLL, s.ovt<..e of tltievt<.. we do. It becovt<..es. Cl jlAdgevt<..eVltC!L 

tltiLj/\,g does.11\,'t Lt? yolA. veCld title bodt; LClll\,glAC1ge 'tltiLs, 0lAtJ's, goLVlg to be tvolAbLe fov 

lAS.' - we'Ve vt<..Clde Cl few vt<..Ls.tClf<.es., we ltiClve held 0lAtJS. wltio ltiClve beeV\., tvolA.bLe fov lAS. 

Clll\,d LV\., title ej/\,d tltiet; ml/\, off C!Vld weVlt to title otltiev l,(_11\,Loll\, ... " 
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4.6 Opinion leaders and their importance to New Unions 

In identifying why New Unions formed, how that decision was made, and why 

workers joined New Unions the role of key opinion leaders was consistently 

identified. Several questions arise from the presence of such individuals: 

• Who and what are opinion leaders? 

• How do they influence workers' unionisation decisions? 

• Why did they emerge during the formation of New Unions? 

• How significant were they to that decision? 

4.6.1 Who and what are opinion leaders? 

Opinion leaders are individuals crucial to the success of unions in a work 

environment. and who have a strong influence on the social environment (Van de 

Vall . 1970) in which workers make the decision to join a union (Charlwood. 2002). 

Opinion leaders and a worker's social environment influence workers' attitudes 

toward unions in two ways: either a worker's attitude or beliefs are strong enough 

for that individual to retain them when moving from one workplace to another. or 

they change to suit a new environment (Van de Vall, 1970). 

In relation to New Unions. opinion leaders, where present, acted to adjust or direct 

worker attitudes away from the idea of membership in an existing union and 

toward that of forming their own organisation. They may also have influenced 

workers' decision to join those unions once formed. Opinion leaders are able to 

exert this influence as workers have been found to be "more receptive to advisors 

from [within] their own social ranks" (Van de Vall, 1970, p. 102). 

The influence of opinion leaders was found to be stronger among small groups of 

workers. where a large proportion of workers are apathetic in relation to union 

membership or collective action. and where opinion leaders are better placed to 

communicate with workers than outside parties (Van de Vall, 1970). The present 

study found that opinion leaders within workers' social ranks were significant to the 
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decision to form a union, workers' decisions to unionise and to the operation and 

future of New Unions once formed. 

Key opinion leaders were found to guide and organise the decision to form a New 

Union. More significantly, in certain cases the decision by workers to form their 

own union was found to be strongly influenced by the attitudes and experiences of 

particular opinion leaders. In a process similar to that identified by Van de Vall 

(1970), this frequently occurred when the decision to form a union was 

characterised by a lack of active involvement by workers largely apathetic to the 

outcome of that decision. This is a common process observed among workers 

whose desire to participate in collective action has been found not to equate with 

an equal desire to put in the time and effort required to do so (Freeman & Rogers, 

1999). The involvement of opinion leaders in New Union formation was readily 

identifiable as they formed the majority of participants interviewed by the study. 

4.6.2 Why did opinion leaders emerge during New Union formation? 

The role of charismatic or influential opinion leaders in the formation of New 

Unions in New Zealand has not been previously identified. The present study 

found that, most, cases leaders of this type had a significant influence on workers' 

decision to form, and, by implication, join New Unions. Participant responses to a 

number of questions suggested how particular individuals took responsibility for, 

and often led the decision to form a New Union. Opinion leaders were found to 

be significant where: 

• Workers in general were largely apathetic to the decision to form a union. 

• They formed workers' primary source of information on unions. 

• They took it upon themselves to lead that decision. 

Opinion leaders were typically more dominant where workers within a firm were 

largely apathetic toward and/or lacked knowledge about unions and the legal 
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requirements for forming them. Key responses where worker apathy and/or lack of 

knowledge of unions were a factor were: 

"you Vicio! Cl certciLV\, group tVicit wouLo! brLll\,g tViLll\,g.s up cit VlA.eetLV\,g.s Clll\,o! Clll\,otVier 

group tVicit f<,LV\,o! of .scit bcicf<,, tVicit .sort of tViLll\,g. we tell\,o!eo! to Vicive tVicit o!LvL.sLoll\, 

rm LLtJ." 

"A Lot of tVieVlA. Vicid 11\,0 Lo!eci wVicit tVie VieLL ull\,Loll\,.s o!o cit ciLL Clll\,o! Lf tVietJ werell\,'t 

ciLLoweo! LI/I, tVie .store tVietJ were 11\,ever goLll\,g to fLV\,o! out were tVietJ?" 

In a lesser number of cases, opinion leaders took it upon themselves to oversee and 

lead the decision to form a New Union. This was achieved either by actively 

promoting that decision as the most advantageous to workers or by leading workers 

toward the idea of union formation. This behaviour was both spontaneous and 

deliberate, and appeared to rely heavily on the individuals personal experiences 

particularly with Old Unions. Where an opinion leader's involvement in union 

formation was spontaneous, a participant's typical response was: 

"TVie.se gl,.{tJ.S cClVlA.e LI/I, Clll\,o! tciLf<,eo! to u.s cibout wVicit tVietJ couLo! o!o for tVie coVlA.pClll\,tJ· 

TVietJ .spof<,e to u.s Clll\,d .sciLd 'we wLLL gLve tJOu bLciVi bLciVi bLciVi' Clll\,o! 1 tViougVit Lt wci.s 

ju.st Cl .spur of tVie 11\A.OV\A.ell\,t decL.sLoll\,. I just stooo! up Cl111,d .sciLo! 'VlA.ClRe Cl decL.sLoll\,, 

l'Ve got Clll\,otVier VlA.eetLV\,g. WVitJ o!oll\,'t we ju.st pi,.{LL our fLll\,gers out wVitJ o!oll\,'t we 

ju.st VlA.ClRe our owl/I, ull\,LOV\,, Cl 11\,o! we cci 111, just Loof<, ci~er our.selves. 0111,LtJ tJOU gutJ.S 

f<,111,ow Viow we opercite, wVicit our wor~Lll\,g co111,o!Lho111,.s Clre LLf<,e, tVie.se gutJ.S o!o111,'t 

cci re."' 

Where an opinion leader made a deliberate decision to lead or direct workers' 

decision making, a typical response was: 
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"It WIAS. IA COl/l,cept CIA rl CIA VV1.e tAp wLtn beWtA.S.e ne n!Ad bee I/\, worRLl/l,g wLtn otner 

grntApS. /Al/l,d tne COVVl.pllALl/l,t n!Ad beel/\, s.o o~el/\, 'otA.r IAl/l,LOl/I, delegiAtes. dol/l,'t Rl/l,OW 

wn!At tnet:J !Are doLl/l,g ... ' /Al/l,d Lt wiAs. 1 gtAess. /AV\, Lde!A tniAtjtAs.t evolved. Al/l,d ne wel/\,t 

otAt to s.ee tne VV1./AV1,1AgeVV1.eV\,t !At [tne fLrVV1.] /Al/l,d ptAt IA col/l,cept to tneVV1. /Al/l,d s.1ALd '!Are 

t:JOtA n1Appt:J for lAS to COVV\.e QI/\, s.Lte' /Al/l,d tnet:J S.IALd 'fLV\,e t:JeS Lf tnlilt's. wVililt t:JOtA W/ill/l,t 

to do coVV1.e ol/\, s.Lte' /ill/l,d tVie rest... Ls. ViLs.tort:J." 

Opinion leaders' role in the workplace, particularly in relation to workers 

unionisation decisions, has also been found to increase where they provided a 

source of expertise or possessed knowledge not available to workers in general (Van 

de Vall, 1970). This study found a similar process working amongst New Unions 

with the role of opinion leaders in their formation stronger for two reasons. Firstly, 

their role was stronger where they provided one or more personal contacts whom 

in turn provided a New Union with services such as legal aid. Personal contacts of 

this type were found, by this study, to be significant to New Unions' ability to 

charge low membership fees and hence attract members. Secondly, opinion leaders' 

role was strengthened where they themselves provided the knowledge necessary for 

workers to both register and operate a New Union. 

The following responses typify the range of expertise, experiences and knowledge 

opinion leaders brought to the formation of New Unions in the study: 

"I Vilild beel/\, Ll/l,volved wLtVi tne forVV1.lilhol/I, of Ll/l,corporlilted socLehes. soVV1.e t:Jelilrs. lilgo. 

so 1 wlils reli!S.Ol/\,lilblt:J fii!VV1.LlLlilr wLtVi tne prnces.s.es., tVie leglill prntechol/I, t'.)OtA get frnVV1. 

Lt. so ol/\,ce we nli!d 1s people we bec1AVV1.e Ii! leglill el/l,htt:J /Al/l,d tVieV\, Lt wlils tne legli!l 

el/l,tLtt:J tnlilt copped /ill/l,t'.) fLii!cR rliltner tVilill/I, tne Ll/l,dLvLdtAlills." 
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·1 ltlcid experLeV1-Ce wLtltl repres.eV1.tt~ [tltlevv..] before C!V1.d otltler [s.Lvv..Llcir] people but OVI. 

ci pcirt-tLvv..e bcis.£s.. r'vv.. cictucilltj Cl tecicltler btj trcide ... but bcis.£wLLtj beccius.e tltlere 

wcis. ci Lot of trust betweeV\, vv..e C1V1.d title [vv..evv..bers.] cit title t£vv..e reciLLtj, tltletj cltlcirged 

vv..e wLtltl tltlcit res.poV1.s.LbLLLttj s.o off we weV1.t. • 

Overall, the role of opinion leaders was found to be an accepted and critical part of 

the formation of many New Unions. and in these cases provided the principal 

social, ideological and administrative impetus and expertise by which the decision to 

form a New Union was both considered and acted upon. The importance of 

opinion leaders to New Union formation raises two questions: 

• Would those unions have formed without the presence of an opinion leader? 

• Is the ongoing survival of a New Union dependant upon the continued 

involvement of an opinion leader? 

The apathy of workers in many circumstances and the difficulty faced by particular 

opinion leaders suggest that in 'some' circumstances a New Union would not have 

formed without their involvement. When asked if the decision to form a union 

would have gone ahead without the involvement of these key people, some 

participants were quick to point out that it would not. However. in circumstances 

where workers as a group actively pursued collective action outside of the 

established union movement it is conceivable that opinion leaders served primarily 

as a means of 'speeding up' the process of New Union formation. Unfortunately, 

the interview process did not provide a sufficiently in-depth examination of these 

questions. 

4. 7 New Union membership and employers 

The possible role employers' play in New Union formation has been a central 

component of existing research into New Unions under the ERA. New Unions have 

been implied to be less independent than other, more genuine. unions on the basis 
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of employer involvement in their formation, closer and supposedly more compliant 

relationships with employers, and lower membership fees (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 

2004; Barry & May, 2002). However, close relationships with employers do not 

necessitate a loss of independence, nor have they been found to undermine or 

significantly alter how workers define effective collective representation. Worker 

attitudes in the United States, for example, revealed that a significant proportion of 

workers defined the ideal employee organisation as one that: 

• Was jointly run by employees and management. 

• Employed representatives elected by employees. 

• Covered workers employed in similar fields (Freeman & Rogers, 1999). 

The attitudes of workers in this respect were found to be remarkably similar 

regardless of their membership or non-membership in a union, and also that 

receiving financial support from an employer was an accepted component of this 

ideal (Freeman & Rogers, 1999). 

Existing empirical descriptions of New Unions portray them as similar to this worker 

ideal. New Unions found to be under a degree of management control, reliant 

upon employee elected representatives, based around a single enterprise or 

occupational group within a single enterprise, and dependant, in part, on 

employers' financial support. The findings of this study support some of these 

conclusions. In particular, participant responses suggest that their unions were seen 

to offer a beneficial means of communicating with management. Typical responses 

emphasise the manner in which employees viewed their organisations effectiveness 

as a voice mechanism: 
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"Olti tltieve·s, V\-O d.oubt title s,tc;iff d.o feel tltic;it tltiei:j d.o ltic;ive Cl s,c;ii:j eveV\, Lf Lt's, c;i crC!Zi:j, 

crClZi:j s,uggestLoV\, tltiei:j c;it Lrns,t get c;i ves-poV\,s,e fvow.. s,ow..ebod.i:j s,c;ii:jLV\,g tltiLs, Ls, Cl 

CVC!Zi:j CVC!Zi:j s,ugges,tLOV\-." 

These findings also emphasise workers' desire to be represented by people within 

their own workplace, rather than an external party. That employers were openly 

supportive of the decision to form some New Unions was clearly evident from 

participant responses. However, employers differed in their reaction to workers' 

decision to form a New Union. 

4. 7.1 How did employers respond to workers decision to form a union? 

Seven of nine New Unions interviewed by the study provided evidence of a degree 

of employer involvement in their formation. This involvement appeared to be of 

two principal types: 

• Support for that decision, or 

• Encouragement of that decision. 

Whether employers supported or encouraged the formation of a New Union 

appeared to vary according to: 

• The level of control management hoped it could exert over the union once 

formed. 

• The type of behaviour the New Union was expected to exhibit. 

• A belief that the New Union would be capable of entering into a productive 

relationship with that employer. 

Overall, it appears. from the New Unions' perspective, that employers supported 

the formation of the unions as they saw it as offering them some advantage or 

benefit. A common response explained the reason for employers' approval as: 
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"Beccius.e tVie!j s.ciw Lt cis. beLVl,g, weLL tViere cire two recis.oV\,s., but -prLVVtcirLL!::j Lt wcis. Cl 

s.tciff LV\,LtLcitLve ClV\,d tVie!j were LLs.teV\,LV\,g to tVie s.tciff ClV\.d tViLs. Ls. wVicit tVie s.tciff 

wciV\,ts. CJVl,d we better LLs.teV\, to wVicit tVie!j S.Cl!j . TVie s.ecoV\,d tViLV\,g Ls. tVicit obvLous.L!::j 1 

tViLV\.R tVie!j could s.ee s.oVVte beV\,efLts. LV\, terVVts. of tVie 11\,ew Lciw tVicit tVie!j could s.ee 

Cl Ls.o L f Lt wcis. s.oVVtebod !::j tVie!::j RV\.ew, res.-pected Cl V\.d were fci VVtLLLci r wLtVi wcis. d rLvLV\,g 

tVie s.Viow ... '' 

On four of seven occasions. employers were found to support workers' decision to 

form a New Union. principally by placing few barriers in the way of that decision. 

Responses typical of these situations stated that employers acted: 

"ver!::j fcivourCl bL!::j, LV\, fcict we Vi/Ave IAV\. extreVVteL!j good reLClhoV\,s.ViL-p wLtVi 

VVtlAV\.ClgeVVteV\.t .. . I tViLV\,R VVtClLV\.L!::j beciAus.e our cittLtude Ls. Let's. cidd VClLue to tVie 

eVVt-pLo!::j VVteV\,t reLCltLoV\.s.ViL-p froVVt botVi s.Ldes.." 

On three of seven occasions. however. this study found that the formation of a 

New Union was actively encouraged by an employer rather than simply supported. 

In one. possibly extreme. case this was represented by management's promotion. 

discussed in the response below, of the idea of forming a New Union as a desirable 

action for workers: 

"TVie!j ClCtuClLL!::j s.ugges.ted Lt I tViLV\,R. TVie!j eV\.COurlAged Lt. TVie!j S.ClLd to us. 'WVi!::j 

doV\.'t !::JOU forVVt Cl uV\.LOVI,? ' It wCls. [V\,IAVVte oVVtLtted] wVio cictuClLL!::j s.ugges.ted Lt to us. 

fLrs.t. rte cciVVte Viere ClV\,d Vie wcis. -prett!::j Reel/\, OV\. us. beLV\,g ci coLLectLve rCltVier tVilAV\. 

LV\.dLvLduClL beccius.e tVie coLLechve wcis.jus.t OV\.e s.et of LV\.dLvLduciL 11\,egohiAhoV\,s. wViere 

-poteV\.hClLL!::j tVie!j could be s.LttLV\,g dowll\, doLV\,g tVie s.ciVVte tViLV\,g tweV\.t!j-fLve tLVVtes. 

ClV\.d tVie COVVt"flClV\.!::j reciLL!::j WClV\.ted s.tClV\.dClrd -pCl!::j COV\.dLhoV\.S. rLgVit cicros.s. tVie bocird 

rcitVier tViciV\, ever!::jbod!::j beLV\,g s.e-pciriAte." 
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In most cases, the seven New Unions whose formation was supported or 

encouraged by an employer saw this involvement as positive; only two appeared to 

consider the problems an employer's support could cause. Of particular concern to 

these participants was the real motive behind their employer's support of the 

decision to form a union. Their responses, though, were contradictory, expressing 

both concern and understanding of their employer's position. The following 

response typifies this attitude clearly: 

"I g1A.es.s. [s.1A.pporti.V'vg tVie c\eci.s.i.oV'v] Le~ tVieVl-l wi.tVi IA certcii.V'v IAVl-lOIA.V'vt of power !As. 

we LL to R.eep i.t i.V'v-Vt01A.s.e - wVii.cVi i.s. IA goo cl tViLV\,g." 

In one of these two cases, employer encouragement of the decision to form the 

union was tempered with an element of coercion. When asked why their employer 

had suggested they form their own union the response was: 

"I cloV'v't RV'vOW wVitJ. 1 cloV'v't RV'vOW wVilllt tVietJ Vl-le!AV'vt . It wills. wri.tteV\, IA.'P OV'v IA pLece 

of pciper wVilllt tVietj were 1Act1A.1ALLtJ S.llltji.V'vg. More or Less. tVietJ were S.llltjl.V'vg i.f we 

cli.clV'v't R.i.V\,c\ of s.tlllrt tVii.s. 1A.V'vi.OV'v tVietJ wwLcl V'vOt V\,egoti.!Ate tVie V\,ex.t V\,egoti.!Ati.oV'vs.." 

In these instances, the formation of a New Union may have been an employer

driven phenomenon. Yet workers in this instance did not appear concerned about 

their employer's actions despite, the perception of an implied threat to halt contract 

negotiations. When asked why they thought their employer had responded in this 

way their response was: 

"We were S.iA.rprLs.ec\ tVilllt tVietJ IACtiA.IALLtJ WIAV'vtec\ IA_S, to s.tlllrt Lt iA.p. I COIA.LclV'v't s.ee tVie 

beV\,efi.t froVl-l wViere tVietJ were COVl-li.V'vg froVIA b1A.t tVilllt wills. tViei.r s.t!AteVl-leV'vt. It wills. IA 

rwL s.ViocR. froVIA. tVieVl-l t o be VioV'ves.t bec1A1A.s.e tVietJ wereV'v't tVie grwtes.t of V\,egoti.llltors. 

t)OIA. RV'vOW." 
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Only in two instances was an employer found to actively oppose. or discourage. 

workers' desire to organise collectively. Both participants described how employers 

discouraged the desire to organise collectively and how they placed barriers in their 

way: 

·we were deWJerC!teLi::J f<.e-pt se-pC!rC!te f<.e-pt LV\, our owV\, dLstrLcts. 1 w..eC!V\, weLLLV1-gtoV1-

wC1s OK sLx. of us would get togetVier C!Vl-d cView tVie fC!t togetVier, w..eet Cit Cl coffee 

bC!r sow..ewViere C!Vl-d V\1Ave IA c.u-p of coffee but Lt w1As C!bsoLuteLi::J dLscourlAged bi::J Cl 

wVioLe Lot of uV1-wrLtteV1- stuff: 

TViei::J wer-e C1gC1LV1-st, tViei::J dLscourC!ged Lt... cerrC!LVl-Li::J [tViei::jJ wereVl-'t f<.eeV\, to do 

tViC!t WC!i::J bC!cf<. LVI- tVie w..Ld 30s C!Vl-d tVieij wereV1-'t f<.eeV\, to do tViC!t wLtVi us wVieV\, we 

fLrst stC!r-ted C!s well ... tVie [viAeviAbersJ fLrst weV\,t to tVieviA wLtVi tVie LdelA of forw..LVl-g 

tVie 1AssocLC1hoV1- 1AV1-d gettLV\,g 0V1-e -persoV\, to coLLechveLtJ V\,egotLC!te tVieLr LV1-terests ... 

[tVie ew..-pLoijer J C!s 1 uV1-derst1A Vl-d Lt got tV!eviA togetVier LVI- IA roow.. Cl Vl-d SC!Lc( we'LL Vlei::) 

tV!Ls LSVl-'t goLV\,g to worf<. ... we CIAVl-t see IAVl-ij -poLVl-t LV\, i::JOU VilAVLVl-g C!VI- IASSocLC!hOVI- -

we'd w..ucVi rC!tVier deC!L wLtVi ijOU to-p gutJS dLrectLi::J· ··" 

4. 7.2 What support did employers adually provide New Unions? 

While support or encouragement for the decision to form a New Union appeared 

strong in most cases. the actual support provided by employers was relatively 

minor. Participant responses suggest that employers' actual support extended more 

to an absence of direct opposition to the decision. Where aid was given. it was 

usually in the form of legal advice, or permission for workers to use the workplace 

to complete the registration process. 

A consistent element in existing empirical research into New Unions is the degree to 

which employers provided financial support to New Unions. This study found no 

evidence of employers supporting New Unions financially. However, it also found 
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no evidence to contradict suggestions that financial support is a key part of New 

Union formation. All nine of the New Unions interviewed were quick to point out 

that financial support was not part of an employer's response to their decision. a 

typical response here stating that: 

·certciLV\,Llj V\,ot fLV\,cil/\,cLciLLlj··· tViet:J cloll\.'t reciLLt:J clo us. too VllLC!ll\.t:J fci vours. LI/\, tVicit 

regcircl CIV\.cl, rLgVitLt:J s.o, tViet:J felt we Vicic! to s.tCIV\.cl OV\, our OWV\. two feet. A~er we'cl 

beell\, goLV\.g the cigreeVllLeV\.t Vicic! beeV\, LV\. -pLcice for s.Lx. VllLOV\.tVis. CIV\.!il tViet:J'lil s.eeV\, tVie 

be~fLts. of Lt. wViere tViet:J clL!il -provL!ile cis.s.Ls.tciV\-Ce wcis. btJ teLLLV\,g evertloV\,e wVicit ci 

blooclt:J goocl job we were cloLV\.g ... • 

Overall. participant responses make it difficult to assert that New Union formation 

as a whole is an employer-driven phenomenon aimed at undermining the activities 

of other unions. In two cases participants implied that employers supported the 

formation of an in-house union to gain some advantage. Yet only in one instance 

could it be suggested that workers' desire to form a New Union was precipitated by 

the actions of an employer. In most cases. employer support came only after the 

decision to form a New Union had been made by workers. Whether this was due 

to employers complying with the ERA. acknowledging and supporting a staff 

initiative. or anticipating a long-term advantage is not clear from interviews with 

New Unions. 

4. 7.3 How do New Unions describe their relationship with management? 

Employer support for New Unions' formation would suggest that relationships 

between those two groups are relatively cooperative and friendly. Existing research 

suggests that New Unions do have good relationships with employers. but also 

argues that those relationships are frequently more compliant than cooperative 

(Anderson. 2004: Barry. 2004: Barry & May. 2001: Barry & Reveley. 2001) . New 

Unions' description of their current relationships with employers does not differ 
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from these conclusions. New Unions' relationships with their employers were 

found to be friendly. cooperative and seen as positive by those unions. Responses 

typical of most New Unions described their relationships with employers as: 

· 1 tVii.vd~. we cire viAore toLercitect becciuse we cire so oli.rect, lA.-pfrov.,t cill\,ct Violl\,est. TVie 

otVier uv.,i.oll\,s cire ci bi.t vv..i.Li.tcill\,t - verlj -pusVitj wi.tVi vu.Clll\,ClgeviAell\,t, tVieij cVicirge i.11\, 

tViere cill\,ct tVirecitell\, cill sorts. FroviA wVicit we ccill\, gcitVier, tVieij cire just rlA.11\,11\,i.v..g off 

to tViei.r Lciwljers cill tVie ti.111A.e." 

'1>etweell\, stciff cill\,ct V1AClll\,C1ge111A.ev.,t i.s ci recilltj fcill\,tcistLc reLatLoll\,sVii.-p - we WV\, go to 

OlA.r vv..cill\,ciger wi.tVi Clll\, i.sslA.e cill\,ct sort i.t out civ.,cl i.t goes awcilj, or tVie -probleviA gets 

soLvect, wVicitever we 11\,eect to cto. B>tjjoi.11\,i.v.,g ci ull\,i.oll\, ljOu tcifu tVicit ciwcitj." 

However. not every New Union described their union-employer relationship in a 

positive fashion. Yet the primary concern of New Unions in these cases was that. 

despite the support their employer had given to them prior to their formation, they 

had gained no significant advantage over other unions. a typical response stating 

that: 

Nwe cire shLL treatect as tVie -poor relciti.oll\,s. we clov.,'t get coll\,suLtecl ov., soviAe tVii.v..gs 

i.11\, tVie orgci v.,i.sciti.ov., cis we sViolA.Lcl cto. • 

In another case. a New Union also acknowledged that it did not receive special 

treatment from their employer. However. it did indicate that some aspects of its 

relationship were perceived as better than those of other unions. This participant 

described their relationship with their employer as: 
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"No, 111,0 wll!i::J ··· H1ei::J do111,'t get G1111,i::JtViL111,g we do111,'t get. No, 1 tViL111,R we te111,d to get 

VV1.ore respect froVVc Vt1cG1111,G1geVt1ce111,t 1 tViL111,R. we o~e111, fL111,d II! LLttLe pLece of pG!per L111, 

/11111, e111,veLope occG1s.Lo111,G1LLi::J . 1 tViL111,R tViei::J trns.t us.. I tViL111,R tViei::J R111,ow tViei::J c/11111, tll!LR 

to us. wVierws. wLtVi tVie otVier u111,Lo111,, wVie111, tViei::J do111,'t get tVieLr ow111, Wll!i::J tViei::J 

s.tll! VV1. p tVieLr feet, s.torVVc out II! 111,d tVi reG1te111, bLue VVl.urder." 

This response also continued to emphasise the difference in how New Unions and 

Old Unions approached their relationship, emphasising the aggressive stance taken 

by those unions. 

4. 7.4 How have New Unions' relationships with management changed? 

New Unions' relationships with management have, in most cases, improved over 

time. This improvement appears to be due to the support given by employers to 

those unions when they first formed, and to the non-confrontational manner in 

which New Unions and employers have bargained and communicated with each 

other. In particular, it was found that the longer a New Union's relationship with 

an employer was, the easier those relationships became. WhiYe collective bargaining 

between New Unions and employers was in the first instance often a prolonged 

process, later bargaining episodes were frequently shorter and less involved. Typical 

responses indicated in particular how the range of claims presented at subsequent 

bargaining sessions changed over the length of those relationships: 

·we VVcll!de s.0VV1.e rell!L progress. L111, tVios.e four i::Jell!rs.. 1111, terVt1cs. of tVie rwL be111,efLts. 

tVill!t ll!dd VG!Lue, VV1.os.t of tVieVVc Vill!ve G!Lrwdi::J bee111, L111,cLuded L111, our G1greeVt1ce111,t." 

In one extreme case, a New Union indicated that it felt confident enough with its 

relationship to challenge the employer more strongly at their next bargaining 

session. 
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"We'LL fLgVit ci bLt Vicirc\er 11\,ext tLV1A.e ... bew(,{s.e we c\Lc\11\,'t wcill\,t to rocR tVie bocit too 

VlA.ucVi we wcill\,tec\ to V1A.ClLV\,tciLV\, LJO(,{ RV\,OW, Clll\,c\ Lt wcis. o(,{r fLrs.t tLV1A.e Clll\,c\ we Vicic\ 

DcivLc\ [ci Lciwuer o(,{ts.Lc\e tVie fLrVVt.] ." 

Another union, whose initial and current relationship with their employer was 

described as good, indicated that it remained cautious about where it would go. 

The New Union in this case did not appear to be complacent about its ability to 

maintain that relationship, stating that: 

·we ci re -probci bLLJ stLLL Lil\, our Violl\,eu V\A.OOV\, -perLoc\ wLtVi o(,{r eVVt.-pLouer to be Violl\,es.t. 1 

tViLV\,R we wLLL get to tVie s.tcige wViere tVie VioV\,eLJV1A.OOV\, wLLL be over Clll\,c\ tVie 

-pcirtV\,ers.ViL-p VlA.ClLJ becoV1A.e s.trciLV\,ec\ ... " 

However, for those unions whose initial relationships with management were not 

overly supportive or beneficial it was found that their bargaining relationships had, 

unlike those of other New Unions, remained fairly static. New Unions in this 

situation continued to emphasise how poorly they were treated in relation to other 

unions on site. When asked to describe how their latest collective agreement 

differed from their first, these unions replied: 

"TV\e wVioLe tViLV\,g wcis. just Cl flow Oil\, of wVic:it Vicic\ Vici-p-pell\,ec\ Lil\, tVie -pcis.t. N otViLV\,g 's, 

CVlCl 11\,gec\ ... " 

4.8 How New Unions perceive themselves and other unions? 

Whether organisations identify themselves as, and declare themselves to be, unions 

is a key component of the character of the genuine union (Blackburn, 1967). 

Organisations do not declare themselves to be unions they are considered less 

unionate than organisations that do (Blackburn, 1967). Existing research provides a 

measured description of how some New Unions define traditional unions (Barry, 
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2004: Barry & May. 2002). but does not provide a definitive discussion of how 

they define themselves. This study found strong evidence that New Unions as a 

group have a generally positive image of themselves as organisations. It found also 

that this self-image differed strongly from their image of Old Unions. Terms 

commonly used by New Unions to describe themselves were: 

• Friendly 

• Trustworthy 

• Cooperative. 

Terms used to describe or implied to characterise Old Unions were: 

• Antagonistic 

• Militant 

• Confrontational 

• Untrustworthy. 

For example. common responses described New Unions as: 

"We s.ee ours.elves. C!S. Cl s.ocLettl tViC!t Loo~s. C!~er VV<..C!tters. reLC!tLV\,g to LV\,clLvLcluC!Ls. C!S. 

weLL C!s. us. C!s. Cl grou-p, CIV\,cl we C!re VV<..ore LV\,to buLLclLV\,g -pC!rtV\,ers.ViL-ps. tViCIV\, wViC!t I 

wouLcl cC!LL tVie oLcl fC!s.ViLoV\,ecl tti-pe of uV\,LoV\,Ls.viA ." 

· 1 s.ee us. C!S. Cl grou-p of -peo-pLe wor~LV\,g togetVier rC!tVier tViCIV\, Cl grou-p of -peo-pLe wLtVi 

our fLs.ts. out fLgVitLV\,g togetVier. We'Ve V\,ever 11\,eeclecl to fLgVit tJOu s.ee." 

Those same respondents then described Old Unions as: 

"I s.ee UV\,LOV\,S. C!s. -poviAviAtJ bC1s.tC1rcls. wVio s.tCIV\,cl u-p CIV\,cl s.Viout ... tViC!t's. tVie vLs.LoV\, of 

viAe growLV\,g u-p Lil\, New LeC!LC!V\,cl ... tViC!t feeLLV\,g tViC!t tVie ull\,LOV\,S. were tViere CIV\,h tVie 

bos.s.es. CIV\,cl tVieti were fLgVitLV\,g for rLgVits. tViC!t -peo-pLe clLc\11\,'t ViC!ve CIV\,cl tJOU C!clviALrecl 

tVieviA for tViC!t." 
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In one particularly strong response, the issue of trust was described as the key 

difference between newer and Old Unions. When asked how membership in an 

Old Union differed, this participant responded: 

"Ut wouLcl be] Wie gLvLIAg !::JOur bcib!::J clciugViter or bClbtJ S.OIA to Cl s.trC11Ager C11Acl 

S.Cl!::JLIAg 'LooR. ci~er tViLs. for CllA Viour' C11Acl tV!elA goLV'vg CIWCl!::J - !::JOU RIAOW. 

obvLouS.L!::J 11\,0t CIS. s.trolAg CIS. tVicit, buts. Lt's. gLVLIAg S.OVlA.etV!LIAg tVicit's. !::JOUrS. to 

s.0V1A.eo1Ae !::JOU clo1A't RIAOW Cl V'vcl cis.R.L1Ag tV\eV1A. to fLx Lt ci V'vcl LooR. ci~er Lt. "But tViLs. 

wci 1::J [forVVlLV\,g tVieLr OWIA u1AL01A] Lt's. LLR.e gLvLIAg Lt to !::JOur trus.tecl u1Ade, !::JOU 

RIAOW." 

However, while participants all saw their 'image' as different to that of Old Unions 

most saw little difference in the outcomes they and Old Unions were formed to 

achieve. Rather, the primary difference between New Unions and Old Unions, as 

perceived by New Unions, appeared to be in how they achieved those outcomes. 

A common response here was: 

"Well 1 clo1A't tV!LIAR we clo Cl VieLL of Cl Lot tVicit's. clLffereV'vt but we clo coV1A.V1A.u1ALccite 

-perVici-ps. ci LLttLe better tVtCllA otViers.. We're LIA Lt for tVie s.viV1A.e recis.01As.. we're fr!::JLIAg 

to V1A.C1XLV1A.Ls.e tVie be1AefLts. for our V1A.eV1A.bers. Cl 1Acl cict OIA theLr be Vici L f, wV!elA tViere Vicive 

bee IA Lv0 us.tLces. tVi cit Ls. ci LL tVicit !::JOU CCI IA be cis. ci {..{!ALOIA. if 1::J ou go off ci IAcl clo 

C11A!::JtV!L1Ag eLs.e, C11Acl !::JOU s.tcirt clcibbLLIAg LIA otVier tV!LIAgs., tVicit's. 1Aot wVicit tVie 

u1AL01AS. Cl re tViere for." 

These findings therefore strengthen this study's suggestion that New Unions' 

members are not fundamentally opposed to Old Unions. but rather to aspects of 

their behaviour and character that they find objectionable. Again the issue of third

party unions being unwilling or incapable to represent workers interests was 
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emphasised as significant to the formation of New Unions, a common response 

stating that: 

"We OVl-LtJ represeV1-t OtArseLves C1 Vl-ci tVie servLce worRers [,{V1-LOV1- repveseV1-t so V\1\./:1 Vl-fj 

ciL ffereVl-t LLRe worRers LVI- /v\cDoV1-C1Lci 's, soV\l\.eoV\,e wltto's servLVl-g B.Lg /v\C1cs to 

SOV\l\.eOV\,e WVtO pLC1tJS tltte vLoLLVI- LVI- tVie NZ.SO. TVtetJ C1re worLcis C1pC1rt, Vl-Ot OVl-LtJ LVl

WVtC1t tlttetJ rnrVI-, OVI- tVie pC1tJ swLe, btAt LVI- tVie LLves tlttetJ Lecici." 

Of less importance to New Unions' self-image was the use of term union. Many 

organisations have been found to avoid use of the term in order to avoid negative 

images associated with it (Blackburn, 1967). Where they did so they were 

considered less union-like than those they did not avoid use of the term (Blackburn, 

196 7). At other times, union-like organisations did not use the term 'union' in order 

to circumvent legislative restrictions on union activities (Chase, 2000). Only five of 

the nine New Unions interviewed by the study used the term in their official titles, 

but none saw its use or non-use as a matter of importance, nor did they regard it as 

a critical factor in determining who they were as organisations. The typical reaction 

of participants to this theme was: 

"YotA cotALci be cC1LLeci C1V1-tjtlttLV1-g tJOtA LLRe. It's wlttl1t tJOtA l1re tVieve for l1V1-ci Viow tJOtA 

go C1botAt cioLVl-g Lt tlttl1t's LV\l\.portl1V1-t, Lt's RVl-OWLVl-g wlttC1t tJOtA're tVieve for, l1V1-ci we've 

tVieve for OIAr VV1.eV\l\.bers ... " 

4.9 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the results of interviews with nine New Unions with 

particular emphasis on identifying areas of convergence and divergence from 

existing research find ings. With reference to the study' s principal and supporting 

research questions , the conclusions of this set of interviews are listed below. 
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4. 9.1 Why did workers rejed membership in other unions in favour of 

forming their own? 

A number of factors were found to contribute to workers' rejection of this particular 

option. In common with previous research (Barry & May, 2002), this study found 

that workers rejected unions with whom they were dissatisfied. It suggested, 

however, that the factors most significant to workers' rejection of other unions 

were: 

• An unwillingness or reluctance to be represented by a party whose primary 

interests lay outside their place of work. 

• The actions and behaviour of the representatives and/or members of other 

unions. 

However. other findings suggested that these particular issues reflected not the 

feelings of New Union members in general but key individuals within those unions. 

More specifically, in certain instances, the decision to reject membership in other 

unions was based upon the objections of a key opinion leader. 

4.9.2 What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to form a 

union? 

In direct contrast to existing research (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001), this study found limited evidence of employers 

dominating the formation of New Unions. More specifically, New Unions offered 

no evidence of employers offering financial support to their organisations, and little 

evidence of active employer involvement in their unions once formed. However, 

they offered little evidence to counter assertions that either of these processes may 

occur. Overall, employers were found to either: 

• Support workers' decision to form a New Union, or possibly accept it as a 

matter of legislative compliance, or 

• Encourage workers to form a New Union in the hope of gaining some 

benefit. 
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In the latter case, some New Unions expressed concern about employers' motives, 

but none regarded employers' support and/or encouragement as anything other 

than a willingness to work with them once formed. 

4. 9.3 Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or deliberate 

decision? 

Upon reflection, this question appears less relevant than first surmised. All nine 

New Unions in the study described how the decision to form their organisation 

came after often prolonged and deliberate discussion of multiple options. In every 

case, the decision to form a New Union was reached through a simple vote. 

Conversely, however, the decision making process, while deliberate and democratic, 

was not widely subscribed, several New Unions reported that many workers were 

largely apathetic to the outcome of the decision, and in some cases unwilling to 

become actively involved, at least beyond the act of joining. 

4.9.4 How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their 

charader evolved? 

New Unions provided mixed descriptions of how their relationships with employers 

had changed since their formation. Some unions reported a gradual improvement, 

others little or no change. New Union interviews also provided few indications of 

possible changes to their character as organisations. The absence of clear findings to 

either questions was largely due to the re-direction of New Union interviews 

toward themes that emerged during the interview process, the role of key opinion 

leaders in particular. Consequently, the study cannot offer a definitive answer to 

these questions. 
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4. 9.5 What is a genuine union? 

Blackburn's (1967) argued that a genuine union could be recognised by its: 

• Pursuit of collective bargaining. 

• Willingness to engage in militant action. 

• Affiliation to a peak union body. 

• Public identification of itself as a union. 

• Ability to operate at arms length from an employer. 

New Union interviews found that as a group they assigned a smaller set of 

characteristics to their description of the genuine union, but focused primarily on: 

• The pursuit of collective bargaining. 

• Independence from employers .. 

New Union responses were more revealing in how they defined the typical rather 

than the genuine union. The study found that New Union participants. regardless 

of background and occupation, commonly described the typical union as an 

organisation that: 

• Pursued confrontational relationships with employers. 

• Was overly aggressive in its relationships with employers and workers. 

• Pursued interests that often contradicted those of its members. 

• Offered poor service to many of its members. 

New Unions all regarded themselves as genuine collective organisations, but most 

did not regard themselves as typical unions. The primary motivation for this 

appeared to be a desire to avoid any public association with the poor public image 

of the typical union. 
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4.9.6 Are New Unions genuine? 

Several facets of Blackburn's (1967) description of the genuine union were examined 

by this study, but the findings presented here do not allow New Unions' 

applicability to this concept to be definitively tested. However, with reference to 

relevant aspects of that concept, New Union interviews offered the following 

conclusions: 

Is collective bargaining central to New Unions? 

Yes, in every case New Unions in the study were found to pursue collective 

bargaining of one form or another. For some the pursuit or maintenance of a 

collective agreement was a significant cause of their formation. 

Are New Unions prepared to be militant? 

With one exception, no. Most New Unions appeared to be unwilling to adopt any 

form of confrontational or aggressive relationship with employers. 

Are New Unions affiliated to a peak union body? 

No. New Unions showed little willingness to be seen as members of the wider 

union movement. However, this did not reflect an opposition to that movement 

but rather a dislike of what they saw as that movement's negative public image. 

Do New Unions publicly identify themselves to be unions? 

New Unions appeared largely ambivalent as to whether they were regarded as 

unions. Their primary consideration appeared to be a desire not to be associated 

with or regarded in the same light as Old Unions whose behaviour and actions they 

disliked or were dissatisfied with. 

Do New Unions operate at arm's length from their employers? 

Most New Unions in the study indicated that employers supported or encouraged 

their formation. Only in two instances were workers' efforts at collectivisation 
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actively opposed or discouraged. However. the interviews offered insufficient 

evidence to state definitively that they either operated or failed to operate at arm· s 

length from their employers. 

4. 9. 7 Why did New Unions form? Current and emerging themes 

In general. terms the findings of this study suggest that New Unions formed to: 

• Represent workers' collective workplace interests. 

• Engage in collective bargaining. 

• Provide workers with a range of non-bargaining services. 

These factors are also broadly similar to workers' reasons for joining and forming 

unions in general. When examined in more detail, this study found that workers 

believed a New Union would be the best means of achieving these outcomes as an 

organisation of their own could provide those services more cheaply than existing 

unions. More specifically, this study found that workers believed forming their own 

organisation would allow them to: 

• Represent their specific and/or unique workplace interests more effectively. 

• Provide a less antagonistic and more trustworthy form of collective 

representation than existing unions. 

However. this part of the study argues that workers' belief in the benefits of forming 

their union were not universally agreed to or accepted by members of those unions. 

Rather. the decision to form a New Union was often the result of discussions led, 

and at times dominated by, key opinion leaders within their place of work. 

Key opinion leaders were found to share a similar set of negative experiences with 

existing unions. experiences that may or may have not have been shared by New 

Union members in general. Where New Union formation was characterised by the 

presence of a key opinion leader, the decision to form a union was, in the typical 

case. also marked by the presence of a largely apathetic workforce. In these 
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instances. the decision to form a New Union could be argued to reflect the interests 

of those opinion leaders rather than workers as a whole. However. whether 

opinion leaders were present or not the formation of every New Union in the study 

followed a similar pattern. Firstly. workers who sought collective action actively 

considered joining an existing union. Workers' experiences or. more specifically. 

dissatisfaction with those unions. would result in the rejection of that option. 

Secondly. either as a group or at the behest of one or more key opinion leaders. 

workers would vote on forming their own union organisation. In every case. the 

New Unions were formed to represent workers' collective workplace interests in a 

more positive fashion than existing unions. 
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Chapter Five 

Discussion of results of interviews with Employers 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the results of interviews with three organisations whose 

workforces were partially represented by at least one new and one Old Union. The 

general intent of these interviews was to address the paucity of data on employers' 

reactions to. and perceptions of. New Union formation. More specifically. they 

attempted to provide a unique perspective on New Union formation. and address 

the study's primary research question from an as yet unexplored source. The 

primary focus of this chapter. therefore. is a discussion of results relevant to 

employers' perceptions of why New Unions formed. their role in that process. and 

their contribution to the environment in which that decision was made. The 

chapter also follows the same format as previous chapters and discusses the study's 

supporting questions before addressing the primary research question. 

5.1 New Unions and employers: Past research and the present 

study 

Employer responses to workers' efforts at collectivisation could be described as 

predominantly negative or hostile. Employer opposition to unions was often the 

only method by which researchers could identify an organisation as a union (Webb 

& Webb. 1907). and has become an ingrained part of many Western industrial 

relations systems. Employers in these systems. particularly in Europe, have been 

found to pursue a complex range of covert a nd explicit strategies designed to 

undermine and/or reduce union influence and workers desire for collective 

representation (Dundon. 2002: Logan. 2002; Peetz. 2002a & 2002b: Royle. 2002). 

One facet of these strategies is employer attempts at red irecting or strengthening 
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employee loyalty to the firm and away from unions (Dundon. 2002; Peetz, 2002a 

& 2002b). One method by which this is achieved has been through the formation 

of 'company' unions - employee bodies loyal to and controlled by an employer or 

at least reluctant to oppose them (Jenkins & Sherman. 1979; Kaufman. 2000; Logan. 

2002; Nissen. 1999). 

In New Zealand. many unions newly formed under the Employment Relations Act 

2000 (ERA) have been implied to represent a local form of the 'company' union 

phenomenon (Anderson. 2004; Barry. 2004; Barry & May. 2002; Barry & Reveley. 

2001). Employers are argued to have played a dominant role in workers' decisions 

to form many such unions (Anderson. 2004; Barry. 2004; Barry & May. 2002; 

Barry & Reveley, 2001), with the result that once formed those unions lack the 

ability to act independently of or at arm's length from their employer (Anderson, 

2004). However, little direct evidence has been provided that indicates why New 

Zealand employers would take such action or see it as advantageous. Undermining 

the collective bargaining efforts of traditional or Old Unions (those formed prior to 

the ERA) is mooted as one reason (Barry. 2004: Barry & May. 2001: Barry & 

Reveley. 2001). But whether employers are deliberately pursuing this type of 

strategy has yet to be definitively established. as outside of two or three possibly 

extreme cases (Anderson, 2004: Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2001). little data has 

been provided that indicates the formation of 'company' unions is a distinct 

phenomenon. 

The formation of company unions by New Zealand employers also contradicts 

relevant theoretical descriptions of employer decollectivisation and management 

strategies in Australasia (Cullinane. 2001 ; Peetz. 2002a & 2002b; Wright. 1997). 

Peetz's (2002a & 2002b) model of decollectivist strategies. for example. makes no 

mention of the formation of company unions as a distinct strategy. Rather it 

emphasises exclusive or inclusive techniques that aim to prevent unions from 

entering the workplace or that attempt to redirect employee loyalty toward the 
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firm and away form unions (Peetz. 2002a & 2002b). In New Zealand. the 

adoption of these strategies has been found to vary according to the union density 

within a particular firm (Cullinane, 2001) and the impact of legislation on union 

organising efforts (Wright, 1997). As a key influence on unions' environment (May, 

2003a), legislation has previously been used by New Zealand employers as a 

substitute for formal decollectivisation strategies (Wright, 1997). More specifically, 

in a legislative environment that was detrimental to unions, employers were found 

to forgo formal attempts at decollectivisation and rely on legislation to achieve 

similar outcomes (Wright, 1997). 

While the restrictive legislative conditions to which these findings relate no longer 

apply. key aspects of the current legislative environment could be argued to have a 

decollectivising influence. Relevant factors include the absence of continued or 

sustained growth in union membership (Employment Relations Service, 2004), the 

proliferation of standardised employment agreements. and the passing on of union 

negotiated conditions to non-union workers (Waldegrave et al. 2004). The use of 

standardised employment agreements in particular is a key facet of inclusive and 

exclusivist decollectivist strategies (Peetz. 2002a & 2002b). and many New Zealand 

firms would appear to routinely adopt this technique (Waldegrave et al. 2004). 

In examining this aspect of New Union formation, this study found measured 

evidence of the use of techniques that duplicated key aspects of the decollectivist 

strategies identified by Peetz (2002a & 2002b). This included the use of 

standardised employment agreements. redirection of employee loyalty to the firm, 

and the imposition of barriers to union recruitment (Peetz, 2002a & 2002b). 

However, only in one instance could this influence be construed as a deliberate 

attempt to support or facilitate the creation of a 'company' union. Overall. 

employer responses suggested, without openly acknowledging it. that they 

influenced workers unionisation decisions by: 

• Reducing the economic value of union membership. 
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• Altering the influence and image of a particular union. 

• Influencing a union's ability to service and recruit members. 

Employer descriptions of union bargaining activities. social influence and organising 

efforts also mirrored those provided by New Unions themselves. Most New Unions 

and employers in the study described their relationships as positive but not 

advantageous for those unions. Moreover. both groups used an almost identical set 

of characteristics to describe newer and Old Union organisations. 

How an organisation chooses to publicly identify itself is a key facet of its character 

as a union and its status as a genuine form of employee representation (Blackburn. 

1967: Blackburn & Prandy, 1965). Employers. like New Unions themselves. were 

found to draw clear distinctions between different types of union organisation 

based on their public image. Employers were found to define New Unions in 

largely positive terms. emphasising in particular their pragmatism and enterprise 

focus. In contrast. Old Unions were portrayed negatively with emphasis on their 

confrontational and uncooperative nature. How those unions were described was 

significant to the relationships employers had with them, and to how they were 

perceived by workers in their firms. The public images of older and newer unions 

were also considered by employers to be a significant determinant of why workers 

rejected membership in Old Unions and chose to form New Unions. 

While the number of employers interviewed by the study was small, their responses 

are considered significant as they provide strong confirmation of themes raised by 

the literature review and interviews with New Unions. Principally. employers 

described: 

• Clear differences between the public image of New Unions and Old Unions. 

• Workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions. 

• The significance of dissatisfaction to workers decision to form New Unions. 

• Relationships between New Unions and Old Unions and their members. 
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Worker dissatisfaction with Old Unions had been previously identified as a possible 

factor in the formation of New Unions (Barry & May, 2002). Not identified by that 

research was why workers were dissatisfied. Significantly, both New Unions and 

employers in this study identified similar sources for that dissatisfaction, and 

identified them as the attitudes and behaviours of key individuals, principally union 

organisers and officials, and the perceived dominance of Old Unions' industrial and 

national bargaining agenda. 

5.2 How employers defined unions' public image 

To date New Unions and Old Unions have been differentiated by the formers 

enterprise focus, lower membership fees, and possible inability to operate at arm's 

length from their employers (Anderson, 2004: Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002: 

Barry & Reveley, 2001). The absence of any affiliation or desire to affiliate with the 

wider union movement was also identified as a key characteristic of newer 

organisations (Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002: May, 2003a & 2003b). Together 

these differences have seen researchers question the status of New Unions as 

genuine independent unions (Barry & May, 2002). However, of the factors used by 

recent research (e.g., Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002) to differentiate between 

newer and Old Unions, only the affiliation or non-affiliation of unions with the 

New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU) appeared significant to New 

Unions and employers. This study found instead that both groups placed greater 

significance on the attitudes and behaviour of different unions. 

Employers were found to draw clear distinctions between New Unions and Old 

Unions, with the attitude and behaviour of the former described in a more positive 

fashion. Specifically the typical New Union was described as: 

• Pragmatic. 

• Less confrontational. 

• Willing to compromise. 

• More representative of their members 'workplace' interests. 
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In direct contrast. employers described old or traditional unions as: 

• Militant. 

• Overly positional. 

• Representative of union rather than worker interests. 

• Less capable of entering into productive relationships. 

The positive manner in which New Unions were described was reflected in 

employers' preference for relationships with unions that shared similar behavioural 

characteristics. This did not necessarily result in employers forming stronger or 

dominant relationships with New Unions. rather it was indicative of a preference 

for unions that focused on enterprise level issues and that did not overtly challenge 

managerial prerogative - traits more commonly associated with New Unions. 

How employers distinguished between different unions was a common feature of 

their responses throughout the interview process. The following responses typify 

how employers described Old Unions: 

"It's tVie trlAcie off VV\.eV\,tlALLtt; or IA posLtLoV\,IAL VV\.eV\,tlALLtt; wVierelAs tVie [New iA_V\,LoV\,] 

grolAp VV\.LgVit SIAtJ - t;es we clAV\, recogV\,Lse tVilAt Lf tJOlA cioV\, 't cVilAV\,ge tViLs tVieV\, soVV\.e 

of OlAr VV\.eVV\.bers of tVie lAV\,LOV\, VV\.LgVit Lose tVieLr jobs or tVie blAsL~ss woV\,'t stA.cceeci or 

wVilAtever. TVieLrs Ls IA relASOV\,IAbLtJ prlAgVV\.IAhc 1Appro1AcVi I gtA.ess." 

"I tViLV\,Y<. tVie worcl tA.V\,LOV\, cov0tA.res tA.p certlALV\, stereottjpLwL LVV\.IAges of IA grotA.p, IAV\,ci 

IA socLett; LLY<.ewLse coVV\.es tA.p wLtVi IA ciLffereV\,t pLcttA.re. TVie pLcttA.re tVilAt t)OtA. get 

wLtVi IA tA.V\,LoV\, Ls tVilAt wLtVi Lts orglA V\,Lseci LIA botA.r Lt's V\,etworf<.eci wLtVi otVier tA.V\,LoV\,s 

soVV\.e sort of 1Acivers1ArL1AL posLtLoV\, ... " 
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In contrast, newer unions were commonly described as: 

"I tViLll\,lz tVie!:'.1 Vi1we 111 ver!:'.l cl.Lfferell\,t 11!-p-proll!cVi to tVieLr reLll!holl\,s,ViL-p wLtVi tVie 

covv~:p11111\,1:'.1 tVill!ll\, tVie otVier 1A.ll\,LOll\,S. WVill!t Ls, cl.Lfferell\,t? I g1A.es,s, tVie!:'.1 vloll\,'t 111-p-prnr to 

be vlrLvell\, b!:'.J lllll\,1:'.J f<.Lll\,vl of 11\,llfholl\,ll!L or CT[..{ 111gell\,vlll! ... tVieLr foc1A.s, ll!ll\,vl Lt SOIA.11\,vlS 111 

bLt wooLL!:'.) 11111\,vl PC Ls, Lil\, VIA.Ill 11\,1:'.J Wiii 1:'.Js, Vvl.Ore of 111 -p111 rtll\,ers,ViL-p reL111tLoll\,s,ViL-p wLtVi tVie 

b1A.s.Lll\,es,s, or c0Vv1.-pll!ll\,1:'.J tVi11111\, 111 -pos.Lholl\,ll!L or 111v1vers111rL111L reL111holl\,s,ViL-p." 

For employers the primary source of these differences was the relative age of New 

versus Old Unions. The literature review argued, in part, that any divergence in the 

character of 'new' and 'old' unions could be attributed to their relative age as 

organisations. Unions and their character were also found to evolve over time 

becoming more complex (Blackburn, 1967), and it was argued that New Unions in 

their current form could follow a similar path . This study found that employers, if 

not New Union members, recognised the importance of age in determining the 

character of particular unions. The following responses typify employer perceptions 

that the history of each union was a key contributor to differences between them: 

"TVie oll\,L!:'.l tVi~ll\,g we str1A.ggLe wLtVi Lt's, LLR.e Vill!VLll\,g two cViLLvlrell\,, tVie eLvlest [tVie oLvl 

[..{11\,LOll\,] ll!ll\,vl tVie l:JOIA.11\,ges,t [tVie New [..{11\,LOll\,] cViLLvl." 

"I g1A.ess, tVie s,t111rtLll\,g -poLll\,t Ls, tVill!t tVie ViLstorLes, of tVie two ll!re ver!:'.l v1Lfferell\,t. we 

tViell\, Vi111ve 111 Lot Less, Vv1.LS1A.ll\,c1erstll!ll\,v1Lll\,g 11111\,vl coll\,tell\,tLoll\, betweell\, tVie [fLrVv1.] 11111\,vl 

tVie [New [..{11\,Loll\,J bew1A.se tVie!:'.) 111re II! bLt vtA.ore Vv1.ll!t1A.re, w.ore res-poll\,s,LbLe, Less, -proll\,e 

to beLll\,g o-p-port1A.ll\,Ls,tLc Lil\, tVieLr 111-p-proll!cVi." 

5.3 How did New Unions and Old Unions interact? 

A paucity of data exists on the relationships between New Unions and Old Unions 

in New Zealand. Only one study, conducted on the New Zealand waterfront, 
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specifically examined and described those relationships (Barry & Reveley, 2001), 

although others have discussed them in passing. Barry & Reveley (2001) highlighted 

in particular how unions competed for membership and employer recognition. and 

the open hostility between each group. Other studies have also suggested that 

competition for members is a defining feature of New-Old Union relationships 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2001; May, 2003a & 2003b). Yet in neither instance 

were the perceptions of employers identified, and in the case of Barry & Reveley 

(2001), the relationship was described entirely from the perspective of Old Unions. 

The findings of this study, however, confirm that the nature of those relationships, 

as seen by employers, is determined primarily by the degree to which New Unions 

and Old Unions compete for members. 

5.3.1 Inter-union relationships where unions compete for members 

Two of the three employers interviewed for this study were in a position to clearly 

describe relationships between New Unions and Old Unions within their firms. In 

the first of those firms, three unions operated within its dominant worksite, two old 

and one new. Relationships between those unions were characterised by what the 

employer termed the openly hostile response of Old Unions to the newly formed 

organisation. This began when the New Union first formed and has continued 

since. While competition for members was identified by the employer as a key 

source of conflict, they also noted the strong ideological differences between each 

union. Competition for members and ideological differences significant to conflict 

between those unions were commented on as follows: 

"TVie reLlilhoV\,s.ViL-ps. 1 guess. lilre coV1A.-pLex betweeV\, tVie uV\,LoV\,s. beclilus.e tVieij lilre 

c,oV1A.-pehV\,g for V\A.eV1A.bers. for lil s.tlilrt •.. i::JOu'Ve got tVios.e tViree UV\,LOV\,S. -plilrtLec! to [tVie] 

lilgreeV1A.eV\,t fri::JLV\,g to s.Lt Lil\, tVie S.lilV\A.e blilrg/ilLV\,LV\,g foruVIA., o~eV\, wLtVi c!LffereV\,t 

lilgell\,c!/ils. /illl\,c! c!LffereV\,t 11\,/iltLoV\,/ilL /illl\,c! LoclilL -pers.-pectLves. - lil c!LffereV\,t -pViLLos.o-pViLclilL 

blils.e." 
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Both ideological differences and competition for members contributed to the 

antagonistic nature of relationships between those unions. That relationship was 

described in general terms in the response below: 

"Well 1 s.t-rppos.e tVilllt H1etl tlAR.e VV1.eVV1.bers.ViLp froVVt. tV\eVVt. - 1 g1Aes.s. tVietJ wo1Alcl 

cVillllleV'vge s.oVVt.e of tlrte f1AV'vii11AVV1.eV'vt1Al prLV'vcLplllls. IAV'vcltrll:jLV'vg tlrte trlllc\LhoV'vllll IAV'vLOV'v 

VV1.0VeVV1.eV'vt, les.s. of IA pos.LtLoV'vllll blllrglllLV'vLV'vg 1Approlllclrt, les.s. pos.LhoV'vllll c\Lree-tLoV'vllll 

1Approllle-lrt OV'v tlrtLV'vgs., o~eV'v pres.eV'vhV'vg tlrte worR.ers. vLews. rllltlrier tlrtlll V'v tlrte IAV'vLOV'vS.." 

Inter-union relationships in this firm suggest that how unions operated, or were 

perceived to operate, was a significant feature of their operating environment. In 

describing those relationships, the employer in this case continued to emphasise 

what was seen as critical differences between the behaviour and attitude of New 

Unions and Old Unions. 

The level of inter-union competition described by this employer would suggest a 

high level of union membership in that firm, and possibly a trend toward 

membership growth brought about by union organising efforts. However, the 

opposite appeared to be the case with the employer describing the negative impact 

this competition had had on unions in their organisation. The responses indicated a 

belief that inter-union conflict ultimately hurt unions. a typical comment being: 

"WV\ere we s.ee s.LgV'vL{LclllV'vt cVilllV'vge LV'v VV1.eVV1.bers.ViLp Ls. V'vot s.o VV1.1Ae-lrt LV'v tVieLr overlllll 

totllll VVt.eviAbers.lrtLp b1At LV'v tlrte clrtlllV'vgLV'vg s.olLc\Ltti of tVie IAV'vLOV'vS. tlrtlllt viAeviAbers. 

beloV'vg to ." 

For the employer, the tangible outcome of this process was seen in the steady 

decline in union density in the firm under the ERA; figures provided by that 

employer showed that union density had dropped from 74°/o to 64°/o from 2000 -
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2004. New Unions in this instance appear to contribute to the existence of what 

Willman (1989, p. 260) called: 

..... market share unionism ... [where] unions compete for their proportion of a 

declining membership base.. . [and fail] to cooperate in the expansion of the 

membership base." 

The conflict between older and newer unions was strong enough to suggest no 

possibility of the cooperation Willman (1989) argues is critical to unions' 

sustainability. A clear example of the strength of inter-union conflict in this firm was 

provided by examples of Old Unions' refusal to form any type of relationship with 

their newer counterparts, one example provided being: 

"We'Ve Vi!A ci s.Ltu!AhoV'vs. wViere tVie [oLci V\.V'vLOV'v] refus.eci to w..eet L f tVie [New V\.V'vLOV'v] 

w/As. -pves.eV'vt - Lt s.tLLL Vi!A-p-peV'vs.. OV've ovg!AV'vLs.er LV'v -pcirtLc,uLIAr bLIAtiAV'vtli:j refus.eci to 

w..eet LV'v tVie s.1Aw..e w..eetLV'vg !As tVie [New V\.V'vLOV'v] - tViei:j s!ALci tViei:j WV'v get stuffeci 

tVi ei:j 're V'vOt IA re/AL uV'vLOV'v IA V'vci otVier LIA V'vg u/A ge 1 woV'vt re-prnt" 

The ultimate outcome of this process was found to be either the stagnation or 

decline of union membership as a single-minded focus on organising prevents unions 

from sustaining themselves in the long-term (Willman, 1989). 

When asked why they formed their own union, a number of New Union 

participants stated that union recruitment efforts, and competition for members, 

had played a role. Principally, Old Union organising had reduced their desire to 

join such unions. Union competition within this workplace highlighted a similar 

trend with the employer describing the impact of inter-union conflict on unionised 

workers as: 
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"For tVie 1A.v1.foV\, VM.eVM.ber.s 1 tViLV\-R Lt's crwtLV\-g dLsLLLtA.sLoV\-VM.eV\-t CMd frnstrli!hOV\-. 1 

tViLV\,k: tVieij g et prettij li!V\-V\-Oijed wLtVi tVie tA.V\-LOV\- offLcL!i!Ls' beVi!i!vLotA.r li!V\-d tVie 

tA.V\-LOV\-'S beVi!i!vLotA.r LV\- totli! L. 1 tViLV\-R we Vi!i!ve to k:eep poLV\-tLV\-g otA.t to tVieVM. tVili!t tVieij 

li!re tVie tA.V\-LOV\- . AV\-d 1 gtA.ess wViere ljOtA. see Ii! tli!V\-gLbLe effect Ls tVie V\-tA.VM.ber of people 

wVio ex.Lt otA.t of tVie tA.V\-LOV\-S or doV\-'t p!i!rhcLp!i!te LV\- tA.V\-LOV\- btA.SLV\-ess, doV\-'t go to tVieLr 

Ii! V\,V\-IA.li!L VM.eehV\,gs, tViLV\-gS LLk:e tVili!t." 

A key element within this particular workplace was the employer's perception of 

the poor service Old Unions delivered to their members. However, unions 

themselves were not held entirely to blame for their situation. In this particular 

instance, the ERA was seen to have a significant impact on how unions operated. 

"TVie V\,ew Lli!ws Vi!i!ve pL!i!ced IA.POV\- tVie VM.tA.cV! VM.ore trli!dLtLoV\-li!L-bli!sed tA.V\-LOV\-S Ii! foctA.s 

OV\- recrnLtVM.eV\-t li!V\-d 1 soVM.etLVM.es woV\-der Lf tVili!t Vi!i!s stA.perseded tVie sevvLce foGtA.S. 

yotA. RV\-OW lj OtA.'re btA.StJ otA.t Gli!V\-Vli!ssLV\-g V\,ew sLtes li!V\-d ptA.LLLV\-g tA."fl V\,ew VM.eVM.bersViL-p 

to tVie Loss of i:JO!A.r ctA.rreV\-t VM.eVM.bersViL-p." 

A similar trend was recently noted by the NZCTU (2003, p. 5) who argued that 

unionism in New Zealand was fast running "to [a] stand still". The NZCTU noted in 

particular the case of the Service and Food Workers Union which had declined in 

real size despite successfully recruiting more than 22,000 members under the ERA 

(NZCTU, 2003). 

5.3.2 Inter-union relationships where unions do not compete for members 

In a second firm, one Old Union representing most of the firm's general workforce 

operated alongside a single New Union which covered a small number of middle 

managers. The relationship between those unions was also characterised by clear 

ideological differences between the unions. The employer described those 

differences and source as: 
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TV!e!::J Vic:ive tVie [New IA.VlLOVl] L.s tVie w..Lv1v1Le w..C!VlC!gew..eVlt c:i.s.socLc:itLoV\, or vtVlLOVl 

wVierrn.s tVie c:ive ver!::J w..vtcVi c:i bLvte coLLc:ir, ver!::J trc:iv1LtLoV\-ClL, .sow..ewVic:it 

w..LLLtc:iV\,t vtVlLOVl .so tVie!j Vic:ive c:i pViLLo.sopV!LcciL v1LffereVcce LV\, Viow tViet:J cipproc:icVi 

L.s.s vte.s. " 

However, the most important difference between the two unions appeared to be 

the workers they represented, and the fact that neither organisation was in a 

position to or interested in competing for members. Consequently, while both 

unions were found to follow a different, and opposing, pattern of behaviour, their 

relationship was not characterised by the conflict found in other firms. The level of 

interaction between them was described as: 

TV!ere L.s LLw..Ltev1 LVcterc:ictLoVc betweeV\, tVie two of tV\eVVt. TVie!j botVi repre.seV\,t 

v1L ffereVct pc:i rt.s of tVie wor~force .so tVie!j Vic:ive - tViere'.s VcO v1ew..c:i rc..c:itLoV\, v1L.spvtte or 

c:i Vl!::JtV!LVcg tVic:it cow..pLLwte.s LL fe." 

The absence of direct conflict over members is such that the employer was able to 

identify an element of common interest between the two unions, described as: 

TV!e!::J Vic:ive .soVVte Level of .sVic:i rev1 vL.sLoVc bvtt Vcot c:i V\, eVcorw..ovt.s c:i w..ovtVct .so tViet:J 

v1oV\,'t operc:ite c:i.s ci tc:ig tec:iw.. or ClVc!::JtViLV\-g; tVie!j Vic:ive tVieLv owV\, LV\,tere.st.s c:it Virnrt." 

Significantly, the New Union this employer refers to was interviewed by the study, 

and provided a similar description of its relationship with the Old Union. What 

these findings suggest is that conflict between New Unions and Old Unions and the 

opposition of the latter to New Unions is stronger where they both represent similar 

occupational groups. However, given the small number of employers interviewed 

for this study it is difficult, without further research, to definitely state that these 

findings are reflective of the union movement as a whole. 
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5.4 Why employers thought New Unions formed 

Employer descriptions of inter-union relationships in their firms are also significant 

because of the continued emphasis they placed upon characteristics that 

distinguished the public image of older and newer unions. Unions' public image 

and the impact of hostile inter-union relationships on workers were identified by 

employers as key factors in the formation of New Unions. In a similar fashion to 

New Union participants, employer responses stressed that the formation of New 

Unions represented, in most cases, the rejection by workers of membership in Old 

Unions. In other words, New Unions were formed by workers who actively sought 

some form of collective representation, but deliberately chose to avoid membership 

in existing unions. 

Factors regarded by employers as significant to that decision, and similar to those 

identified by New Unions themselves, were Old Unions': 

• Poorer public image. 

• Poor service delivery. 

• Organising and recruitment efforts. 

Union service delivery and recruitment efforts in particular came under strong 

criticism from employers, two of whom argued that unions had failed to deliver or 

pursue either process effectively. A typical response stated that: 

"I VV<..eci111, 111,ot tVicit we Vicive ci 111,egcitLve feeLLv.,g ciboiAt 1A111,Lo111,s. biAt Lf oiAr stciff clo111,'t 

wci111,t to joL111, tVieVV<.. we clov.,'t wci111,t to force tVieVV<.. wLtVi ci coLLechve cigreeVV<..e111,t eLtVier. 

we fL111,cl tVicit tVie 1All\,Lo111,s. tVicit we cire cleciLL111,g wLtVi clo Mt excictLk::J VV<..cif<.e k::JOIA feeL 

ex.cLtecl cibo1At joL111,L111,g ci 1All\,Lo111,. TVietJ cire fd111,cl of s.Low. At hVV<..es. we Vicive Viwrcl 

froVV<.. s.oVV<..e s.tciff tVicit joLv.,ed tVie 1AV\,Lo111, L111,LhciLLtJ ci 111,cl Vicive tVie111, -piALLecl wt bewiAs.e 

tVietJ werev.,'t gettLv.,g Cl 111,!::1 cichov., froVV<.. tVieLr 1All\,Lo111,." 
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Underlying these responses, and a large proportion of the interview process. were 

employer attempts to focus any decision of New Union formation on the 

responsibility and role of Old Unions in that process. Employers in the study 

appeared reluctant to discuss, or admit, any direct influence on the formation 

process. 

5.4. I The role of employers in workers' decision to unionise 

This study suggests that employers regard their actions as less significant to workers' 

decision to join and form New Unions. than the actions of Old Unions. Conversely 

the study found that employers. while unwilling to claim responsibility for workers 

joining unions. did claim some responsibility for workers not joining them. When 

asked why workers did not join unions in their organisation a typical response was: 

"DVi, outstCIV\,dLV\,g evi~:pLo!jee reLC!tLol/\,sViL-ps obvLousL!j - I 1t1A.LgVit be -flL-p-pC!V\,t but 

tViere Ls so1t1A.etViLV\,g tViC!t WV\, be se1Ld for Cl good E"R sfre1teg!j tVie1t drLves llVtOYe 

e1t1A.-pLo!jees' se1tLsfe1ctLol/\, CIV\,d co1t1A.-petell\,ce for CIV\, e1t1A.-pLo!jeY CIV\,d tVie1t's got to be -pe1rt 

of wViC!t's Vie1-p-pel/\,LV\,g Viere . I dol/\,'t RV\,OW Lf we fLLL CIV\,!j ge1-ps for title UV\,LOV\,S but we 

gLve LV\,cru~LbLe col/\,fLdeV\,ce tVie1t tVie!j wll\, wor~ wLtVi us CIV\,d tVie!j dol/\,'t Vie1ve to go 

off to CIV\,!j uV\,LoV\,s or tViLrd -pe1rtLes or CIV\,tjtViLV\,g LL~e tViC!t." 

Only in one instance did an employer accept that they were responsible, at least in 

part. for workers desire for union membership. When asked why workers had 

decided to form a New Union they responded by stating that: 

"TVie!j felt vuLV\,ere1bLe; tVie!j feLt tVie1t e1 Lot Vie1cl beell\, e1s~ed of tVie1t1A., CIV\,d tViC!t tVie!j 

dLc!V\,'t Vie1ve Cl coLLectLve voLce . 1 tViLV\,~ Lt ge1ve tVie1t1A. 1t1A.ore sewrLt!j; i.t ge1ve tVie1t1A. Cl 

voLce, Cl 11\,d Lt ge1ve tVie1t1A. e1ccess to Cl cell\,tre Cl 11\,d Cl cViC! 11\,ce to Vie1ve tVieLr vLews Viee1 rd 

c!LrectL!j, Cl 11\,d Lt req uLrecl us to ell\,ge1ge wLtVi tViellVt wVieV\, -perVie1-ps tVie!j vLewed tViC!t 

we tooR tViellVt for grCIV\,ted ." 
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Employer responses offered more clues as to why union membership was not 

pursued by workers in their firms. Their responses indicated that, in at least two of 

three firms interviewed, employers reduced the likelihood that workers would join 

unions by: 

• Placing barriers in the way of union recruitment. 

• Intervening in the relationships between unions and their members. 

• Attempting to redirect employee loyalty toward the firm. 

One firm in particular provided measured evidence of almost deliberate attempts to 

prevent or at least undermine union recruitment efforts. The attitude of that firm to 

union recruitment is effectively described in the following response: 

"I doVv't RVvOW - I tV!LVvR. Lt's c;iLso L(,{cR.tj tVii;it VVtOSt of o(,{r worR.force Ls so VVtobLLe so 

Lt's, Vicird for (,{VvLOVvS to wtcVi (,{p wLtVi 01.{r people." 

However, this particular employer maintained their argument that the low level of 

union membership in their firm was the result of poorly managed union recruiting 

efforts. These were described as: 

"UR.e 1 s,i;iLd, tVietj Vicive trLed VVteetLVvgs GiVvd tViese VVteehVvgs Vicive VicippeVved wVieVv we 

were bl.{Stj CJVvd ciLtV\ol.{gV\ tVie Vvohces were p(,{t (,{p we cict(,{ciLLtj, for s,i;ifettj rwsoVvs, 

cisR.ed tV\eVVt [tVie orgci VvLsersJ to go LVvto o(,{r wfeterLci i;i Vvd do Lt tViere - Vicive tVie 

VVteetLVvg. AVvd Vvobodtj WVVte LVvto tVie ccifeterLi;i so tVietj tVio(,{gVit we deLLberciteLtj 

told evertjbOdtj to stcitj ciwc;itj froVVt tVie wfeterLGi. TV!Git's wVii;it tVietj told VVte 

G1VvtjWCltj. TV!etj sciLd DR., tVicit dLdVv't worR., Let's p(,{t tjOI.{ LVv ViLgVi vLsLbLLLttjjGicR.ets 

wLtVi scifettj boots oVv GiVvd p(,{t tJOI.{ LVv tVie VVtLdc\Le of tVie freLgVit sViec\ - stLLL Vvobodtj 

wGiVvted to tciLR. to tVieVVt." 
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When asked to explain union recruitment efforts, this firm continued to address 

unions' ineffectiveness in recruitment, rather than any employer-created barriers 

stating: 

"I Vililve fouv.,d tVietJ Wze to tli!rget pLii!ces wViere tViere lilre Iii Lot of peopLe lilt ov.,e hV1t1.e . 1 

dov.,'t Rv.,ow Lf tVietJ dov.,'t uv.,derstli!v.,d tVie Lv.,dustrtJ but tVietJ seeVVt to tViLv.,fz 

Lf tVietJ coV1t1.e Lv., tVie V1t1.LddLe of Iii Luv.,c,Vi breli!R, tVietJ wLLL cli!tcVi evert:JbOdtj. But Iii Lot 

of our [7] tVietJ do Vililve Luv.,c,Vi brwfzs but Lt's v.,ot Iii LLR-e Iii bell goes off li!v.,d tVietJ lilre 

Iii LL sLttLv.,g Lv., tVie wfeterLli! lils Iii wphve Iii udLev.,ce. SoV1t1.e of tV\eV1t1. Iii re Viii!vLv.,g tVieV1t1. 

out ov., tVie roli!ds - Lt Ls trLcfztJ· 1 dov.,'t RV\,OW Lf wVietVier tVietJ lilrejust beLv.,g Lii!Zt:J 

perViii!ps Lil\, tVie li!Yeli!S tVililt we operlilte Lil\, or wVili!V 

Taken alone, these responses strengthen suggestions that unions themselves are to 

blame for their failure to recruit members and the unwillingness of workers to join 

them. However, in this case the totality of the employer's responses suggest the 

deliberate, but not overt, use of barriers to union recruitment efforts. 

5.5 Do New Unions and their employers operate at arm's length? 

The ability of New Unions to act as true independent bodies has been of significant 

concern to empirical research, which has painted a bleak picture of the 

independence of many (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley, 2001). 

The critical test of a union's independence is its ability to act at arm's length 

(Anderson, 2004) and to pursue interests that differ from its employer (Barry & 

May, 2002). A number of factors are argued to contribute to a lack of 

independence on the part of many New Unions. Key factors are their small size, 

enterprise agenda, low membership fees and, critically, the presumed support given 
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by employers to their formation (Anderson, 2004: Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 

2002). 

Employer support for the formation of New Unions is significant as it is implied to 

result in employer domination of a union once formed: or at the least the 

formation of a union reluctant to oppose that employer. Empirical research has 

noted in particular that many New Unions may have received, and in one case were 

known to have done so, some form of financial help from an employer prior to 

formation (Anderson, 2004: Barry & May, 2002). However, outside of a few. 

possibly isolated, cases no definitive evidence has been provided that would 

indicate this is a widespread practice. Furthermore, the receipt by a union of 

financial assistance prior to its formation has also been found to have little bearing 

on its ability and/or willingness to act independently once formed (Anderson, 2004: 

Blackburn. 1967). 

5.5. l Did employers support the formation of New Unions? 

In interviews with the representatives of New Unions, this study found that, in 

many cases. the formation of a New Union was supported by management. 

However, those representatives also indicated that management support for their 

union did not continue post-formation, New Unions gaining no real advantage 

from that relationship. Interviews with employers, however, found that the 

formation of New Unions was, with one exception, accepted but not actively 

supported. This study argues that the former case is distinguished by an employer's 

recognition of and compliance with the requirements of the ERA: the latter by a 

deliberate attempt to promote or facilitate the formation of a New Union. The 

following response typified how employers in two cases responded to the 

formation of the New Union: 
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"We tooR tVie C!fYPYOC!cVi of S.C!t:JLll\,g 'oVi, wViC!t Cl s.uv-prLs.e' - tVietj d.o C!LWC!t:JS. gLve u-p 

tVieLr VV1.Wt Lil\, tVie s.C! 11\,d.wLcVi Cl 11\,d. tViet:J -probci bLt:J feel tVicit tVie Ls.oLciholl\, VVl.Cl Res. tV\eVV1. 

vuLll\,eYcibLe Lll\,d.LvLd.uciLLt:J. TVietj'Ye s.ort of poweYLes.s. Lll\,c{LvLd.uciLLt:J s.o Lt wC!s. Cl WClt:J 

Lil\, wViLcVi tViet:J could. ex-pres.s. tV\eVV1.s.eLves. coLLechveLt:J Cl 11\,d. we tooR Cl vLew tViC!t tVieYe 

wC!s. LLttLe -poLll\,t Lil\, us. -prevciLLLll\,g C1gciLll\,s.t tV\eVV1., S.Clt:JLll\,g tViet:J s.ViouLd.11\,'t d.o tViLs., Lt 

wC!s. tVieLY LegciL rLgVit to d.o s.o." 

In relation to possible financial support for those New Unions, employers were 

quick to point out that no such assistance was given: 

"We c{oll\,'t full\,d. Lil\, C!ll\,t:J -pcirtLcuLC!Y WC!t:J, we d.oll\,'t -pYDvLc{e tV\eVV1. wLtVi C!ll\,t:J s.-pecLC!L 

pYLvLLeges. DY wViciteveY - 11\,0 s.pecLciL -pYLvLLeges. C!ccord.ed. to tVie [New IA.11\,Loll\,] ." 

The primary indicator offered by employers of the presence of an 'at arm's length' 

relationship was the manner in which New Unions and Old Unions in their 

organisations were treated. Employers emphasised in particular equitable treatment 

in collective bargaining and other aspects of their relationship with unions. New 

Union independence was assured, and employer duplicity in their formation 

avoided, by treating all unions in the same manner. A typical response here stated 

that: 

"/II\, teYVV1.S. of reVV1.C1Lll\,Lll\,g cit cirVV1.'s. Lell\,gtVi to be LV\,d.epell\,d.ell\,t of tVie gyoup, to CIV\,s.wey 

t:JDUY ques.tLoV\,, we d.oll\,'t frrnt our YeLC!hoV\,s.ViL-p wLtVi tV\eVV1. DY d.rnL wLtVi tV\eVV1. Clll\,!::) 

d.Lfferell\,tL!::j froVVI. C!ll\,!::J otVier UV\,LOV\,." 
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In elaborating on their responses, this respondent noted further: 

"Ouv vLew, ouv opevcihoVl-ClL ClVl-d s.tvcitegLc outLoof<. wLH1 Hie uV1-LOV1-S. OVI- ouv s.Lte Ls. 

tltlcit tltletj ciLL ltlcive equciL s.tcitus. Lnes.pectLve of tltleLv V1-uVV\.bevs., Lvves.pectLve of tltleLv 

pltlLLos.opltltJ, Lvves.pectLve LVI- tevVV\.s. of tltleLv ciffLLLcitLoV1-." 

For two of the three employers interviewed, the key concern was whether 

employees and/or other unions believed the 'at arm's length' relationship existed. A 

key goal was therefore to convince Old Unions that they were not involved in, or 

responsible for, New Union formation. This process was not assisted at times by the 

different behaviour or attitudes of newer unions. The absence of direct conflict 

between New Unions and employers commonly noted as a problem: 

"Wltlcit t)Du do ltlcive Ls. wltleVI- title uV1-LoV1- ClVl-d title eVV\.pLoijev decLde to eV1-tev LV1-to ci 

veLcitLoV1-s.ltlLp ClVl-d cidopt Cl dLffeveV1-t WCltJ of wovf<.LVl-g LLf<.e we ltlcive doVl-e fov title Lcis.t 

tltlvee t)eClYS. certciLV1-LtJ wLtltl title [New vtV1-LoV1-]. Tltlet) get ci Level of fLcif<. fvoVV\. tltleLv 

VV\.eVV\.bevs. s.ci i:'.J LV\,g tltlcit tltleij 'Ve goV\,e to bed wLtltl us.. so tltleve's. ci s.eV1-s.e of wltlLcltl 

tltleLv VV\.eVV\.bevs. - title [New 1A.V1-LoV1-'s.] VV\.eVV\.bevs. - ltlcive to cidcipt to tltlcit V1-ew WCltJ of 

opevciti.V1-g. wltlel/\, title eV1A.pLot)eY wcis. title eV1-eVV\.i:'.), tltleij weve LVI- vevt! opeV\, wcivfcive 

ClVl-d t)DU RVl-OW vevt! cLecivLtJ ijDU RVl-OW wltlo wove title bLcicf<, ltlcits. ClVl-d wltlo dLdl/\,'t. 

WltleVI- t)Du've LVI- pcirtV\,evs.ltlLp Vl-O 0V1-e's. wecivLV\,g title bLcicf<. ltlcits. Cll/\,d Lts. V\,Qt tltlcit 

cLeciv; dLs.gvuV1-tLed VV1.eVV1.bevs. wltlo doV1-'t get wltlcit tltletj WClVl-t CCll/\, poLV\,t to title UV\,LOV\, 

ci V\,d sci tJ we LL tJ ou've s.eLLLV\,g out." 

5.5.2 The possible formation of a company union 

The formation of many New Unions has been implied to represent a New Zealand 

version of the company union phenomenon. In two of the three firms interviewed, 

this study found little evidence to suggest an employer maintained, or was capable 

of, this level of control over the relevant New Union, although little evidence was 
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found to suggest they were incapable of such control, suggesting the need for 

further study in this area. In one case, however, employer responses provided 

measured evidence that the formation of a New Union may have represented a 

deliberate attempt at keeping Old Unions out of the workplace. Significantly, the 

employer argued that this objective was in the first instance pursued by workers, not 

management. Workers in the firm pursued the formation of their own because: 

"/ WOlA.Lv! S.lil tj tVie oLd.eY [s.tlilff] VllilVe Ii! 111,egliltLve feeLLV'vg Ii! bolA.t tVie lA.V'vLOV'v. AV'vd. I 

glA.es.s. wLtVi tVie LV'vtrOv!lA.e-tLoV'v of tVie SRA Ii! Lot of people weye woYYLev! lilbolA.t wVililt 

LV'vvoLveVVteV'vt tVie lA.V'vLoV'vs. weye goLV'vg to get lilglilLV'v. AV'vd. 1 glA.es.s. tVie glA.tjS. tV!olA.gV!t, 

weLL Viow v!o we s.top tView.. fvow.. cow..LV'vg LV'vto OlA.V woYR-pL!i!e-e." 

In terms of its character, this union exhibited characteristics commonly attributed to 

New Unions by both employers and New Union participants. Key characteristics 

included: 

• An opposition to membership in existing unions. 

• The presence of a key opinion leader. 

The formation of the New Union in this firm was, in the employer's words: 

"[Lt WlilS.] pyetttj V1AlA.GVl d.YLVeV'v btj Ii! p!i!rtLGlA.LlilY [s.tlilff w..ew..beY] wVio Vilild. beeV'v wLtVi 

tVie cow..pli!V'vtj pYoblilbLtj teV'v tjeli!YS. lilt tVililt hw..e. He d.Ld.V'v't WlilV'vt tView.. VieYe. I V1Aeli!V'v, 

to teLL (:jOlA. tVie trntVi, Vie d.Ld. Vililve tVie s.lA.pport fyow.. w..1il111,lilgew..eV'vt eveV'v t V!olA.gV! (:jOlA. 

lilYe V'vot s.lA.ppos.ev! to. WV\eV'v tVietj lils.R-ed. foY lild.vLe-e OV'v Viow to s.etlA.p Ii! lA.V'vLOV'v lilV'vv! 

S.tlA.ff I glA.es.s.." 

What distinguished this particular union from others in the study was that, unlike 

other New Unions, it did not appear to have any real or active collective 

relationship with its employer. The primary evidence for this was the absence of 

any form of collective bargaining, with the New Union not identified by that 
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employer as one with whom they bargained. When asked if and how active the 

New Union had been since it was formed, the employer's response was: 

"No IAOt reciLLi::J. I VVleCllA before tVie 5RA we Vicici Cl coLLectl.ve co1AtY°Clct Cl1Aci -pretti::J 

w..ucVi tVicit rCllA u-p tojuli::J Lcis,t i::JeClr [2003]. s o 1 RIAeW tVicit tViei::J, tVie u1AL01A, Vielci 

ci bciLLot to get tVicit out, to get rLci of Lt, but Lt s,tcii::)eci LIA -plcice but everi::Jbocii::J's, 

VVlOVeci 01Ato LIAciLvLciuciLs, IAOW." 

A brief review of the New Union's rules and the employer's organisational structure 

revealed also that the employee who had formed the union was a senior manager 

in the firm. However, to categorically define this particular New Union as an 

artificial or employer creation is not possible without further examination. Of the 

three firms interviewed, this particular employer had the lowest level of union 

membership with less than ten workers out of a workforce of several hundred being 

members of a union. From this perspective, the firm already appeared capable of 

excluding unions from its worksites, or at least employed workers who possessed 

little or no desire for collective representation. Overall, the interview process 

offered few clues as to why, outside of a dislike of Old Unions, such a course of 

action was considered necessary. 

5.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the results of interviews with three employers with particular 

emphasis on identifying themes relevant to the formation of New Unions and 

existing research findings. With reference to the study's principal and supporting 

research questions, the conclusions drawn from this set of interviews are listed 

below. 
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5.6.1 Why did workers rejed membership in other unions in favour of 

forming their own? 

Employer responses suggested that dissatisfaction with Old Unions was workers' 

primary motivation for rejecting membership in those organisations. Furthermore, 

they identified the source of this dissatisfaction as: 

• Workers' negative response to the behaviour of Old Unions. 

• Old Unions' poor service delivery. 

Employer responses were more significant for how they avoided any suggestion that 

they. not Old Unions. influenced workers' decision in this regard. However, their 

responses suggested that employers influenced workers' unionisation decisions. 

Although no definitive evidence was recorded on how this occurred. it is suggested 

that employers influenced workers' unionisation decisions by: 

• Creating barriers to union recruitment. 

• Reducing the competitive value of union membership. 

• Pursuing active employee relations strategies. 

5.6.2 What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to form a 

union? 

In two of three firms, employers were found to accept workers' decisions to form a 

New Union. More specifically, they did not place barriers in the way of that 

decision out of a recognised need to comply with the ERA. In neither instance did 

the study find that the employer had actively supported the formation process. In 

the third firm interviewed, employer involvement appeared to be more extensive, 

extending as far as actively facilitating and promoting the formation of a New 

Union. Little acknowledgement of that support was provided by the employer, 

but the role of a senior company manager in forming the union. and the firm's 

relationship with, and attitude toward. unions in general suggest a degree of 

duplicity in relation to that New Union. 
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5.6.3 Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or deliberate 

decision? 

In two of three firms, employer responses suggest that the decision to form a New 

Union was a deliberate choice by workers attempting to: 

• Protect their collective interests, and 

• Bargain collectively outside of the traditional union movement. 

In the third firm a different process was recorded. While the formation of the New 

Union in this firm was also the result of a deliberate decision, that decision was 

made primarily to prevent traditional unions entering the firm. 

5.6.4 How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their 

charader evolved? 

Employer interviews did not provide a definitive answer to this question. Rather, 

employers offered clues as to how their relationships with newer unions differed to 

those with Old Unions. 

5.6.5 What is a genuine union? 

Blackburn (1967) and Blackburn & Prandy's (1965) concept of unionateness 

describes seven key facets of the character of the genuine union organisation. Of 

these, the willingness of organisations to engage in some form of militant action, 

their public image, and their affiliation with the NZCTU, appears to be most 

relevant to employer descriptions of union organisations. Employers were found to 

regard militancy, formal links with the NZCTU and a confrontational public image 

as a defining characteristic of the traditional union movement. When describing 

New Unions, employer responses painted a more positive picture emphasising 

newer organisations' pragmatic and cooperative approach, and the absence of any 

national affiliation. However, neither description indicates whether employers 

regarded New Unions as less genuine than their traditional, or older, counterparts. 

Employers appeared to regard both New Unions and Old Unions as genuine 
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unions, but only where they effectively represented their member's interests, a trait 

not associated with Old Unions in their firms. The attitudes of Old Unions were 

also argued to be significant to how New Unions were perceived in the workplace. 

Employers reported, for instance, that Old Unions did not regard New Unions as 

genuine, or viewed them with a degree of suspicion. 

5.6.6 Are New Unions genuine? 

Several facets of Blackburn's (1967) description of the genuine union were examined 

by this study, but interviews with employers did no! allow New Unions' 

applicability to this concept to be definitively tested. However, with reference to 

relevant aspects of that concept, employer interviews offered the following 

conclusions: 

Is collective bargaining central to New Unions? 

In two of three cases, employers reported that they were actively engaged in 

collective bargaining with the New Union operating in their organisation. In one 

instance, however, the employer clearly stated that no such bargaining relationship 

existed. 

Are New Unions prepared to be militant? 

The subject of union militancy was not specifically raised by employers. However, 

their responses appeared to indicate that the pursuit of militant action was not 

something they attributed to New Unions. Rather, militancy was a characteristic 

commonly attributed to Old Unions. 

Are New Unions affiliated to a peak union body? 

The absence of any affiliation by unions to a peak union body, e.g., the NZCTU, 

appeared to be a defining facet of employer's description of New Unions . 
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Do New Unions publicly identify themselves to be unions? 

Employer responses provided little indication of whether New Unions identified 

themselves as unions. They did suggest. however, that employers publicly treated 

them as unions. predominantly to ensure no union was seen to be favoured by 

them and to lessen Old Union hostility toward newer organisations. 

Do New Unions operate at arm's length from their employers? 

In two of three cases, little evidence was found to indicate New Unions did not 

operate at arm's length from their employer. Employer involvement in the 

formation of these unions also reflected an acceptance of that process, rather than 

outright support of it. Only in one case could it be argued that a New Union was 

not an independent body due to its close relationship with the employer, and the 

possible role played by management in its formation. 

5.6. 7 Why did New Unions form: Current and emerging themes? 

Employer interviews suggest that where a New Union was formed by workers. its 

formation represented workers' desire: 

• For collective representation outside of the traditional union movement. 

• To pursue some form of collective bargaining. 

More specifically, employers suggested that workers who formed New Unions were 

attempting to create, and did create, unions that did not duplicate behaviours and 

attitudes attributed to Old Unions. Employers offered fewer clues on how the 

decision to form a New Union was made or reached. They did identify factors they 

considered significant to the outcome of that decision including: 

• Old Unions' poor service delivery. 

• Workers' dissatisfaction with membership in Old Unions. 

• Inter-union competition. 
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Inter-union competition was found to be significant to the formation of New 

Unions. In particular. employer responses suggest that who New Unions 

represented was a primary determinant of how they were defined, and responded 

to. by Old Unions. In workplaces where Old and New Unions competed for 

members, the former were found to be distinctly opposed to New Unions. In 

workplaces where competition for members was not prevalent. relationships 

between those unions were to some extent cooperative. 

While employers offered some clues as to why workers would form New Unions. 

they offered fewer clues as to why employers would choose to do so. A desire to 

undermine existing unions has been mooted as an option. but this study found little 

evidence of this process. It did, however, identify an attempt by one employer to 

support the formation of a New Union whose ultimate aim was to prevent other 

unions from entering their workplace. The formation of this New Union apparently 

complemented a set of management strategies aimed at maintaining a 

decollectivised workplace. In another instance, however, the findings suggest that 

where unions openly competed with each other for members. employers would 

have little need to deliberately undermine them - employer responses suggest that 

unions were in fact undermining themselves. However, the small number of 

employers interviewed by the study makes it difficult for the study to offer definitive 

conclusions about why employers believe New Unions form. The study did, 

however, find that employer attitudes mirrored those identified by Cullinane 

(2001). particularly those found in highly unionised firms or those with a history of 

union presence. It found also that employer perceptions of their support for 

workers decision to form New Unions differed from that of workers themselves. 

Employers also appeared to be very conscious of the need for New Unions to 

operate independently and at arm's length. Consequently, employers accepted, 

rather than supported, the decision to form New Unions. and emphasised that once 

formed they were treated no differently from other organisations. 
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Chapter Six 

Discussion of results of interviews with Old Unions 

6.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results of interviews with representatives 

of three traditional or Old Unions, identified as organisations registered and 

operating as unions prior to the ERA. Each of the three Old Unions interviewed 

was found to operate alongside and/or compete with one or more New Unions. 

Interviews with them aimed to address the paucity of data on the relationships 

between those unions, and in particular Old Unions' perceptions and descriptions of 

New Union formation. The key intent of the interview process, however, remained 

a desire to address the study' s primary and supporting research questions. 

6.1 Old Unions and New Union formation: Past research and the 

present study 

The formation and proliferation of New Unions under the ERA has been argued to 

have serious implications for the traditional or Old Union movement. New Unions 

have been argued to impede Old Unions' organising and bargaining efforts, notably 

the pursuit of multi-site and/or multi-employer collective agreements (Barry, 2004: 

Barry & May, 2002; May, 2003a & 2003b). The enterprise-based membership 

and bargaining activities characteristic of many New Unions (Barry, 2004) is implied 

to reduce the incentive for employers to move beyond single employer workplace 

bargaining arrangements. If it is correct, then aspects of New Union formation are a 

serious impediment to union renewal in New Zealand particularly as union renewal 

depends on an expansion of multi-employer collective bargaining (Harbridge & 

Honeybone, 1996: Harbridge & Thickett, 2003: Harbridge et al. 2002; May, 2003a 

& 2003b; May & Walsh, 2002: May, Walsh & Otto, 2004). 
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In addition, where New Unions and Old Unions operate alongside each other, 

successful multi-employer collective bargaining requires a cooperative relationship 

between the two groups (Harbridge & Thickett, 2003). However, what limited 

evidence is available to date suggests that cooperation between New Unions and 

Old Unions is unlikely given the circumstances in which many New Unions are 

argued to form (Barry & Reveley, 2001). The present legislative climate also limits 

the prospect of strong cooperative links between unions as it promotes, or at least 

permits, the existence of competitive unionism (Barry & Reveley, 2001). A key 

feature of the ERA competitive unionism is reminiscent of earlier legislative eras but 

is likely to be stronger as the ERA does not prevent unions from competing for the 

same workers (Anderson, 2004). The lack of protection for, and the maintenance 

of, unions' exclusive coverage rights dissimilar to circumstances under the ICAA for 

example. Internationally, competitive unionism has been found to be detrimental 

to the long-term success of union organising and bargaining efforts (Willman, 1989 

& 2001). In New Zealand, concern over the consequences of competitive unionism 

is such that the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU), whose affiliates 

represent most union members in this country, recently stressed that "competitive 

unionism was against its rules" (NZCTU, 2003, p . 4). 

Despite the challenge that New Unions are argued to create for Old Unions, a 

paucity of data exists on how Old Unions themselves have responded to that 

challenge. Only one study has specifically addressed Old-New Union relationships: 

Barry & Reveley (2001) described the consequences for Old Unions of the formation 

of several New Unions on the New Zealand waterfront. A clearer picture was 

provided by the NZCTU (2003) at a biennial conference, where the challenges 

offered by New Unions to its affiliates were clearly outlined. Also significant was 

what the NZCTU (2003) regarded as workers' short-sighted inability to identify 

with interests beyond their place of employment. an attitude that may explain the 

attractiveness of New Unions enterprise-based bargaining arrangements (Barry, 

2004; Barry & May, 2002). The primary challenge offered by New Unions, then, is 
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their ability to offer workers an alternative to existing forms of collective 

representation. 

Workers' freedom to choose between unions is a key feature of the ERA (Anderson, 

2004) and, according to the NZCTU (2003), is a significant problem for the union 

movement. In interviews with New Unions in this study it was found that their 

formation was strongly related to workers' ability to exercise that freedom of 

choice. New Unions frequently formed after workers had actively chosen between 

different union organisations. To date, however, why workers have exercised their 

freedom of choice to form New Unions rather than join existing unions, has not 

been extensively examined. In describing New Union formation scholars have 

focused predominantly on the role of employers, not the decisions of workers. 

Only two explanations have been offered that would explain why workers would 

choose New Unions over Old Unions: New Unions' cheaper membership fees and 

workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions (Barry & May, 2002; May, 2003a & 

2003b). In interviews with both New Unions and their employers, this study found 

that dissatisfaction with, Old Unions was a key element in workers' decision to 

reject membership in Old Unions. 

Interviews with Old Unions offered measured confirmation of the significance of 

these themes, specifically that New Unions form because workers: 

• Desire a cheaper form of collective representation. 

• Are dissatisfied with the existing union movement. 

More specifically, Old Unions offered similar arguments to those of existing 

empirical research, implying that the formation of New Unions is predominantly an 

employer driven phenomenon, and that their enterprise-based membership and 

bargaining activities are considered to be an impediment to the bargaining efforts of 

Old Unions. Significantly, interviews with Old Unions also offered confirmation of a 

strong new theme to have emerged from this study; the role and significance of key 
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opinion leaders to New Union formation. Overall Old Unions suggested that, in 

the typical case, New Union formation was the result of one or more key 

individuals within a workplace, frequently with a strong relationship with the 

employer, using workers' dissatisfaction with the existing union movement as a 

means to promote the formation a workplace-based union. Once formed, that 

union would, in effect, be used by that employer to undermine the bargaining 

efforts of larger unions in that workplace. However, while Old Unions consistently 

argued that employers were influential in and/or responsible for the formation of 

New Unions, they themselves seemed unsure whether this was in fact the case. 

6.2 Competitive unionism and inter-union relationships 

Participant responses in this study have suggested that competition between New 

Unions and Old Unions for members is a significant determinant of how those 

unions interact with and describe each other. The present study found clear 

evidence that both New Unions and Old Unions were engaged in competitive 

unionism. Employers, for example, described how competition for members 

frequently resulted in confrontational and hostile relationships between unions in 

their workplaces. New Union participants also described how relationships 

between themselves and Old Unions were characterised by a degree of hostility. 

However, this appeared to be the case only where those unions represented 

workers in similar occupations: where they did not, participant responses suggested 

that inter-union relationships were less confrontational and possibly cooperative. 

When asked to describe their relationship with New Unions, Old Unions in the 

study described a similar set of relationships. They emphasised, in particular, the 

absence of any cooperative or even cordial relationship between New Unions and 

themselves, and of competition between them for members. Typical responses 

described those relationships as: 
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"QI/\, tVios.e s.Ltes. wVieYe we cieciL wLtVi tVieVVt. wVicit we fri:j to cio Ls, c,ol/\,vert tV\eVVt. [t Vie 

WOYf<.eys,] cit Cl 11\,i:j opportul/\,Lti:j to j oLV\, OUY UV\,LOV\,." 

Confrontational relationships between New Unions and Old Unions were not 

confined to union officials. Some New Union participants indicated that their 

relationships with individual members of Old Unions were frequently 

confrontational. In one particular case the representative of an Old Union 

described a similar situation. When asked to elaborate on the attitude of union 

members toward workers in New Unions, their typical response was: 

"The Vv<..eVVt.beys, s.cii:j , ciol/\,'t wLL tVieVv<.. ci ul/\,Lol/\, ... tVie VV1.eVV1.beys, Vi cite tVieVv<.., tViei:j Vi cite 

tVie Lcieci tVicit tViei:j'Ye cciLLLl/\,g tVieVv<..s.elves. ci ul/\,Lol/\, - tVie VV1.eVV1.beYs.ViLp Vicite tV\eVv<.. 

bewus.e tViei:j 'Ye us.eys, !:JOU s.ee ." 

The unwillingness of Old Union officials and members to characterise newer 

organisations as genuine unions was a consistent theme throughout interviews with 

Old Unions. 

6.3 Do Old Unions think New Unions are genuine? 

Scholars have argued that New Unions may not, or at least may not yet, represent a 

genuine form of employee representation (Barry & May, 2002). In comparing New 

Unions to existing descriptions of the character of the genuine union (Blackburn, 

196 7; Blackburn & Prandy, 1965), this study and existing research (Barry, 2004) 

found that these descriptions were not generally applicable to those unions. Key 

differences between New Unions and Old Unions were found to be the former' s: 

• Pursuit of a purely enterprise-based agenda. 

• Non-affiliation with the NZCTU. 

• Unwillingness to pursue, or inability to pursue, militant action. 
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When asked to describe themselves and New Unions. Old Unions in this study used 

a similar set of characteristics to differentiate between them. Typical responses 

included: 

"We see tVieV\A. ClsjV<.st b1AsLc1ALLLJ b1Arg1ALV\,LV\,g 1AgeV\,ts, tVieu doV\,'t do tVie tViLV\,gs tV!Clt 

Cl -pro-per V<.V\,LOV\, does tVieu 're tViere to V\,egohClte tVieV\, tVieu 're goV\,e bClsLcClLLLJ." 

Old Unions emphasised in particular New Unions' enterprise. rather than industry 

focused bargaining agenda. as key difference between the two groups. typical 

responses stating that: 

"WV!Clt tVieu sVioV<.Ld be doLV\,g, ClV\,d tV!Clt's oV\,e of tVie dLffLcV<.LtLes we V\Clve wLtVi tViose 

groV<.-ps, we LooR. Clt wVierever we're drnLLV\,g Cls ClV\, LV\,dV<.stru Cls Cl wVioLe rLgVit . we 

LooR. rLgVit Clcross tVie LV\,dV<.stru, wVierws tVie!::J're LooR.LV\,g Clt Cl sectLoV\, of wV!Clt 

tVie 1::J 're re-preseV\,hV\,g. TVieu doV\,'t re-preseV\,t Cl V\, LV\,dV<.stru Cls sV<.cVi; Cl LL tVieu 

re-p reseV\,t Ls -pCl rt of Cl V\, LV\,d V<.stru." 

''TVieu doV\,'t see tViClt V\,eed Clt IALL; IALL tVieu see Ls wViClt tVieu wlAV\,t to settle Clt tVieLr 

eV\,ter-prLse . ts.V<.t tViClt tu-pe of b1Arg1ALV\,LV\,g ClrrClV\,geV\A.eV\,t wLLL V\,ever go ClV\,tjwViere 

bec.IAV<.se Lt jV<.st -pLIALJS tVieV\A. LV\,to tVie eV\A.-pLouer's ViClV\,ds. 1 SV<.-p-pose tViClt COV\A.es dowV\, 

to tVie fwr of V\A.V<.LtL-eV\A.-pLouer coLLechve ClgreeV\A.eV\,ts, LJOV<. R.V\,ow, gLvLV\,g tVie so 

wLLed -power bClcR to tVie V<.V\,LOV\,S." 

Also regarded as significant was the perceived inability. and perhaps unwillingness. 

of New Unions to pursue the non-bargaining related interests of workers. 

Significantly, both factors, the pursuit of enterprise bargaining and the absence of 

non-bargaining services, were argued to be indicative of New Unions' inability to 

sustain themselves long-term. Typical responses here stated that: 
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"OV\-e of tVie tViLV\,g.c; tVicit'.c; COVVl.LV\,g tV\rot-{gV\ Ls, tVicit tVie .c;VVtcill worf<:plcic.e uV\-LOV\-$ cire 

V\-Ot ci ble to provLde tVie .c;upport wVieV\, tViLV\,g.c; go wroV\-g, fLrstL!::J tVie offLc.e.c; cire to 

do.c;e to tVie probleVVt ClV\-d tVie!::J're V\-Ot detcic.Vied eV\-ougVi to be cipproprLcite .c;upport ClV\-d 

tVie!::J VVl.Cl 1::J well be pci rt of tVie probleVVt." 

"I .c;u.c;pec.t tVicit tVie OV\-e.c; tVicit .c;tLLL .c;urvLve rLde off tVie bcic.~ of uV\-LOV\-$ LLY<.e ours,. 

At .c;oVVte poLV\-t .c;oVVtetViLV\,g wLLL VicippeV\,, ci VVteVVtber of tVieLrs Ls, goLV\,g to get pL.c;.c;ed 

off tVicit tVie!::J [tVie New vtV\-LOV\-] WV\-'t do ClV\-!::JtViLV\,g, ClV\-d tVie!::J'reju.c;t goLV\,g to Lo.c;e 

tVieLr c.redLtci bLLLt!::J. so 1 tV\LV\-R Lt's, OV\-L!::J Cl VVtCltter of tLVlA.e before tVie!::J Lo.c;e tVieLr 

relevci V\-C.e." 

Overall, the absence of industry-level bargaining, or at least an industry strategy. 

was regarded as the key weakness of New Unions and the primary reason why they 

were not regarded as genuine unions. This attitude was stronger, though, among 

the two largest Old Unions interviewed for the present study. Both represented 

workers across most of New Zealand's industry classifications and both placed 

continued emphasis on the problematic nature of enterprise unionism. Underlying 

their responses appeared to be concern over the detrimental impact that New 

Union enterprise bargaining had on industry-level terms and conditions. Typical 

responses were: 

"As, bcirgciLV\-LV\,g cigeV\,ts, tVie!::J do ci decil OV\- tVie .c;Lte to .c;citL.c;f!::J tVicit .c;Lte wLtViout 

Loof<.LV\,g cit wVicit tVie!::J cire doLV\,g to tVie LV\-du.c;tr!::J ." 

"We Vicive ci VV1.LV\-LVV1.uVV1. .c;et of c.oV\-dLtLoV\,.c; ClV\-d we doV\,'t go below Lt bci.c;Lc.cill!::J. OV\- ci 

.c;Lte tVie bLgge.c;t probleVVt we Vicive wci.c; tVie V\,ew groups, tVicit were OV\- tVie .c;Lte.c; tVicit 

were goLV\,g below tVio.c;e .c;tci V\,dcird.c;, .c;o wVicit tVie!::J were doLV\,g wci.c; d rLVLV\-g tVie 

COV\-dLhOV\-$ dOWV\-WClrd." 
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This concern also extended to the inability of New Unions' enterprise bargaining to 

effectively cover issues significant to workers' basic terms and conditions, a typical 

response here stating: 

"If ijOU Vicive ci Loo~ cit New .z,eciLciV\,d, ClV\,tJ c,ouV1,frtJ LV\, tVie world bcisLwLLtJ Lf ijOU 

frtJ to bcirgciLV\, OV\, eV\,terprLse terviAs ciLL tJOu're doLV\,g Ls doLV\,g tJOur viAeviAbers ci 

dLsservLce bewuse ijOu're V\,Ot ciddressLV\,g tVie wLder Ls.sues." 

These findings offer measured support for suggestions that New Unions undermine 

and impede Old Unions' bargaining efforts, particularly those aimed at establishing 

multi-employer industry level agreements (Barry, 2004: Barry & May, 2002: May, 

2003a & 2003b). They also suggest frustration at the ability of New Unions to free

ride off Old Unions' bargaining efforts in so far as they hinder the expansion and 

promotion of effective collective bargaining. But Old Unions themselves may also 

serve to frustrate the expansion of collective expansion as they appear reluctant to 

enter into the cooperative inter-union relationships considered necessary for 

effective multi-employer collective bargaining (Anderson, 2004). However, given 

the small number of New-Old Union relationships described by participants in this 

study, it is difficult, without further research, to definitively argue that New Unions 

are the primary cause of difficulties in this area. 

6.4 Free-riding, employers and New Union formation 

New Union free-riding appears to be a significant factor in how they and Old 

Unions interact, in the long-term sustainability of the former, and as a phenomenon 

it may also be similar to free-riding patterns established under previous statutes 

(Harbridge & Wilkinson, 2001). Free-riding exists where individuals or groups 

benefit without paying for the outcomes of union activity, and can result from 

either the deliberate or passive acceptance of those outcomes (Blumenfeld, Higgins 

& Lonti, 2004). Under the ERA free-riding is permitted, at least in the early stages 

of an employment relationship, the Act requiring the automatic extension of 
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collectively negotiated terms and conditions to new employees (Walsh & Harbridge. 

2001). In relation to New Unions. participant responses in this study suggest that 

free-riding occurs because: 

• New Unions deliberately duplicate the terms and conditions of collective 

agreements negotiated by Old Unions. and 

• Employers deliberately pass on those terms and conditions to New Unions. 

As organisations who deliberately choose to free-ride, the first process implies that 

New Unions' free-riding is a calculated (Blumenfeld et al, 2004), and perhaps 

premeditated decision. It also assumes that those unions see little benefit in 

attempting to negotiate below or above the terms and conditions of those 

agreements. However, while there are strong suggestions that New Unions do free

ride, little evidence is provided that would clearly indicate New Unions deliberately 

do so. Rather, New Union free-riding may be more representative of employers 

deliberately passing on the terms and conditions of agreements negotiated by Old 

Unions. This may occur when employers fail to alter employees' basic terms and 

conditions once the ERA's 30-day coverage period for new employees has past and 

where they are reluctant to employ workers, particularly in the same occupation. on 

different terms and conditions. There is strong evidence that New Zealand 

employers are facilitating New Union free-riding. The passing on of union 

negotiated terms and conditions and the use of standardised employment 

agreements is a common practice in a significant proportion of New Zealand firms 

(Waldegrave et al, 2004) . This may also suggest that New Union free-riding is 

possible only because of the willingness of employers to participate in the process. 

Old Unions interviewed by the study consistently implied that employers were 

involved in New Union free-riding, a decision perhaps indicative of the incentive 

that the ERA provides for employers to take such action (Blumenfeld et al, 2004). 

and its promotion of standardised employment agreements (Harbridge et al, 2002) . 
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Participants emphasised in particular the existence of a duplicitous relationship, 

notably where: 

• A New Union and an employer had a close or cooperative relationship. 

• Employers used New Unions to undermine or hinder the bargaining activities 

of Old Unions. 

The latter course of action was seen to be particularly prevalent in workplaces 

characterised by inter-union competition, with a typical response describing the role 

of New Unions as: 

"TVieti gi.ve tVie evV\:pLotiev Cl cVioi.ce. He CCIV\, .stC!LL V\..egotLe1hoV1...s wi.tVi tVie 1..mi.011\, CIV\,cl 

tVieV\, go be1c~ CIV\,cl be1vge1LV\, wi.tVi oV\,e of tView.. [Cl New uV\,i.oV\,] CIV\,cl frt:J to .settle Cl 

cloctA.w..eV\,t wi.tVi tView.. CIV\,cl tVieV\.. tvti to pev.stA.C!cle tVie V\,egohe1hoV1...s tVicit we've 

V\.,egotLcitLV\,g to go title .sci w..e wci tJ ." 

New Unions were also argued to be heavily reliant upon the existence of this type 

of relationship. Old Unions remained consistent in their arguments that New 

Unions' long-term sustainability rested upon their ability to free-ride and an 

unwillingness to confront or challenge an employer. A typical response was that: 

·yee1Vi, w..tl ob.sevvcitLoV\, i..s tVieve'.s j(,{.st Cl tVive.sVioLcl tViet:J CCIV\,V\,ot cvo.s.s beccitA..se 

otVievwi..se tVie bo.s.s wi.LL t(,{YV\, tVie tcip off ov vef(,{.se to eV\,gcige CIV\,cl tVietJ'Ve got 

V1..owVieve eL.se to go. 1 CC!V\,'t tVii.V\,lz of CIV\,tJ .si.t1A.C1hoV1.. wVie ve C!Vl..t:J of tVio.se i.V\,-VJOtA..se 

tA.V\,i.oV\,.s Vie1ve tci fzeV\, OV\.. Cl geV\,tA.i.V\,e cli..sptA.te wi.tVi tVie bo.s.s." 

New Unions' lack of financial resources, and assumed inability to act outside of the 

role of bargaining agent. were also regarded as significant. A typical response 

described how many New Unions were assumed to operate: 
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·nietl cC1111..'t ciffoye;I. to be too L111..clepe111..cle111..t froVIA. tVie eV1A.plotjer becciuse Lf tVieti got 

L111..to Cl stci111..cl off wLtVi tVie ew..plotier or tVieti got L111..to ci sLtuatL0111.. wV\ere tVieti V\cive to 

tC!Re LegciL cictL0111.. tVieti ce1111..'t clo Lt. rf tVietj got LV\.to Cl stC!V\.cl off sLtucitL0111.. 

LV1..cl ustrLci LLtJ tltietJ cci 111..'t sustci L111.. Lt bew use tVietJ.. . tViet:J 111..eecl tVie ew..plotJ er as 

V\l\.uc!tt cis tVie ew..-plot:Jer 111..eecls tView... h 

Overall, Old Unions argued that this mutual dependence was indicative of the 

strong role played by employers in New Union formation. The key benefit, for 

employers, of sponsoring or supporting the formation of a New Union was argued 

to be their impact on the bargaining efforts of Old Unions. When asked to describe 

why New Unions formed, a response typical of this attitude stated that: 

·1 tlt!L111..R Lf tJOU go bcic~ C!V\.cl LooR cit wltitJ tltietJ were orLgL111..ciLLtJ forw..ecl, VIA.Ost of 

tView.. were forV1A.ecl; tVieti were bcisLCC!LLtJ cow..pci 111..tl s-po111..sorec\. h 

·1 suspect tViougVi Lt's V\..Ot ciLLowecl. 1 suspect tVicit tViere w..C!tJ be sow..e subtle 

eV1..courcigew..eV1..t frow.. tVie ew..plotjeYS wV\o eV\.courcige tVie stciff to forw.. tVieLr OWVI.. 

UV\.LOV\. ratVier tlt!C1111.. to ta~e L111..voLvew..eV\.t LV\.to Cl Lcirger uV\.LOV\. wlt!Lclti Vicis got CIV\. 

ciffi,LLC!tLOV\. wLtVi tVie G Tv\. h 

The primary purpose of this type of sponsorship was argued to be: 

TV\cit's wltit:J soV1A.e of tViese cow..pci111..Les C!ctuC!LLt:J Vielp to s-po111..sor sow..e of tViese 

groups. so tViere's bC1sLCC1LLt:J Cl spLLt so tVie cow..pC!V\.tj bC!sLcC!LLt:J c\oesV1..'t V\C1ve to sLt 

clOWVI.. wLtVi our UV\.LOV\. or C!V\..OtV\er UV1..Lo111.. C!S Cl group C!Vl..c\ tVieti V\..Orw..C!LLtj get Cl so~er 

c\eC! L. h 

Old Unions, however, could offer little definitive proof of direct employer 

involvement in the formation of New Unions. When one participant was 
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questioned further on the lack of clear evidence for widespread employer 

involvement. the response was: 

·1 tVii.11\,R tVieti ay-e bei.11\,g veY-tl wuhou.s. IV\, tVie .sw..ciLL .si.te.s 1 obvi.ou.sLtl RMW but i.11\, 

tVie bi.g .si.te.s Li.Re 1 tVii.11\,R tVietJ'Y-e bei.11\,g -pal'ti.cVlLaY-LtJ caY-efuL to 11\,ot LooR 

to be i.11\,voLvecl. TVieti'cl be veY-tl cay-efuL about 11\,ot gi.vi.11\,g u.s tViat Ri.11\,cl of 

aVV1..V1A.VlV\,i.ti.oll\, because i.f we foull\,cl out all\,ritVii.~ Li.Re tVicit we'cl be veY-tJ tougVi oll\, 

tVievv... we'cl ju.st toci.st tVievv.. wi.tl-1 i.t. 1 tVii.11\,R [tVietJ] wouLcl cli..stall\,ce tVievv...seLve.s 

fr-ow.. tViat because tVietj'Ve got too 11\1\.ucVi too Lose ." 

Actual evidence for employer involvement in New Union formation. therefore, 

remains light. both Old Unions and scholars offering one or two, possibly extreme, 

cases such as the Warehouse or the Te-Kuiti Beefworkers Union and the problem of 

free-riding as evidence (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & 

Reveley, 2001). This study also found little evidence of actual employer 

involvement in New Union formation and of deliberate attempts by employers to 

form a New Zealand version of the company union phenomenon seen elsewhere 

(Jenkins & Sherman, 1979; Kaufman, 2000; Logan, 2002; Nissen, 1999). Rather, it 

found stronger evidence of employer acceptance of that decision. and support for 

the belief that employers' involvement is significant to New Union formation. Old 

Union participants also confused the issue of employer involvement when they 

suggested that its existence was often a matter of suspicion and belief only. One 

participant articulated this point quite succinctly stating that: 

·1 cloll\,'t tVii.11\,R tVicit evv..-pLoljeY-.s ay-e i.11\,voLvecl, eve!/\, tVioVlgVi tViat'.s wVicit we'cl Li.Re to 

tVii.11\,R, i.t'.s ju.st, 1 f<.11\,ow tVicit'.s wViat -peo-pLe ay-e tVii.11\,f<.i.~, tViat'.s wViat -peo-pLe Li.Re to 

tVii.11\,R. H 
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This statement is particularly significant given that this participant had earlier 

indicated that employers did play a significant part in the formation of New Unions 

with whom they had contact. 

6.5 Worker dissatisfaction and opinion Leaders 

6.5. I Why are workers dissatisfied with Old Unions? 

Employer support for workplace unionism cannot on its own be regarded as the 

primary cause of New Union formation. The ability of workers under the ERA to 

freely choose between unions (Anderson, 2004; NZCTU, 2003) strongly suggests 

that New Unions form because workers choose to form them. To date a paucity of 

data has been provided on why workers would make this decision. However, two 

factors have been identified as influential to that decision: a desire for a cheaper 

form of collective representation, and workers' dissatisfaction with existing unions 

(Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; May, 2003a & 2003b). Old Unions interviewed 

by the study also indicated that monetary concerns and worker dissatisfaction were 

relevant to New Union formation. Cheaper membership fees, in particular, were 

regarded as a fundamental component of the decision to form, and the decision to 

join New Unions. When asked why workers formed New Unions, typical responses 

were: 

·1 tViLV\,~ tVie VM.cijorLttj of -pwpLe tVicit joLV\, tViese ull\,Loll\,s, Lt's, bcis,LcciLLtj to s,cive 

tV\eVM.seLves, wVicit tVietj wouLc:l -pcitj Lil\, UV\,LOV\, fees,." 

'TVieLr s,tcirtLV\,g -poLV\,t Ls, [?] off Clll\,c:I tVietj'Ye just -pLs,s,ec:I off wLtVi tVie estcibLLs,Viec:I 

UV\,LOV\, for wVicitever recis,oll\, ... " 

New Unions interviewed by the study also indicated that cheaper fees were 

influential to workers' decisions to form and join their organisations. Of these two 

factors, workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions was regarded as the more 
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significant. In describing that dissatisfaction New Unions and some employers 

indicated that it originated from workers' experiences: 

• With Old Unions throughout their employment history, and 

• Immediately prior to their making the decision to form a New Union. 

More specifically, this study found that workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions was 

largely derived from the attitudes and behaviours of the members and officials of 

those unions. 

Old Unions interviewed in this study also indicated that New Unions were formed 

by workers dissatisfied with the existing union movement. They did not.1 however, 

regard the behaviour and attitudes of their members or officials as responsible for 

that dissatisfaction. Rather, workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions was said to 

result from workers' unhappiness with the outcome of Old Unions' bargaining 

efforts and/or their misunderstanding of why those unions pursued activities beyond 

collective bargaining. This attitude was stronger among the two larger unions 

interviewed for the study. Responses typical of those unions included: 

''Tlrte c,o111,c,LusL0111, I 'Ve coL'Vle to over Cl -perLoc! of tLL'Vle Ls tlrtClt tlrtere Cl re soVV\.e worf~ers 

ijOu sLL'Vl-pLtj c:Cl 111,'t sClhsf u. Tlrteij go ClwCl tJ c!Lslrtrn rte111,ec! or -pLssec! off Clt uou, 

sweClrL111,g tlrtClt tlrtetj'LL 111,ever joL111, Cl u111,Lo111, ClgClL111,." 

H' tlrtL111,fz soL'Vle of Lt wLLL be bewuse tlrteij're c!Lsgrn111,tLec!. A Lot of tlrteL'Vl c!o111,'t LLrze 

our u111,Lo111,'s -poLLc:Les Clbout lrtClvL111,g woL'Vle111,'s GOVV\.L'VlLttees, tlrteij c!Lc!111,'t LLrze tlrteVVl 

lrtClvL111,g MClorL COVVlVVlLttees, Cl111,c! tlrteij were u-pset we were su-p-portL111,g gCltj rLglrtts. 

Tlrtose sorts of tlrtL111,gs u-pset tlrteL'Vl ." 

Only one of the three Old Unions interviewed for the study indicated that they 

were responsible for workers' dissatisfaction with them, that participant stating that: 
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"As. cill\, cis.i.de 1 tlrii.11\,R i.t's. ci bi.t s.cid tlricit we cis. cill\, cis.s.oci.citi.oll\, lricivell\,'t beell\, cible to 

coll\,vi.11\,ce -pwple tlricit we Cl re ci II\, c:i-p-pro-pri.c:ite bod !::j to relcite to Cl 11\,d tlricit tlrie!::j doll\,'t 

11\,eed to s.et u-p tlriei.r owl/I, UV\,i.OV\,. AV\,d tlricit's. our fc:iult Clll\,d tlriere i.s. s.oviAe lrii.s.tor!::j i.11\, 

tlricit ull\,der tlrie EviA-pLotJ VM.ell\,t C.oll\,trcicts. Act. Tlrie wlriole eviA-plricis.i.s. i.11\, tlrie 

orgcill\,i.s.citi.oll\, dro-p-ped Clll\,d of cours.e tlrie EviA-pLo!::jviAeV\,t Relciti.oll\,s. Act -provi.des. 

VM.ore, gi.ves. tlrie ull\,i.oll\,s. VM.uclri VM.ore s.trell\,gtlri. AV\,d of cours.e tlrie o-pti.oll\, of ci 

worR-pLcice ull\,i.oll\, cciVM.e i.11\, cill\,d beccius.e we lricidll\,'t !jet -proved ours.elves., tlries.e 

[grou-ps.J for tlriei.r owl/I, recis.oll\,s. deci.ded to go i.t ciloll\,e." 

It would appear that New Unions and Old Unions identify a similar process, worker 

dissatisfaction, as significant to New Union formation. but have different reasons for 

why that process exists. Where both groups did agree was on the importance of 

opinion leaders to New Union formation, and their importance as a source or 

conduit for workers' dissatisfaction with Old Unions. 

6.5.2 What role do Opinion leaders play in New Union formation? 

Opinion leaders were defined by this study as individuals crucial to union success 

and who have a strong influence on workers' social environment (Van de Vall, 

1970). The significance of opinion leaders to workers' unionisation decisions has 

been previously identified (Van de Vall, 1970) but not in relation to the formation 

of New Unions under the ERA (e.g .. Barry. 2004; Barry & May, 2002). The 

responses of New Union participants in this study provided strong evidence that 

opinion leaders were significant to both the decision to form a New Union and the 

success of that decision. The responses of Old Union participants provided 

confirmation of both the presence of key opinion leaders and their significance to 

New Union formation. All three Old Unions interviewed by the study indicated 

that opinion leaders played a strong role in the formation of New Unions with 

whom they had contact. typical responses stating that: 
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MS0V1A..ebocltj, sovi.te opi.V\.i.OVI. Lecicler i.V1. title group, Vicis Vicic( a bacl experLeV\.C.e or tVietj 

cloV\.'t wci V1.t to ~oi.V\. L{S] for wVicitever reasoV1. ci V\.cl tVietj j L{St clecLcle tVicit tVietj 're V\.Ot 

goi.V1.g to go wi.tVi CIV\. establi.sViecl L{V\.LOV\.. • 

"Title people 1ve actL{aLLtj spof<.ell\, to, title oJl\,Ltj reasoll\, tVietj'Ve joLJl\,ecl tVievi.t Ls 

11\,orvi.taLLtJ CIJI\, i.V1.flL{eV\,ti.aL per.sol/\,, Cl Lecicli.Jl\,g Viall\,cl Lii\, oll\,e of tViose groL{ps wLtVii.11\, a 

worf<. cirea . TVieJI\, Vie'LL bcisi.ccilltj trtJ CIJl\,cl recrni.t Vii.s cli.scLpLes, Vie'LL worf<. ciroL.mcl 

tVievi.t. TVicit's Viow tVietj forVIA.. . • 

For these participants. though. the role played by opinion leaders appeared to be 

more significant where it allowed employers to exert undue influence over the 

activities of a New Union. This was argued to be more prevalent where the 

opinion leader and an employer had a strong or close relationship. A response 

typical of this attitude stated that: 

#Part of i.t i.s i.t'.s VIA.ore coJl\,veJl\,i.eJl\,t for title boss to Viave all\, i.11\,-VioL{.se L{Jl\,LOJI\, tVicit Vie 

were t o coJl\,troL p.stjcVioLogi.caLLtj or wVicit Viave tJOL{, CIV\.cl tVietj wt.LL Li.V1A..i.t title scope of 

wViat tVietj CCIV\, clo . lt'.s qui.te .seclL{cti.ve too i.f l:jOL{'re CIV\. opi.11\,i.oV\, Lecicler i.11\, ci 

worf<.pLace all\,cl tVie boss i..s f<.i.Jl\,cl of fciLLi.~ over l:jOu to talf<. to tJOU. yoL{ Viave tjOur 

Leacler.sVii.p role eV\,clor.secl bl:j title boss cis well a 11\,cl l:jOu Vi ave Cl reasoll\,CI bltJ Vii.g Vi 

cleg ree of i.vi.t portci 11\,ce. • 

Old Unions also appeared to suggest that the role of opinion leaders was 

particularly important where those leaders placed their relationship with the 

employer ahead of the interests of their union's membership. In citing other 

examples of this type of situation. Old Unions also emphasised how multiple 

opinion leaders. or small groups within a New Union. could dominate that New 

Union. A typical response described the detrimental impact this would have on 

union outcomes: 
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"To Vlt\.e Cl UV\,i.oV\, Vicis to Vicive Cl proper deVlt\.ocrcitLc structure wViere tVie Vlt\.eVlt\.bers ruV\, 

tVie uV\,i.oV\,, CIV\,cl i.V\, Cl Lot of tVieLr ccises tVie Vlt\.eVlt\.bers cloV\,'t YUV\, tVie UV\,i.oV\, becciuse 

it's beeV\, forVlt\.evl btj Cl coVlt\.pCIV\,tj or Cl SVlt\.C!LL gyoup of -peo-ple. It's V\,ot clevv..ocrcitLc cit 

ciLL bcisi.cciLLtj becciuse tVie coVlt\.-pCIV\,tj Vicive got i.V\,flueV\,ce. • 

Unfortunately, participants were unable to provide definitive evidence of the 

existence of opinion leaders in particular workplaces or of their actual role in New 

Union formation. Existing research into New Union formation also provides scant 

discussion of this particular phenomenon, and indeed does not identify its existence. 

Given the significance both New and Old Union participants attached to the 

presence and role of opinion leaders. this study suggests that further investigation of 

this phenomenon is warranted. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the results of interviews with representatives of three Old 

Unions with particular emphasis on identifying themes relevant to the formation of 

New Unions and existing research findings. With reference to the study's principal 

and supporting research questions. the conclusions drawn from this set of interviews 

are listed below: 

6. 6.1 Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour of 

forming their own? 

Participants in this part of the study suggested that workers rejected membership in 

existing unions primarily because of the cost of that membership and dissatisfaction 

with various aspects of how Old Unions operated. Yet when describing the source 

of workers' dissatisfaction. Old Unions identified a different set of factors to other 

participants in the study. New Unions and employers both linked dissatisfaction to 

the behaviour and attitude of Old Union members and officials. Old Unions 
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however, linked it to the unrealistic expectations workers had in relation to union 

bargaining, and worker's dislike of unions' non-bargaining activities. 

6.6.2 What role did and do employers play in workers' decision to form a 

union? 

Old Unions consistently argued that employers played a strong if not extensive role 

in the formation of New Unions. This role was implied to extend to the promotion 

of New Union free-riding, created through the passing on, to New Unions, of Old 

Unions' collectively negotiated terms and conditions. The key intent of any form of 

employer involvement in New Union formation was said to be a desire to 

undermine the activities of Old Unions. Employers were also argued to sponsor 

New Unions in an attempt to prevent any expansion, or at least limit the success of, 

multi-employer and multi-site collective bargaining. However, Old Unions offered 

a number of contradictory responses in relation to employers' actual role in New 

Union formation, arguing both for and against its existence. 

6.6.3 Was the decision to form a New Union a spontaneous or deliberate 

decision? 

Interviews with Old Unions unfortunately failed to definitively address this 

particular research question, although they did suggest that the formation of a New 

Union could result from workers deliberately choosing to pursue a cheaper 

enterprise-based form of collective bargaining. Why workers would choose such an 

option was not elaborated on by participants in this part of the study. 

6.6.4 How have New Unions' relationships with employers and their 

charader evolved? 

While not answering this question specifically, the responses of Old Union 

participants suggested a number of possible answers. Specifically, in describing the 

inability of New Unions to survive in the long-term, Old Unions suggested that 
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union-employer relationships were relatively static. In other words, in order for 

New Unions to survive and operate effectively, it was argued that they had to 

maintain cooperative, or compliant, relationships with their employer. Participant 

responses suggested that where a New Union's relationship with an employer 

moved away from that cooperative dynamic, that relationship would end. as would 

the New Union. 

6.6.5 What is a genuine union? 

Old Unions interviewed for the study offered a number of variations on the 

characteristics they associated with the genuine, or in their words, reputable, union 

organisation. These appeared to define a genuine union as an organisation that: 

• Engaged in enterprise. industry and national level bargaining. 

• Provided services to members outside of collective bargaining. 

• Operated at arm's length from, and was prepared to pursue interests that 

diverged from. an employer. 

• Was capable of and willing to engage in militant action. 

• Was financially independent and sustainable without recourse to free-riding. 

• Was democratic and accountable to its members. 

These characteristics bore a strong similarity to existing theoretical descriptions of 

the genuine union and particularly Blackburn (1967) and Blackburn & Prandy's 

(1965) concept of unionateness. 

6.6.6 Are New Unions genuine? 

Several facets of Blackburn's (1967) description of the genuine union were examined 

by this study. With reference to relevant aspects of that concept. interviews with 

Old Unions offered the following conclusions: 
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Is collective bargaining central to New Unions? 

Despite the stated differences in the level at which New Unions and Old Unions 

pursued collective bargaining, participants clearly indicated that collective bargaining 

was central to New Unions. However, they argued that New Unions' pursuit of a 

purely enterprise-based bargaining agenda was both an unsustainable and ineffective 

mechanism for representing workers' interests. 

Are New Unions prepared to be militant? 

Old Unions argued that New Unions were unwilling and incapable of pursuing any 

form of militant action against employers. This was due primarily to their close and 

possibly compliant relationships with employers that were dependant upon New 

Unions not pursuing interests that diverged from those of the employer. 

Are New Unions affiliated to a peak union body? 

The absence of any affiliation or desire to affiliate with other unions appeared to be 

a defining characteristic of New Unions, according to participants in this part of the 

study. Participants provided little definitive evidence, however, that New Unions 

had actively rejected such affiliation. Rather, it was implied primarily through the 

perceived unwillingness of New Unions to enter into multi-employer or multi-union 

collective bargaining, and the absence of informal or formal relationships with other 

unions. Yet the study also suggests that the hostility directed by Old Unions toward 

newer organisations would preclude any attempt by the latter to enter into such a 

relationship. 

Do New Unions publicly identify themselves to be unions? 

Unfortunately, interviews with Old Unions did not specifically address or provide 

data relevant to this particular question. They did suggest, however, that any 

attempt or desire by New Unions to identify themselves as union organisations 

would be opposed. Members in some Old Unions were strongly opposed to any 

public recognition that new organisations were in fact unions. 
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Do New Unions operate at arm's length from their employers? 

Interviews with Old Unions consistently extracted data that suggested New Unions 

as a group either do not or cannot operate at arm's length from employers. 

However, participants provided little direct evidence of this. and at times appeared 

to contradict their assertions that employers were able to exert undue influence 

over New Unions once formed. 

6.6.7 Why did New Unions form? Current and emerging themes 

Overall, representatives of the three Old Unions interviewed for the study suggested 

that New Unions were formed by workers dissatisfied with existing unions, and 

sought an often cheaper form of collective representation. However, they argued 

more strongly that New Union formation was an employer driven and not an 

employee driven phenomenon, and that it represented in some cases a deliberate 

attempt to undermine the bargaining and organising efforts of older, possibly more 

genuine, unions. The arguments offered in favour of this hypothesis were broadly 

similar to the overall theme of recent empirical research. Scholars consistently 

implied that the employers frequently sponsored, and at times dominated, the 

formation of New Unions who were, as a consequence, incapable of operating as 

independent entities (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002: Barry & 

Reveley, 2001; May, 2003a & 2003b). 

The implied origins of New Unions were in part responsible for Old Unions not 

regarding them as genuine, or at least reputable, union organisations. Participants 

placed continued emphasis on differences between the bargaining activities of New 

Unions and Old Unions. Strong emphasis was given to the farmer's pursuit of a 

purely enterprise-based agenda and unwillingness to operate outside of the role of 

bargaining agent. This was regarded by Old Unions as one indicator of New 

Unions' inability to sustain themselves in the long-term, and the non-pursuit of 

worker interests outside of bargaining resulting in workers becoming dissatisfied 

with, and possibly exit from New Unions. New Unions continued sustainability was 
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also argued to have a strong correlation with their ability to free-ride off Old Union 

bargaining efforts. Free-riding was also linked to employers' support for New 

Union formation; New Unions were argued to exist and survive only because of the 

presence of both factors. 

Where employer involvement was not emphasised, Old Unions described the role 

that cheaper membership fees and workers' dissatisfaction with existing unions 

played in New Union formation. The pursuit of a cheaper form of collective 

representation was, in particular, argued to be a consistent feature of workers' 

decision to form, and join, New Unions. Participants' descriptions of worker 

dissatisfaction with existing unions, however, were more significant. This was due 

to two particular factors, namely participants': 

• Description of the source of that dissatisfaction. 

• Identification of the role and influence of key opinion leaders within 

particular workplaces. 

In interviews with New Unions and employers, the source of workers' 

dissatisfaction with existing unions was found to be: 

• The behaviour and attitude of Old Union officials and members. 

• Old Unions poor service delivery. 

New Union participants emphasised in particular how the behaviour of Old Union 

representatives was frequently the primary reason they rejected the option of 

joining those unions. However, Old Unions interviewed by the study did not 

identify the behaviour and attitude of their representatives or their service delivery 

as the cause of workers' dissatisfaction with them. Rather, they suggested that 

workers dissatisfaction was due to workers': 

• Unhappiness with the outcome of union bargaining efforts. 

• Misunderstanding of why those unions pursued activities outside of collective 

bargaining. 
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Only in one instance did an Old Union interviewed for this study indicate any belief 

that their actions. and not workers' perceptions or attitudes, were responsible for 

workers' dissatisfaction with their organisation. 

The responses of Old Unions were also significant for the manner in which they 

confirmed the possible existence, role and importance of opinion leaders to New 

Union formation. Defined as individuals with a strong influence over workers' 

decision to unionise (Van de Vall, 1970). the role and importance of opinion leaders 

was a strong and consistent theme throughout interviews with New Union 

participants. Representatives of Old Unions also argued that New Union formation 

was frequently directed and/or dominated by key opinion leaders. Opinion leaders 

were also identified as the source of workers' dissatisfaction with existing unions, 

with Old Unions suggesting that the formation of some New Unions reflected the 

negative experiences of a particular individual. That individual would then use their 

influence to convince workers to form a New Union. New Union participants also 

described the role and influence of opinion leaders in a similar fashion, emphasising 

their often negative experiences with Old Unions and their role in the process by 

which the decision to form a New Union was made. 

Also identified in this set of interviews was the possible influence of competitive 

unionism. or inter-union competition for members, to: 

• Relationships between New Unions and Old Unions. 

• How Old Unions described newly formed organisations. 

Employers in the study emphasised the role inter-union competition for members 

played in determining the relationship between New Unions and Old Unions in 

their organisations. In general terms. where those unions directly competed for 

members, relationships between them were predominantly hostile and 

confrontational. Where those unions did not compete for members. their 

relationships were friendlier. All three Old Unions interviewed for the study 
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competed with New Unions for members. and in two cases they competed with 

more than one. Of these, two described their relationships with New Unions in the 

same manner as employers in the study, emphasising their confrontational and, at 

times, openly hostile nature. This hostility was also found to have to strong links 

with New Union free-riding and differences in how New Unions and Old Unions 

bargained. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Research 

7 .0 Introduction 

This study sought to provide a more comprehensive picture of the formation and 

rapid proliferation of new, predominantly workplace-based, unions in New Zealand 

under the ERA. More specifically it sought to develop a picture of the motives and 

interests of workers who formed those unions and the process by which the decision 

to form a union was made. Recent literature has argued that New Union formation 

has significant implications for the operation and success of the wider union 

movement and the ERA itself, the formation of many New Unions also being seen 

to represent a deliberate attempt by employers to undermine the existing union 

movement. Yet despite the implications posed by New Union formation, scholars 

have not extensively examined why those organisations have formed. Rather, their 

primary focus has been on how those organisations differ from existing unions and 

their general effectiveness as organisations. 

Given the nature of global union decline and the widespread interest in why 

workers join unions, this is surprising, particularly as the rapid formation and 

proliferation of New Unions in this country goes against a number of key 

international trends: union decline, stagnant union membership growth and the 

formation of larger conglomerate unions significant among them. This study and its 

findings, then, have significant implications for this body of research and for those 

studies which have explicitly examined New Unions. 

Using a qualitative research process, this study collected data from three groups of 

stakeholders directly involved in, or affected by, New Union formation: New 

Unions themselves, their employers and Old Unions (organisations formed and 
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operating as unions prior to the ERA). The results of these interviews were 

presented and then discussed in the preceding chapters. 

This chapter summarises those results and the discussion of them, and offers 

conclusions in relation to each of the study's research questions. Key and emerging 

themes are identified, as are the implications of particular findings and 

recommendations for future research where appropriate. As in previous chapters. 

the supporting research questions are addressed first in order to provide data 

necessary for addressing the primary research question. 

7 .1 Why did workers reject membership in other unions in favour 

of forming their own? 

Workers rejected membership in other, principally older more established, unions 

because of their personal and shared experiences with those unions. In rejecting 

membership in other unions, workers did not reject the idea or concept of 

collectivism only membership of specific unions. This decision was based upon 

workers' negative experiences with particular unions, and specifically with the 

actions, attitudes and behaviour of the members, officials and other representatives 

of those unions. Key characteristics with which workers were dissatisfied with were 

Old Unions' aggressive organising and bargaining tactics, poor service delivery, and 

perceived unwillingness and inability to represent their interests. In rejecting 

membership in other unions, workers did not reject the idea of collectivism, 

Why workers join unions is a question New Zealand scholars have not so far 

examined as extensively as those internationally. A single New Zealand 

examination of the decision to join a union (Tolich & Harcourt, 1999) compares 

rather unfavourably to the plethora of similar studies available elsewhere (e.g., 

Barker et al, 1984; Deery et al, 1994; Gani, 1996; Lahuis & Mellor, 2001; Lewis, 

2001; Seeber, 1991; Waddington & Kerr, 1999a & 1999b; Waddington & Kerr, 2002; 
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Wheeler & McClendon, 1991). New Zealand scholars have also avoided direct 

examination of why workers reject membership of particular unions and/or leave 

them. The closest comparable evidence comes from Australia where Peetz (1998) 

examined workers' decisions to join, stay in and exit unions in that country. That 

New Union formation consistently represented the rejection by workers of 

membership in one union in favour of another suggests that workers' unionisation 

decisions require further examination in this country. Recent research, which found 

that union density in New Zealand is less than half its potential (Haynes et al, 

2004), also argues for a preferably quantitative re-examination of these decisions, as 

do New Zealand unions' ongoing problems with membership retention (NZCTU, 

2003). The findings of the present study strongly suggest that the experiences of 

workers with unions, and the behaviour of union officials and members should be 

factors in such studies. 

7 .2 What role did and do employers play in New Union 

formation? 

Employers were found to play a limited role in the formation of New Unions. 

Employer involvement in New Union formation was more likely to reflect an 

acceptance of workers' legal right to form unions under the ERA. Only in one or 

possibly two instances did employer's actions follow a pattern described by existing 

research, where they attempted to form a tame union to undermine existing 

organisations. Yet evidence of actual or widespread attempts to form a tame in

house union with the intent of undermining existing union organisations was 

limited. 

The key problem for this study and others into New Unions (Anderson, 2004; 

Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001) is that none answers the 

question of why would an employer sponsor the formation of a New Union? 

More specifically, why would New Zealand employers consider it necessary and/or 

advantageous to do so? A number of factors suggest that employers do not need to 
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sponsor New Unions particularly in order to undermine the existing union 

movement, and overall the ERA. in a similar fashion to the Employment Contracts 

Act, would appear to offer anti-union employers the opportunity to let the 

legislative environment decollectivise their workforces for them (Wright, 1997). 

Confounding the issue further is that very little is known about employer attitudes 

toward unions under the ERA. and consequently it is difficult to argue that some are 

actively attempting to deunionise their workforces. The only recent and 

comparable evidence is provided by studies into employer attitudes under the 

Labour Relations Act 1987 (McAndrew, 1989; McAndrew & Hursthouse, 1990). and 

by more recent examination of their attitudes toward collective bargaining and 

possible role in union stagnation (Foster, Laird, McAndrew & Murrie, 2005). A 

more detailed picture is provided of employers' interpretation of and response to 

the ERA itself, which suggests that many employers either deliberately or unwittingly 

serve to undermine unions (Waldegrave et al, 2004). 

In short, in relation to the pursuit of formal decollectivist strategies, little evidence 

has been produced by this or other recent studies, to show why New Zealand 

employers would pursue the formation of company unions when other less overt 

forms of decollectivist strategy appear to be more effective. These include the use 

of standardised employment agreements and management strategies aimed at 

directing employee loyalty toward the firm and away from other parties (Peetz, 

2002a & 2002b). There is some evidence to suggest that both are used by New 

Zealand employers (Cullinane, 2001; Waldegrave et al, 2004; Wright, 1997). Yet 

whether this is a deliberate strategy aimed at reducing union influence is unclear. 

The findings of this study suggest that further examination of employers' attitudes 

toward and response to unions under the ERA is warranted. More importantly, 

confusion over the actual role of employers in New Union formation argues 

strongly for a re-examination of the use decollectivist strategies in New Zealand 

firms. 
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7.3 Was the decision to form a union a spontaneous or deliberate 

decision? 

This study found that the formation of New Unions represented a deliberate choice 

by workers who wanted to represent their interests collectively. The complexity of 

the typical process by which the decision to form a New Union was made belies any 

description of that process as a spontaneous or simple event. Rather, in a typical 

case, the decision to form a New Union was made after a prolonged debate by 

small groups of workers. This debate typically included discussion of a number of 

options other than forming a New Union, and was concluded by workers voting on 

those options. Only in one or possibly two instances could the decision to form a 

New Union be regarded solely as a direct consequence of the passage of the ERA. 

Overall, the ERA provided workers with the incentive, but not the rationale, for 

their decision to form a New Union, and the Act served primarily to legitimise a 

pre-existing desire for collective action. In a similar fashion to existing research (e.g., 

Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002), the following were identified as factors significant 

to workers' decision to form New Unions: 

• The expiry of existing agreements and a corresponding unwillingness to 

negotiate individually. 

• A pragmatic desire for cheaper union membership. 

More significant, however. was the apathy of many workers to the outcome of any 

decision to form a New Union, and reluctance on the part of many to take 

responsibility for that decision. In these circumstances the deliberate decision to 

form a New Union was frequently left in the hands of key individuals or opinion 

leaders within a particular workplace. The influence and level of responsibility 

taken by those individuals for the decision to form a New Union was found to be 

greater where workers were apathetic to or reluctant to be actively engaged in the 

decision to form a New Union. These findings are consistent with arguments that 

workers' desire for collective representation does not necessarily equate with an 
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equal desire to participate in the collective process (Freeman & Rogers. 1999). They 

also suggest that in many workplaces the decision to form a New Union was 

strongly influenced by one or more key opinion leaders - individuals whose 

significance to New Union formation has not been previously identified by New 

Zealand scholars. 

7 .4 How have New Unions' relationships with employers and 

their character evolved? 

Consistent with the unions historically. this study expected to find some evidence of 

a gradual change in the complexity of New Unions' character and in their 

relationships with employers. When describing the current status of the later New 

Unions' relationships with employers they were found to be largely cooperative and 

characterised by an absence of: 

• Overt employer hostility toward a New Union. 

• Union militancy. 

• Confrontational or distributive style collective bargaining. 

This reflected New Unions' largely pragmatic and less confrontational character, 

regarded as a key point of difference between New Unions and Old Unions. New 

Unions reported a mixture of changes to these relationships but the examples given 

were insufficient to argue for the existence of a clear trend. Overall. outside of 

moderate but unsubstantiated improvements in their bargaining outcomes, little 

evidence was produced that would show these relationships evolving to any degree. 

Consequently, despite operating on average for four years. New Union relationships 

with employers did appear relatively static. In relation to their character as 

organisations, the study also found little definitive evidence that New Unions were 

evolving as organisations. 
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The lack of clear data on, and evidence for, the evolution of New Unions in this 

study prevented this particular research question from being answered in any great 

detail. From the data that was collected it would appear that two possible paths 

are open to New Unions. In the first they continue as they currently are, servicing a 

small membership through cooperative non-militant bargaining at the enterprise 

level; bargaining that may or may not be reliant upon employers passing on the 

terms of other unions' agreements. Old Unions argued that this approach is not 

sustainable in the long-term and this would appear to be the case where workers 

are unable to extract some benefit from continued membership in a New Union. In 

the second path, New Unions could attempt to alter their current structures and 

activities and essentially evolve into a more complex form of union. Basic methods 

by which this could be done could be to: 

• Strengthen their bargaining position by forming cooperative alliances with 

other unions. 

• Move to a more confrontational or active bargaining style. 

• Increase their membership fees to improve their ability to provide a wider 

range of services to members, and possibly increase their ability to pursue 

industrial action. 

None of these appear likely given the findings of this study. The hostility shown by 

Old Unions toward New Unions and New Union participants' negative experiences 

with Old Unions would seem to preclude any form of cooperation between them. 

New Unions also show a strong reluctance to engage in the type of distributive or 

confrontational bargaining said to characterise Old Unions. The findings of this 

study also suggest that some may be dependant upon free-riding and unwilling to 

jeopardise their cooperative relationships with employers. Charging higher 

membership fees would appear to be a simple option, but as low membership fees 

were a factor in the formation of all New Unions in this study, it would appear that 

this option would not be pursued by New Unions. 
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Overall, it would appear that scholars could address the possible evolution of New 

Unions by examining those organisations over a prolonged period. New Unions 

could be compared at particular points in time with strong emphasis given to the 

process and outcome of New Union collective bargaining, the extent of their non

bargaining activities, and the interests and motivations of their membership. But 

given that Old Unions in their current form represent about 100 years of 

development and evolution any comparable evolution on the part of New Unions 

would be difficult to detect in the short-term. It would also be difficult to state 

categorically that any such evolution was not an isolated case, precluding the use of 

specific case-studies as a method of investigation. 

7.5 What is a genuine union and are New Unions genuine? 

In addressing these questions, the study found that participants defined a union as a 

collective organisation whose primary purpose was the representation of workers' 

employment interests; a definition broadly similar to that of Webb & Webb (1907). 

Like scholars, they did not provide a consistent definition or description of the 

genuine union. Rather participants identified characteristics critical to the character 

of the typical New Zealand union and how New Unions did or did not adhere to 

those characteristics. The typical New Zealand union was identified by all three 

groups of participants interviewed for the study as an older organisation formed 

prior to the ERA, that: 

• Represented workers across an industry or the country as a whole. 

• Pursued interests that frequently diverged from those of employers. 

• Pursued those interests through collective bargaining and other non

bargaining activities. 

• Was affiliated with the NZCTU. 

Of these factors, the pursuit of collective bargaining, independence from employers, 

and willingness to engage in militant or industrial action appeared most significant 

to participants' descriptions. A number of additional characteristics were also 
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attributed by New Unions and employers to the behaviour of the typical New 

Zealand union. The specific terms used to describe Old Unions were: 

• Confrontational or positional. 

• Untrustworthy. 

• Antagonistic. 

Consequently, this study found that participants' descriptions of the typical New 

Zealand union were broadly comparable to the concept of union character, as well 

as to existing definitions of the term union. 

The question of whether New Unions were genuine was more difficult to answer. 

Participants in the study seemed to describe New Unions in the same way, but 

differed on whether they were in fact genuine unions. New Unions were described 

in a similar fashion to existing research (e.g., Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) with 

participants in the study noting features such as their enterprise-based membership, 

and narrower bargaining agenda. However, when describing New Unions, 

participants gave greater weight to describing how they operated rather than what 

they did and how they were structured. In relation to the concept of union 

character, participant responses give weight to previous claims that the concept has 

little application to New Unions (Barry, 2004). Key facets of union character New 

Unions were not found to adhere to were: 

• The willingness to engage in militant action. 

• Affiliation with the NZCTU. 

• A willingness to be declare themselves to be a union. 

Participants also identified a strong divergence between New Unions and their 

definition of the typical New Zealand union. How they did so also appeared more 

significant to participants than New Unions adherence or non-adherence to the 

concept of union character. Key factors said to differentiate New Unions from the 

typical New Zealand union were argued to be their: 
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• Pursuit of enterprise rather than industry and national level collective 

bargaining. 

• Unwillingness or inability to engage in militant action. 

• Unwillingness and inability to pursue activities outside of collective 

bargaining. 

• Unwillingness and possible inability to pursue interests that diverged from 

those of their employer. 

• Pragmatic and cooperative rather than confrontational relationships with 

employers. 

On the basis of these findings, New Unions would appear not to be genuine unions 

as they do not adhere to either the concept of union character or participants' 

descriptions of the typical New Zealand union. Conversely, however, when asked 

whether New Unions were genuine unions, both New Unions and their employers 

stated that they were. Only Old Unions argued against defining New Unions as 

genuine, placing significant emphasis on two key characteristics attributed to those 

organisations: 

• The presumed lack of independence, and 

• The pursuit of a purely enterprise-based agenda. 

The first characteristic was argued to derive from New Unions' reliance upon free

riding to secure a collective agreement, and their inability to pursue a 

confrontational relationship with employers. Old Unions regarded both as 

indicative of New Unions' dependence upon employers for their long-term survival. 

In describing the second, Old Unions did not dispute that many New Unions 

bargained collectively which is a key facet of union character (Blackburn, 1967). 

They argued, however, that this did not make them genuine unions as how they 

bargained was not sustainable and an ineffective method of representing workers. 
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New Unions and employers, however, placed less emphasis on the level at which 

New Unions bargained and operated, and focused more strongly on the basic 

purpose of those organisations. This was defined by both groups as the simple 

representation of workers employment interests, a definition similar to Webb & 

Webb (1907) and an organisational objective that does not differ from that of other 

unions. Overall, New Unions and employers both argued that New Unions were 

genuine unions. but were genuine unions distinctly different to organisations typical 

of the New Zealand union movement. These differences while significant did not 

prevent New Unions from being regarded or from operating as genuine 

independent union organisations. 

The attitude of Old Unions toward New Unions may be determined not by the 

character of those organisations but by whether they compete with them for 

members. All three groups of participants highlighted the significance of 

competition for members to the type of inter-union relationships they experienced. 

In workplaces where New Unions and Old Unions represented, and therefore 

competed for. the same group of workers, these relationships were predominantly 

confrontational and at times openly hostile. Old Union participants of this type 

were more likely to argue that New Unions were not genuine unions. In 

workplaces where New Unions and Old Unions did not compete for members, 

inter-union relationships were predominantly neutral with minimal contact between 

each group. 

This study suggests that more needs to be done to identify how workers, rather than 

scholars, identify, describe and define unions. The findings of this study also raise 

the question of what type of organisations workers believed they were forming 

when they created a New Union. The results suggest that many believed they were 

forming something distinctly different to the typical union. However. given this 

study interviewed only a small number of New Union members, it is difficult to 

state this as a certainty, particularly as participants frequently saw little or no 
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difference between what their organisations were formed to do, and why other 

unions formed. Freeman & Medoff (1984) asked quite clearly 'what do unions do?'. 

while this study argues that this question and 'how do they do it?' are questions 

scholars need to address in this country. 

7 .6 Why did New Unions form in New Zealand under the ERA? 

This study found that New Unions formed to represent the specific collective 

employment interests of small groups of workers, typically employed within a single 

workplace, through the process of collective bargaining. Workers' decisions to form 

a New Union rather than join an existing organisation represented the deliberate 

and democratic decision to reject membership in the established union movement. 

That decision resulted also from workers' personal and shared experiences and 

strong dissatisfaction with the behaviour and attitudes associated with Old Unions, 

their officials and members. In general, New Unions formed because workers 

desired membership in a collective organisation that would not repeat their 

personal experiences with other unions. 

7.6. l The role of employers 

Employers were found to play a less significant and less active role in New Union 

formation than previously identified (Anderson, 2004; Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 

2002; Barry & Reveley, 2001). Specifically no evidence was found of widespread 

attempts by employers to sponsor or create a tame or company-type union. 

Evidence was found, however, of possibly isolated incidents, similar to those 

reported in existing research. Overall, employer support for New Unions could be 

more appropriately described as an acceptance of workers' legal right to organise 

and a preference for the type and style of bargaining New Unions would pursue. 
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7.6.2 The importance of opinion leaders to New Union formation 

The role of key opinion leaders was critical to New Union formation. Most 

opinion leaders provided the expertise and knowledge, or access to the expertise 

and knowledge, needed to form and operate a New Union. Key examples were 

opinion leader's direct experience with the formation of incorporated societies and 

access to free legal and bargaining advice from friends or family members. In these 

circumstances, opinion leaders' roles may have been sufficient to convince workers 

that forming their own union was a viable option, and in at least one instance an 

opinion leader was responsible for raising this option among workers. Opinion 

leaders' provision of, or access to, this knowledge and expertise were also significant 

to the lower membership fees characteristic of New Unions. As a catalyst or 

primary cause of New Union formation, cheaper membership fees were found to be 

significant (Barry, 2004; Barry & May, 2002) . However, the role of opinion 

leaders' in New Union formation may have reduced the significance of low fees by 

removing any requirement for New Unions to charge high fees. In simple terms 

opinion leaders' access to and/or provision of various types of expertise could have 

negated any need to collect fees to pay for various essential services. 

Opinion leaders' roles strengthen the argument that New Union formation reflects 

first and foremost workers' dissatisfaction with the existing union movement. 

Opinion leaders were found to share other participants' negative experiences with 

Old Unions. They also acted in a manner considered typical of opinion leaders 

elsewhere (Van de Vall, 1970) in that they shared their experiences with Old Unions 

with workers, and possibly influenced and/or strengthened workers' general 

opposition to the idea of joining an existing union. Old Unions themselves argued 

that this led to the creation of New Unions that did not represent the totality of 

their membership, but the interests of a small minority. However, the democratic 

and often prolonged process by which workers considered. voted upon and then 

collectively actioned the decision to form a New Union suggests that this was not 

the case. 
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7. 7 Overall summary 

This study set out to re-examine the phenomenon of New Union formation and to 

provide a more comprehensive picture of the motives and interests of the workers 

who formed those unions. In achieving this, a valuable contribution has been made 

to the small body literature on New Unions in New Zealand. In doing so, this study 

reaffirmed a number of findings from this body of research. More importantly, 

however, it redefined the significance of some of those findings, and identified a 

number of new trends. These were the importance of workers' previous union 

experiences to their decision to join and form unions, the relevance of existing 

definitions of the genuine union, and the significance of key opinion leaders to 

union formation. 

These findings have some practical implications for a number of stakeholders, the 

New Zealand union movement and older more established unions in particular. For 

these organisations, the deliberate and free choice by around 10,000 collectively

minded workers to reject them is a further sign of the problems they face in 

rebuilding under the ERA. Slow union membership growth and poor membership 

retention rates will not be helped by suggestions that unions' own organising efforts, 

officials and members often serve to deter people from joining the union 

movement. Old Unions' efforts at building constructive partnerships with 

employers and at multi-employer collective bargaining may also be hampered by 

suggestions that they are seen as antagonistic, overly militant, and untrustworthy. 

Both situations suggest that unions need to take greater care in how they build and 

maintain relationships within New Zealand firms. 

For scholars. this study highlights that New Unions and union membership have 

been an under-explored phenomenon in this country. Why workers join unions, 

what they believe unions are, and how they choose between unions are questions 

critical to any understanding of union membership trends. It is surprising therefore 

that these questions are often left unexplored or are given less attention than the 
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wider examination of unions as organisations. The findings of this study argue for 

the need to examine the unionisation decisions of New Zealand workers in more 

detail, and perhaps to provide a side by side comparison of the motivations and 

interests of the members (rather than the secretaries) of Old Unions and New 

Unions. 

Scholars, too, may have been too quick to judge the character of New Unions. 

While they have argued that some are genuine forms of workplace representation, 

they have been stronger in their criticism of those unions and in accepting existing 

research findings. These have predominantly implied that New Unions are an 

employer-driven phenomenon, or at the very least incapable of becoming effective 

unions. That workers do not seem to think so, and that employer support may 

only exist in a few isolated cases, argues for additional research into New Unions. 

Particular emphasis could be given to the actual bargaining outcomes achieved by 

those unions and a more exacting analysis of what they do and why. 

The great weight given to comparing New Unions against organisations that have 

evolved over several decades also highlights the inadequacies of existing definitions 

of the genuine union. The concept of union character used, in part, to separate 

New Unions and Old Unions is in itself incapable of stating that an organisation is 

or is not a union. Yet this is the very manner in which scholars appear to have used 

the concept when examining New Unions. Perhaps a more appropriate method 

would have been to compare the character of New Unions against that of Old 

Unions of a similar age - in other words. to the character of Old Unions when they 

first formed. The findings of this study suggest also the need to redefine the 

suitability of existing descriptions of the genuine union. 

In examining these issues, scholars should take note of findings relevant to this 

study's primary research question. 'Why do New Unions form under the ERA?' This 

study concludes that New Unions were formed under the ERA by workers who saw 
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benefit in collective action, but, because of past and shared experiences with existing 

unions, were reluctant to pursue their collective interests as part of the existing 

union movement. In order to pursue their collective interests, those same workers 

formed their own union, because they believed or were possibly convinced they 

could do so effectively. The ability of many New Unions to access cheap or even 

free expertise such as legal advice also allowed them to charge the lower 

membership fees that characterise many New Unions. Lower membership fees, 

however, were not the primary motivation for workers' decision to form New 

Unions, although they do appear significant to their continued operation. The 

primary motivations for the formation of a New Union were workers' past 

experiences with Old Unions. Where employers supported, or accepted, workers' 

decisions to form a New Union, this typically occurred only after the decision to 

form that union had been made. The formation of New Unions under the ERA 

represents therefore an employee driven phenomenon. 
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